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I have had about as much negative
blasting from my statement that a
“nuclear” device was utilized at the Trade
Center and was part and parcel of an
‘intelligence” operationinfullcahootswith
Israel Mossad as any one subject so far
offered.
I am not going to “defend” my information nor make much of any statements
regarding such comments “in advance” of
actual public flow for I have no intention of
placing my scribe in any further disagreeable and insulting confrontations. I simply
tell you that what I bring you is valid and
usually, within a matter of days, the confirmation will flow and someone will find it
and share. So, as with these things, sooner
than later came the proof positive and
again turns up in one of the more respected, by me, papers of your “time”, The
Spotlight, and this time via an interview
with Radio Free Am&q
with host Tom
Valentine.
I will say up front that the scientist in

point of the interview is valid and outstanding in his reputation. He is Galen
Winsor and is a veteran nuclear scientist.
I will “directly” quote from the article
and then perhaps to save space will integrate the“questions” within the “answers”
as we move along. I honor these writers,
speakers and truth-bringers and I honor
The Spotright for always daring such information bringing. Why am I not ever on
those programs? Because ridicule causes
great damage to a ?ause” and we need no
attention-WE NEED THE INFORMATION,
not quarrels over validity of some “flying
object” (humanoid or craft). Your Elite
enemy will use every means available to
distract you and we shall simply have to
await the time of recognition in sequence of
perfection to make presence. I bring this
up now as introduction for there is much
new information coming forth on underground bases, supposed aliens, replicas
and robotic replacements. I want to share
that with you also and we need not clutter
it with discussions about my validity of
presence. Thank you.

QUOTING:
THE SPOTLIGHT, April 12, 1993

MININUKE TERROR STARTING?
Was the recent bombing of the World
Trade Center actually a small-scale nuclear
blast? Who had the capability of setting off
this kind of explosion? These provocative
questions were raised on the March 23
broadcast of The Spotlight’s nightly call-in
talk forum, Radio Free America, with host
Tom Valentine. [C: I recommend that all
who possibly can-keep
up with this
program. It is unfortunate that in the
location wherein lives my scribe the
radio reception is so bad that the program cannot be received. However it
seems that almost nationwide the program can be received in most locations.
The on-air program itself has allowed for
the very contact to the public that we
know has saved as least two lives, one
being- Maynard Campbell who was on the
(Please see NUCLEAR DE VICE, page 4)
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We sit to write on this late day, Friday,
with so much against our human hands as
to boggle the mind. This is for you readers
who will receive this paper.
Finally the legal charades have caught
us-other than with Dharmawho must do
so much of the writing. Our Chief Editor,
Dr. Young, is caused to have to be in
Federal Court on charges of Contempt for
running notification of where you readers
should get THE PLEIADES CONNECTION
volumes as long as they would be available.
Please, everyone understand that the
LBEMTOR, and now the CONTACT, carries NO ADVERTISING AS SUCH. Any
presentation of books, ours or anyones, is
because of their noteworthiness and no
payment is accepted. I did not attend the
arrangements that were set up between
Tehachapi Distributing and the LIBERATOR. I do KNOW, however, that it was
through mutual arrangements BECAUSE
OF CONTENT-not to further sales of any
product.
The reason for the confrontation, of
course, is that “I” continued to tell you
these are the most important books on
your planet-THEY ARE and IF I COULD
HAVE THEM TAKEN FOR THE INFORMATION OFYOU WHO COULD FIND--“BEG,
BORROW OR STEAL” THEM, I BELIEVE
WAS THE TERM I USED-NOT LITERALLY
THAT YOU SHOULD “STEAL” THEMBUT THAT IN TERMINOLOGY OF YOUR
LANGUAGE IN EXPRESSION OF “IMPORTANCE”, I HAVE CONTINUED TO REFER
TO THEM.
The problem, of course, is that “I” am
not “recognized” in the court as an entity-and therefore the “blame” and “contempt” comes back against my secretary.
MINDEN COURT SESSION
At any rate, much research now must
be done by Dr. Young to refresh his mind
EXACTLY as to what was said in the paper
in preparation for appearance on Monday.
Our attorneys are asking for continuance
but in these types of court ridicule cases
you cannot depend of the “word” of any
attorney. We just experienced a massive
session of ridicule and directed nonsense
from the Nevada press as ones efforted to
have some type of”hearing” in the Minden,
Nevada courtroom.
The press interviewed one Luke Perry,
whose “step-mother” has interests in the
InstitutF. He was working in conjunction

with Dave Horton (Atty.) and George Green.
There were remarkable allegations, such
as, Doris Ekker is a Pleiadian who flies
galactically to and from, etc. Also, the
article said that this was a massive “scam”
operation and “worse yet”, Doris and E.J.
Ekker are officers and in control of over 200
Nevada corporations. The next point was
pressure to “change the Nevada laws to
shut down this type of abuse”. We shall
ask Mr. Green to handle this but Mr.
Christie will respond to the newspaper. In
structuring corporations in Nevada there
have to be Resident Agents if the applicant
is outside the borders of Nevada. This
further means that to establish a corporation you have to have representatives to
temporarily serve with the paperwork. This
is true of EVERY RESIDENT AGENT, in or
out of the state. Ekkers have been willing
to serve as those signatories-they “control” nothing-most especially the working order or business of ANY corporation in
point-they do not even KNOW WHO owns
the corporation in almost ALL instances.
I will just republish the following article
(after the hearing) so that you can realize
what insulting and painful public attention is called upon my workers. The courtroom show was a circus of nonsense and
never even got to the point in controversy.
As you read this, in a situation where
there is no group, no joint “businesses”,
no commune, no claims, no %ervicesAnothing except a paper and some books
which any may or may not read according
to ANY published material-this is what
slaps my scribe in the face-this after a
blast from Television in Reno where it was
even more ridiculous, if possible. Then,
when efforting to get copy of the tape in
point-they have to release nothing, be
responsible for nothing-unless subpoenaed by a court. Freedom? You had best
start looking more diligently about you,
readers.
QUOTING:
Associated Press
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pending resolution of the dispute.
Vallas asked a witness whether she had
ever seen any extra-terrestrials at the institution.
Nora Voyles, an Institute director who
has put XXXX into a Nevada-based corporation (controlled by the Ekkers) said
she had never seen ‘Commander
HatonxP or any other alien.

Doris Ekker, who goes by the name of
“Dharma” has claimed to be a translator
for Hatonn, an extra-terrestrial who sometimes orbits the earth and warns his people
about intergalactic strife and the covert
agendas of international politicians.
Voyles said Green told her “things were
coming down in Tehachapi and it was not
going to be pretty.” She also said contributions had been coming in but have stopped
since accounts of the flap between the
Greens and the Ekkers became public.
The secretary of state’s office has con-.
firmed that more than 200 Nevada corporations have been formed by the Ekkers on
behalf of other people. But the Ekkers are
listed as top corporate officers.
Ironically, Vallas is a member of the
influential Rena-based law fum of Vargas
8sBartlett, whose partners include Senate Majority Leader Bill Raggio, R-Reno.

END QUOTE

***

Now in order of errors: The confrontation is between the “Institute” and the
Greens. Ekkers have other fish to fry and
they were not even present at this hearing.
There seemed to be no mention of the
fact that the “gold” in point was secreted
away and there is proof from the gold
owner to such.
Nora’s name is not Voyles and all of you
will recognizeher more than adequate“mental stability” as the author of research in
“Nora’s Research Corner” in the paper.
The placement of money into “a Nevada-based corporation” is probably true
if Nora stated as much-not being a Kol
Nidre unvow-taker-but Ekkers do not in
ANY MANNER WHATSOEVER CONTROL
HER CORPORATION OR THE BUSINESS
THEREOF. THEY SHOW AS ON ANY
OTHER AS FORMATION OFFICERS OF
SAID CORPORATION STRUCTURE (NOT
BUSINESS PARTICIPANTS)!
They also failed to mention that when
asked if she had ever “seen”, etc., and if
she knew anyone else who talks to God?
She promptly said Wes, Mrs. Green.” She
was interrupted so quickly that she couldn’t
add--“and Mr. Green also claims to receive directly from this same Commander,”
etc., etc. Doesn’t this seem just a “bit”
lopsided?
The next is not so bad as orbiting, etc.,
to me but the first article gave HER

MINDEN, Nev.: Ajudgerefused Wednesday to issue a “stop-talking” order in a
dispute involving a corporation whose officers claim to communicate with aliens
from outer space.
District Judge Dave Gamble said the
attorney for E.J. and Doris Ekker of the
Phoenix Institute for Research and Education, based in Tehachapi, Calif. failed to
prove they were being harmed by remarks
made by former business partners.
Tom Vallas, lawyer for the Ekkers,
wanted an injunction against George and
Desiree Green of Carson City, involved in a
civil dispute with the Ekkers over ownership of $350,000 in gold coins. The coins
were turned over to the court by the Greens (Dharma) ability to flit around the galax-
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as we do on things such as Gaiandriana
which MUST be offered. It is, thus far, a
paper which takes no advertising as such
I have been in agreement to publish so that there is no tampering, for support
these things so that “equal time” could be reasons, of the information offered.
shared. I will make no further comment at
this time.
They are trying to link us somehow with
such as the Waco incidents and can’t find
anything upon which to make ANY TYPE of
connection without outright lies. So, I do
have this much to offer you on the Waco
incident. I make no comment on these
people, their operation as to God, etc. But,
4/16/93 #l
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ies and commune with aliens. Franlsly,
readers, I don’t give her “time” to flit
around anywhere.

intervention of the cells as they move into
the body. You must understand that as
this passes through the stomach-30 to
50% of the cells are killed. To help avoid
such massive loss-a bit of apple juice is
suggested but most ones forget to use it.
Also you must remember that many “patients” continue to take medications which
are chemically damaging to the cellular
structure as it efforts to move within its
own DNA structured cells.
I can equate this somewhat to a sperm
efforting to get past all the- birth control
devices to fertilize an ovum. I told you not
to EXPECT miracles-YOU
ARE THE
We will be, very shortly, offering more MIRACLE and it requires your own coop“in-depth”
information
regarding
eration. If you continue to abuse and
Gaiandr-iana as we have had it available insult the body you are working not only for
long enough
to get the next bombardment the disease invaders-but the disease enof response and inquiries from you read- hancing additives in your intake. Ones
ers. We find that many are taking too who have been pronounced “terminalnare
much, others not enough-others simply showing massive return of good health but
do not follow directions. In all instances, also show willingness to balance their inwe must remember, that there are two takes of =body debilitating” substances.
types of, say, “cancer” .cells and We will ask our Doctor to draw up a listing
causatives-artificial
(or “constructed”) of harmful substances. Ifyou can’t give up
and “natural”. The “natural” bothers are your “addictions” then begin to “taper off
things such as caffeine in coffee, etc. The and as you feel better the nagging addic“constructed” and worse are the additives tion CAN come under control. It will mean
of “constructed caffeine-like substance”, you will have to invest in greater intake
say, in the cola beverages. Gaiandriana amounts (of the correct-items), not‘just at
allows immediate attack of your immune random ‘overtake” anything. Also, if you
system against the “naturals” (especially are showing no, or poor, results-change
if not overwhelmed by great intake) but it is your intake methods to hit very hard with
all but impossible for a “natural” sub- under the tongue amounts four to five
stance to break-up and dissolve the caus- times a day-leaving the liquid under the
ative agent when uma-made” through
tongue for at least 3 minutes. If YOUare
working
with a child or animal of whom you
genetic/ DNA manipulation of the invaderIFTHERECIPIENTCONTINUESTOABUSE can't require this--use many times a day
BY CONTINUED INTAKE GF THE DAMAG- under the tongue and it will take up into
ING AGENTS, I.E., OVERUSE OF ALCO- thebloodstream.
If we can ever get rid of some of this daily
HOLIC BEVERAGES (SURPRISING AS IT
MAY SEEM, EVEN THOUGH ALCOHOL IS confirmation of news, “watchit news” and
DAMAGINGINITSOWN RIGHT)ITISTHE otherwritings--we sh~Ita.keup thissub“ADDITIVES” WHICH CAUSE THE MUTA- ject in detail, hopefully in form for underTION OF CELLS, TOBACCO ADDITIVES, standing of the lay readers. I have written
ETC. Further, please note-that if you use volumes on the technology -rfthisand w,ays
Mogu (Mugu) tea-do NOT overdo it. If you to enhance through frequency adaptation,
drink it like you would a juice or a drink of etc., but “life” leaves us no avenues of
water-you
defeat the work of the =time” to share or do actual exGaiandriana as it will move directly to take perimentation and research. NOW,we shall
up residency
and fuel supply from the be losing our Research and Education Iningested tea which is often it’s very living stitute-for as we get this assault balanced
foundation. Why work on %liens~ if you out we shall restructure facilities-but at
keep abundantly supplied in your favorite present we are threatened by Green’s oPlife-fuel? Also, MANY THINGS cannot well eratives to force the Institute into Receiverbe adapted in conjunction and either ne- ship and on into Involuntary Bankruptcy.
gate the other or simply are not compat- The legal documents stating as much were
issued the evening prior to this past
ible.
Wefind,especiallyoneswith HIVareso [Minden,Nevada]hearingabovediscussed.
This will tie up all funds in or out and
eager to get better that they are swamping
their bodies with everything and while they there is nothing we will be able to legally do
are “feeling” better are not showing suffi- about it. We are going to effort to impress
cient increase in the immune cells. The Mr. Green with the fact that retribution
researchers are going to take the whole of shall be required but we cannot see if he
this week to work on variations to increase will hear-OR, if indeed, his actions have
the Gaiandriana per unit, reducing .the not already pressed beyond the ability to
'sbfutidn's "fuel" supply to cause better
return .’
‘.
’ ” “’

More Gaiandriana
Information

you had better pay very, very close
attention to what Koresh presents as
information
and
documentation
(receivings) on the SEVEN SEALS which
are claimed to be in preparation by him
in conjunction with his surrender-if
you can get them exactly as he presents
them. Even the Dead Sea Scrolls are not
accepted ‘hoax”, so be CAREFUL. However, you might find some truth in that
which will come out of the Branch
Davidians.

DR. YOUNG
Back to this paper-we are putting together this eciition without input or help
from Dr. Young so that he can attend these
other more pressing matters. We may not
have the same level of ‘perfection” or
variety-but we WILL have sufficient to
bring you a timely and information-filled
issue. We have to ask you readers to bear
with us as we walk on the crushed glass
roadway completely filled with boulders
and obstacles. Our remaining staff, in
silence (for Dr. Youngwould simply stay up
around the clock without rest to serve if he
knew) believes we can have enough for a
paper-set to lay-out and ready for the
presses by Sunday Evening (freeing Monday for all to attend the US&P hearing in
Fresno) and still make the press on Tuesday (our only day with printing possibility).
WE CAN DO IT for Dharma Wokini is
willing to type around the clock if she can
have this new-found co-help in these miserable court shredders. We already recognize and thank you for your prayers and
support for our work-of which, by the
way, each of you is a major part whether or
not it is in your realization.
NEW VOLUMES
I think you will note Dr. Young’s control
over the contents of the paper in that he
has not even urged participation with the
several volumes we have finished and have
ready for distribution. Karen is working on
information announcements and we will
offer them herein. Our thrust is to get out
INFORMATION-and not to “sell things”.
We’e+eh have’s nrobfem’wff’erina~asmuch
I
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LUKE PERRY
Mr. Green pulled into his cooperation
and thrust team one Luke Perry, as mentioned above-and who, by the way, comes
from Nevada and set up the public newspaper interviews, etc.
Why would we speak of this person and
not recognize the damage from others?
Because this one has pressed this into the
Securities and Exchange Commission and
to the FBI, etc. Now, readers, the FBI has
investigated and found nothing amiss. Let
us consider what Mr. Perry said in his first
article (which we did not reproduce for it is
not handy here at the desk) that Nevada
must press “Bill such and such to STOP
these Nevada open corporations.” This
means that through all investigations and
harassment, corporate owners-THE VEIL
OF NEVADA PROTECTION OF YOUR PRIVACY HELD-ALL THEY COULD DO WAS
INSULT THE RESIDENT AGENT’S SIGNERS ON THE CORPORATE SET-UP
RECORDS! THIS IS GOOD NEWS TO YOU
WHO WONDER IF YOU HAVE ANY PROTECTION LEFT IN THE WORLD. YOU

PROJECT

cals are doing everything to strip her ofALL paper in the series begun last week.
ASSETS-including that which she placed However, that is being worked out-and
into the Institute for protection FROM the frankly, I find it very LACKING in full
little buggers. Worse, she had beenusinga
content or other fundamental offerings
“lawyer” in total bought and paid for ca- of great impact new and unusual. It was
She has now a good line of “confirmation” and cerhoots with the offspring.
changed lawyers and strengthened herpo- tainly a potential “safety” guard for the
sition but the assault against thispoor lady writers who, I fear, are not knowledgeis ceaseless. This is the main ring-leader to able of the extent of the danger involved.
destroy thelnstitute-BUT
WHATTHELDIOT “Naive” might be the better expression.
DOESNOTSEEMTO UNDERSTANDISTHAT
YOU have far more information if you are
“IF” HE PUSHES ZT INTo RECEIVERSHIP,
a Contact reader than any of the writers
BANKRUprCY AND REGULATION VIOLA- and investigative journalists in point. I
TIONS (WHICH GEORGE SET UP ZN THE would hope that they release rights for
FZRST PLACE) HE IS THE ONE WHO WILL sharing because they walk very gravely
LOSEEVERYDAMNEDCENT!
PERHAPSIT on dangerous ground indeed-and they
COULDN’T HAPPEN To A NICER GUY??? are in the hotbed of criminal circles in
their location and I can only urge them to
So be it.
pay attention. At any rate, ifwe can work
it out-we will offer more of the ongoing
OTHER NEWS AND
CONFIRMATIONS
series as we have space to do so and if we
feel it worthy in content so that we do not
We have been disallowed to use fur- have to usurp space from some other
ther information from the Las Vegas Sun breaking information.

Nuclear Device At
World Trade Center

!XJ-E-YOU
USE IT PROPERLY, STOP
SAYING “I HAVE A CORPORATION”,
ETC. IF YOU TELL YOUR OWN PRIVACY
GUARDS, THEN IT IS YOUR OWN PROBLEM. A NEVADA CORPORATION (NO
MATTER WHERE THE ORIGINATOR
MIGHT BE) IS AN ENTITY UNTO ITSELF
AND IT IS A RESIDENT OF NEVADANOT YOU OR YOURS-UNLESS
YOU
MAKE IT SO.

It becomes much like Gaiandriana-IF
YOU DON?’ USE A THING PROPERLYTHEN DON’T BLAMETHE “THING” FOR IT
NOT WORKING. FURTHER-IF A THING
CAN WORK FOR “ONE”, IT CAN WORK
FOR ALL-INCLUDING YOU!
Now, who in the world is Luke Perry,
you might ask. Well, Mr. Perry is a member
of a “family” of offspring of one, Mr. Perry
(father) who married now, Mrs. Perry. These
ones lived, and still Mrs. Perry lives in
Wisconsin, I believe, and Luke lives in Las
Vegas and “runs” what he wants to have
ALL THE ESTATE MONEY FROM HIS FATHER-EVEN TO TRYING TO GET MRS.
PERRY (step-mother) declared incompetent. This would not be too sad except that
during the last over five years of Senior
Perry’s life, he had a stroke and was totally
invalided, incontinent and a constant
caretaking problem of massive size. He
was not senile or incompetent at first,
however, and knew exactly what he was
doing when he arranged for his wife to have
control of the estate after his demise, She
had no help and nothing but problems
from the ingrates and greedy offspring.
The father, Perry, was aminister and ended
up with some estate-not massive but
sufficient to help Mrs. Perry through her
remaininglife expression. These little ras-
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(Continued

from page 1)

air with Tom Valentine the entire time
he and his lady were under Federal
SWAT team siege.]
Valentine’sguest was veteran nuclear
scientist, Galen Winsor, who has been invalved in handsonresearch in the nuclear

peared in the New Yorker magazine in
1973. Taylor worked in the field of the
micronizationof nuclearweapons-in other
words making nuclear weapons small
enough so the Israelis could carry them
around in a briefcase.

[C: Does this mean our information
industry and related fields for some 42
about
explosives, poundages, dynamite,
years.

Questions by Valentine and his call- etc., are invalid? Goodness NO-there
ers are in bo2dfuce. Winsor’s answers are in had to be covering substance-please,
they don’t yet have the power to pubregular type.
licly blow away things like the Trade
***
Center with nuclear devices and not
possibly get caught prior to time to
By all accounts, the blast at the bring the ultimate terror upon you. It is
WorldTradeCenterwasextensive.
We’ve so much more effective as terrorism to
been told there were 1,200 pounds of let you get the %ecretn information in
dynamite in the bomb that allegedly did “leaded” form-afterwards.
Think of
thisdamage. What do you, Galen Winsor, the impact as ones realize that these
things can happen anywhere, anytime
think that bomb was?
I’m sure it was just exactly what and you have no control over them, as
John McPhee predicted 20 Years ago in his people.]
Why do you mention the Israelis?
book, The Curve of Binding Energy, where
he quoted Theodore B. Taylor, a theoretical Are they the fust to produce briefcasephysicist out of Los Alamos who said that sized nuclear weapons?
No, but the Israelis were optimistic
someday someone was going to blow up
the WorZd Trade Center with a small enough that they latched on to the technolnuclear
deuice,
the size of a stick
of ogy. Actually, you see the smallest nuclear

weapons are known as %meZi briefcase
McPhee’s book was published in bombs”.
Taylor said a sliver of uranium1975, although the prediction first ap-

gum.
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Now if there had been a nuclear
I’ve carried it past the finest security
device exploded in the World Trade Ceo- systems of the federal government and the
That’s right. Twenty years ago Tay- ter, wouldn’t experts have been able to airlines probably 100 times over the past
Ior not only picked the target but he picked detect all kinds of nuclear radiation at 10 years and they can’t pick it up. If they
the blast site?
do pick it up they look at it and say, ‘that’s
the means.
There are highly portable radiation a cute little clock” since it has a Timex
How would that work?

235 the size of chewing gum could blow
up the World Trade Center?

There’s enough force there. CNN
said it was 1,200 pounds of dynamite used
in the blast. That much dynamite would till
a big truck, not a little van of the type they
said was used to carry the bomb.

detectors using ultraviolet light that they
can take to the World Trade Center, and
find the nuclear fission products left there.
If you run a precise test you can even tell
whether it was a plutonium weapon or a UIt would be rather difficult to sneak 235 weapon. I can assure you that the
1,200 pounds of TNT into a secured National Bureau of Standards has already
building like the World Trade Center.
been there and that they’ve already got the
That’s right. Why would you do all of spectrum. They can tell you this, but they
that when you could slip it into the World are given to lying.
You’re suggesting then that they
Trade Center in a briefcase? The only thing
that saved 50,000 people from dying that haven’t released their findings because
day was the fact that they put the bomb in everybody would be immediately afraid
the wrong place. They intended to topple that they were going to get cancer from
one tower of the World Trade Center into all that radiation?
Thirty percent of the nuclear radiathe other tower and take out more than
50,000 people. [C: Now readers -we told tion that was created during the blast at
you that right off the bat the day it Port Chicago in Pittsburg, California on
happened-anyoneremember?
We will July 17, 1944 [C: ANYONE EVEN REstill protect the source of that informa- MEMBER THE INCIDENT?] is still resition but it was top-level and from one dent on the site. It is still measurable.
inside the operations who KNEW! That That’s why the Navy gave people (myself
had EVERYTHING to do with the CIA! included) so much trouble when they
Remember, as well, that we also told you wanted to go in there and measure it.
the plans would be to %uke” New York.
The weapon that exploded at Port
By the way-they
aren’t through yet!]
Chicago was five inches in diameter. It had
What
did Taylor,
quoted
by 37 pounds of 93 percent enriched U-235.
McPhee, have to say about a bombing at I’ve talked to the man who prepared the
the trade building?
uranium for that particular weapon which
He said a low-yield bomb, exploded was a smooth-bore gun-barrel weapon.
inside one of the World Trade Center towThe explosion at Port Chicago excaers, could bring it down.
vated 14 million cubic feet of rockout of the
This was a theoretical physicist bed of the Sacramento River in less than a
writing back in the early 19’7Os3
second. You bet it was a nuclear weapon.
That’s right.
These little nukes we’ve got today
Most people have the image of a cannot be detected before they go off, but
nuclear bomb being very big and so you can sure track them after they’ve expowerful that it could knock out a whole ploded by reading out the ultraviolet light
city-like Nagasakior Hiroshima. People spectrum on them.
have visions of mushroom
radiation eve-here.

clouds and

Now you say the smallest-sized
nuclear weapon in existence is known as
Remember the bombs over Nagasaki an Israeli briefcase bomb. How long has
and Hiroshimawere set off 1,800 feet in the that weapon been around?

watch on its face.
This is actually a lot bigger than the
Israeli briefcase bombs. I carried this into
the Federal Building in Portland, Oregon
when I visited the office of Sen. Mark
Hatfield (R-Ore.).

Now, as a longtime nuclear scientist you are aware of this capability, but
I’ve never seen anywhere in the media
that this capability is available for
nuclear weapons. Why do they call this
the Israeli briefcase bomb?

Because the Israelis have been part
and parcel of the technology all along. I
was offered my first clandestine weapon
from a fellow on the roof of a building in
Augusta, Georgia in 1967. He told me he
could have it in my handsin less than three
weeks.
The system has holes in it-great big
holes. They’ve been pretending to control
this material, and they haven’t for years.

In other words you’re saying there
has been a great proliferation of these
nuclear weapons and that it’s a lot worse
than we realize?

That’s correct. Do you remember
Robert Maxwell, the English publishing
magnate who died mysteriously when his
body was found floating off his yacht? He
was the chief marketer of these weapons.
Maxwell had a standard catalog of them.
All you had to do was pick the weapon out
by his special number. They were classified by yield.
In your 42 years in the nuclear
business,youwereresponsible
forbuying a lot of nuclear fuel for companies.

This fuel has gone in a lot of different
directions. Not only that but a lot of the socalled nuclear waste that is buried around
the country is 72 percent Pu-239. It’s easy
to take that up to 99.99 percent.

In other words then, if you can do
air for maximum effect. However, if you set
Since 1972 when they got laserone off underground, its like the puffs of isotopic separation under way where they it, through your talents as a nuclear
smoke you see over the ground where they could make 99.99 percent pure plutonium- scientist, others can do it as well.
Taylor, quoted in McPhee’s book,
set off 125 nuclear devices in Nevada.
239.
The nuclear device that may have
The key to making these minia- says: “The making of a nuclear bomb does
been set off in the TradeCenter wouldn’t ture bombs, then, is being able to make not require the skill and invention that
be anywhere near as powerful as the this particular fuel pure?
went into Bee, Hornet and Scorpion” (i.e.,
ones set off in Nevada, would it?
The model of a miniature nuclear small nuclear weapons). “A crude fabricaAbsolutely not. In my hand I’m bomb that I have which is 2 3/4 inches in tion producing a small yield or even a fizzle
holding a model for a miniature nuclear length was made from 94 percent pure Pu- yield could kill tens of thousands of people
device of about 2 3/4 inches. We had 239. Who knows how small a weapon is and bring tall buildings to the ground.”
This was prior to 1956 that these
backpackable nuclear devices in 1960. which would contain 99.99 percent pure
weapons (Bee, Hornet and Scorpion) were
These devices have even been a line-item in Pu-239?
the congressional budget every year since,
You actually have a model of such produced.
One of our callers used to work at
although this information hasn’t been a weapon?
widely known. However, the information
What I have is a little aluminum the Los Alamos laboratory.
He says
in McPhee’s book was published by the sphere cast to make the mold for such a there were small, backpack-type weapNew York Times and The New Yorkermaga- weapon. You can’t detect this item by its ens being produced some 20 years ago.
zine.
A detonation device, then, does not
shape.
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have to be some sort ‘of cumbersome
-.
mechanism?
r

Of course not. The core of the
Nagasaki bomb was only 13 pounds of
plutonium7about the size of a baseball.
All of the rest of those bombs were just
trappings. They had to create the illusion
that these bombs were great big ones. In
those early days they couldn’t move these
nuclear weapons with impunity all over the
surface of the Earth.
And now these miniature nuclear
bombs are proliferating all over the globe.
These weapons could be carried around in
diplomatic pouches from embassy to embassy, from one nation to another-and
are!

END OF QUOTING
***

Still think you don’t need any shelter
system? How well are you, reader, prepared for these contingency liabilities to
your life-stream? Doom and gloom? I can
only offer you WHAT IS and pray that we
can get rid of the ridiculous attacks and
distractions so that we can offer you more
help and valid information on these kinds
of subjects.
We need to spend more time on buildings and shapes, etc. We are so bogged
down in the morass of the legal insanity
that we can’t even get the model finished
for one of the most beautiful 3,300 sq. ft.
homes you will ever see for “regular dwelling” facility.
I don’t take exception to Mr. Green
going full-tilt in the domed-structure

projects and developments. My ,“exception” is representation that ‘that” project
is somehow “Hatonn’s” through that routing. NO-that is not true. It Yould” beit simply is NOT and I object to the deception. We would, and probably in fact, will;
help him with project financing and all
good input-IF he can find his way to stop
the deceptive activities. For the same
reason we needed him in Nevada in the
first place-still
holds truewe
need
projects of massive size in that location
where development of new architecture
and facilities can be developed without
the pressures of most of the other states
in the former union. Nothing has changed
in our projections-only people change!
Many things take place, not the least is
the impact of fear upon participants-of
several types. What George has’done is,
for the most part-quite believed by him
to be correct behavior. This is exactly
what happens when one allows himself/
herself to become vulnerable. It is unfortunate, but more unfortunately, it happens constantly. Many begin the journey ofTruth with God in action-few end
up able to hold the course. Hopeless?
No-not if the one in point wishes it to be
otherwise. I remind you-God goes nowhere-“ mann runs around trying to
escape notice of his actions which he
perceives wrong in the sight of God-and
surely enough begins to function foolishly outside the shelter of our Hosts.
Man has to first see the truth of actions,
believed or deliberately planned to deceive-and
then WISH to change and,
always-TO EACH HIS OWN!

By What Authority

Come
4/16/93 #2
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By what authority DO YOU ASK? If
you ask in the name of Holy God of
Lighted Creation then you need only
reach out and touch my energy for recognition.
If you ask in the acclaim to
somehow prove me inept at least and a
fraud at best-you shall ultimately feel
my sting because that which you project
will come in its cycle back unto you-it is
the LAW of the Universe. But, so that
some of you rest a bit more easily, let me
give you some bits and pieces so that we
can move on in our work of this day of
writing.

I?
THE QWORD” WAS
PREPARED.....

“In the beginning was the WORD, and
the WORD was with GOD, and the WORD
WASGOD” (John I:I). “Word” in its first

and original sense does not mean voice,
IT MEANS: THE
sound, or speech.

CREATION, according to Divine Laws,
from the universal creative flutd, in
the “tomb”, “cave”, or manger of the
Earth of that PERFECT ONE, which
has the power to spiritualize and reYour bibles of ingenerate “man”.
“Man
does not live
struction tell you:
by bread alone, but by every WORD
that proceedeth out of the mouth of
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Therefore, the ‘Word”. ..the Divine
Creative Influx was PREPARED on Earth
that man there might receive it in love
and understanding-that
he might ascend to higher spiritual knowledge and
wisdom because of this preparation.
The prophet Daniel saw a winged lion
emerge from the sea. The “lion” denotes
the fearlessness of =one” who is imbued
with Divine Truth.
Now, you must understand in this
brief dissertation I shall be only touching on points. The “lion” in representation is most often visualized in the magnificent old placements in Egypt. The
histories of nations, times and wonders
still lie untold in the places of the lionin the Egyptian sanctuaries and magnetic vortices of that place. However,
while we tinker with that input-you
must move to the other side of the globe
and fix your eyes on where old Lemuria
went down some 12,OOOyearsago. There
still remains remnants never inundated
by the massive upheaval which rent the
lands as in the Great Grand Canyon, as
you refer to the rift in Arizona. There are
bits of Lemuria remaining, also, in California (of which we hold dear in location
as in this presence), as are other areas in
the U.S. South West, Australia and seen
vividly on that place called Easter Island
off Chile and Peru. Wondrous histories
are yet to be shared, my beloved friends.
Many of YOU who may well find this
hard to accept have served in the cause
of Lighted Truth in many times and many
places-Lemuria
and then at the final
hours of Atlantis-always preparing the
=wayn of the wondrous “Dawn” that
would come. All experiences were in
preparation for the influx of great UniversalTruth. This original dawning came
in Truth in Egypt when Akhnaton revealed the ONE GOD (ATON) to a skeptical, idolatrous world.
Perhaps we could look back a very
long way, as through countless millennia the WORD had been prepared by
those “goodly” children of Lighted Truth.
At the time of Akhnaton of Egypt it became the “time of the telling” when there
would be a great dawning of Truth and
the WORD.
And so dawned

UTHE

WORD”...

The Eighteenth Dynasty, Egypt’s
Imperial Age, had begun with Ahmose I,
a Theban princeling. Thutmose III had
salvaged the great treasures of Solomon’s
Temple in the lands you will recognize
as Israel (not Palestine of today’s Israel).

Now, the heart of all mankind was readied
to receive THE WORD as it dawned in Egypt
as the blazing ATON. Aton’s servant on
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earth was to be Amunhotep IV, known to
as Akhnaton, the so-called
“heretic” Pharaoh. (Ah hummnn.)
Blazing? Well, the symbol of the One
God of LIGHT-is
represented by the
“SUN”-ALL LIGHT/ALL LIFE.
By THIS authority, do I speak and by
THIS authority do I use this scribe. Ridithe world

cule may be fun and fanciful for the uninformed-but it would now behoove you
gigglers and twitterers to learn your history
lessons-correctly. FORNOWISTHETIME
OF THE WORD!1 AND SO BE IT!
Now, the next barrage from “disbelievers” flows in the form of: “Who are YOU
now that you call yourself Ceres?” The

Tri Laterals

same old boy! Ifyour name is John Jefferson
Doe and you usually call yourself “Doe” or
“John” and change your label attention to
Jeff-ARE YOU A DIFFERENT ENTITYOR SIMPLY USING A DIFFERENT NAME?
PONDER IT WHILE YOU GO THROUGH
YOUR EXCUSES FOR DISBELIEVING
TRUTH!

Demand

World Armv
4/16/93
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intervene in the affairs of sovereign nations.
*
And empower the UN to determine immigration policies of sovereign states, under which it could order
the Province of the United States to accept anyone, regardless of the wishes of
Congress.

We shall abruptly change the subject
because you need to know that along the
lines of military enforcers in this New
World Order, a “wing” of your World
Order controllers met very recently in
Washington in one of the most “hushed”
meetings of your decade-to “demand a
world army”.
LONGTIME MEMBERS
Again I find The Spotlight has done it
again-first with the most1 By the way,
These demands were issued at a
as an insert at the top of their paper it three-day closed-door meeting in Washreads: ’ The mind once expanded to the ington of the TC at the Park Hyatt Hotel.
dimensions of a larger idea never returns Informed of these decisions in personal
to its original size.”
Oliver Wendell briefings, were President Bill Clinton,
Holmes.
Secretary of State Warren Christopher
and Treasury Secretary Lloyd Bentsen.
QUOTING:
All are longtime members of the
TC. Clinton and Bentsen are also part of
TRILATS DEMAND WORLD
the other wing of the global government,
the Bilderberg group, [C: And of course
ARMY
all are with

the Council on Foreign
as are all of Clinton’s
“people” who RUN YOUR GOVERNJr.
The Trilateral Commission, one MENT!], which meetslater THIS month
wing of the world shadow government (April) in Europe. [C: Scary, isn’t it?]

Honor for this article: James P. Tucker, Relations

composed of political, cultural, academic,
industrial and media leaders from all
over the world, met in Washington to
hammer out an agenda to further erode
national sovereignty and place national
governments under the authority of the
United Nations.
The Trilateral Commission (TC) is
pressuring the United States to take two
giant steps toward the goal of a world
government:
*
Agree to the formation of a
three-tier world army under the authority of the United Nations, which would
include a permanent standing force. This
new UN military force would, in place of
its traditional role of “peacekeeping”,

The Trilateralists met with Christopher on the evening of March 28 and
had breakfast with Bentsen the following morning.
DESTRUCTION OF
AMERICAN JOBS

They also told the president and
high administration and congressional
leaders the North American Free Trade
Agreement must be ratified and not to
try to limit the destruction of American
jobs which would be lost to low-wage
Mexicans through “side agreements”
that could derail the entire package.
That job losses in this country were

inevitable was a consequence they frankly
acknowledged, contrary to the avalanche
of misleading press reports and economists, predictions which had polluted
public discourse for the past year.
It was also emphasized the trade
treaty must be the first step toward the
formation of a Western Hemisphere Community, similar to the European Community, with complete political and economic unity.
Others who received these orders
from the world shadow government inelude Sens. John Chafee (R-RI.), William
Cohen (R-Me), John Rockefeller IV (DW.Va.), William Roth (R-Del.), House
Speaker Thomas Foley (D-Wash.) and
Reps. Dan Glickman (D-Kan.) and Amory
Houghton (R-N.Y.).
Several journalists and other Establishment media figures attended the
closed sessions on condition they would
report only what is approved:
Katharine Graham, Chairman of the
Washington Post Co., Post editorial writer,
John Anderson, Post reporters Jim
Hoagland and Hobart Rowen; FloraLewis
of the New York Times; George Malloan,
deputy editor of the Wall Street Journal,
andDavidGergen, publisherof U.S. News
and World Report, were also there.
Foreign journalists attending under
the same conditions include Sergio
Roman0 of La Stampa in Milan, Italy;
Jorgen Schleimann
of Denmark’s
Morgenavisen
Jyllands-Posten;
Theo
Sommer, editor of Die Zeit in Hamburg,
Germany; Ian Davidson, Financial Times
oflondon; Jacqueline Grapin of LeFigaro
in France; Fredrico Rampini, deputy editor of fl SoZe 24 Ore in Milan and Akira
Kejima, senior editor, the Nihon Keizdi
Shimbun, a Japanese financial newspaper. [C: Why do I take time and space
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to &t these people? Because YOU ARE makes NATO an arm of the UN. He also cited
GOING TO HEAR MORE FROM THEM collaboration with UN efforts in the former
about this but it aill not be as &e usual Yugoslaviaas evidencethat NATOacceptsits
press “stuff”-they
will be serving their role as a UN force.
masters in what they will publish.]
The UN army should have a permanent planning staff and headquarters, he
WHO SPOKE?
said.
Enid C.B. Schoettle,a senior fellow at
The Trilateralists began their annual the Council on Foreign Relation-a propameeting hearing from Leon Panetta, director ganda tool of theworld shadowgovernmentof the Office of Management of the Budget: called for immediatelyincreasingUN assessMickey Kantor, U.S. trade representative; ments and then providing “independentreand John Deutch, who has been nominated sources”.
for under secretary of defense. Later Foley
He suggested “internationaltaxes on
presided over a panel in Congress.
internationalair travel, shipping,global trafJohn Roper, director of the Western fit flows and the like”.
European Union in Paris and a former member of the British Parliament, gave a lengthy
ENTER SOVEREIGN NATIONS,
report that both celebrated the growth of UN
UNINVITED
forces into a world army and called for a still
stronger global role,
Olara Otunnu,a nativeof Ugandaand
There are more than 3,000 U.S. troops now president of the International Peace
in Somalia “where the overall UN force Academy in New York, said the UN army will
commander will be Turkish Gen. Cevik Bir soon be able to enter sovereign nations,
with an American deputy,” Roper said. uninvited, to impose its will.
“Thereis a major evolutionin thinking
American forces are also serving in
Mozambique “under a UN commandef, he at the level of international public opinion
said.
that can no longer accept that massive and
“It is of interest that in 1993 U.S. dramatic suffering should be shielded beforces are coming under the command of a hind the walls of sovereignty,Ahe said.
UN force commanderwho is not an American
“In effect the notion ofwhat constitute
and who is answerable to the UN Security the ‘domestic affairs’of a state is undergoing
Council,” Roper said.
some changes,” he said.
This act of putting American soldiers
He cited the uninvited interventionin
under foreign command responsible to the Somalia as the precedentfor future intervenUN is an unprecedented surrender of sover- tions, in which no faction of warring parties
eignty. It is thus important to the goal of invites the UN in to settle disputes and
creating a world government, which can im- restore order.
pose its will with a global army. This move
Another bulky “discussion draft” rewas high on the Bilderberg agenda at Evian, port called for an “international migration
regime” under the UN to determine who
France last year.
should be allowed to enter what country.
PERMANENT UN FORCE
“An international migration regime
would include new legal instrumentsand the
“rhe United Nations must have at its operational capacity to respond to the full
permanent disposal a highly trained, stand- range of internationalmigration situations,”
ing-ready force of some four or live battal- the report said.
“A critical feature of such arrangeionwach
with some 600-700 troopsdrawn from one or two nations and trainedto ments is that national decision authorities
operate as a singleunit,” Roper said. [C: Yes, yield to internationalstandardsand scrutiny
and I suppose each will be armed with a in their decision making”, the report said.
cutelittlehsraelibriefcasenuclearbomb?]
The United States was soundly criti‘At a second level, the United Nations cized for refusing too many immigmnts, not
should have rapid deployment forces from giving them enough financial support whep
the armed forces of member states which they are admitted, and for a lack of
could be deployed at a very few days’notice,” ‘multicultural programs”. America has a
he said.
unon-policy”on immigration,the authorsof
Small nations could join together to the report complained.
None of the American leaders attendpreparebrigade-sizedforceswhilelargercountries should each commit 5,000 men to the ing these sessions was heard to object to
UN, he said, for a total backup force of these dramatic proposals to surrender na50,000.
tional sovereignty in a number of crucial
A third level is necessary for major areas.
In fact,in one meeting,TrilateralChairoperations, such as the Persian Gulf War,
where a coalition of larger forces would be man PaulVolcker, formerhead of the Federal
Reserve Board, told colleagueson a crowded
established, Roper said.
The charter of the UN, as demon- elevator:
We stay on substance, where we all
strated in the Persian Gulf War, he said,
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agree.”
GLOBAL REGIME “DOWN THE ROAD”

Volcker who is North American chairman of the Trilateral Commissionis denying
“that a world government is imminent” but
acknowledgedthe “possibility”ofone”down
the road”. [C: Oh barf?]
_The admissioncame at a”sweetheart”
press conferencewhen the group of international fmanciers and politicians concluded
their little annual meeting of three-days behind closed doors.
“Mr. Volcker, the report on the UN
calls for the establishment of a permanent
UN force, to be deployed anywhere in the
world by the Security Council.”
The report celebrates the fact that
3,000 American soldiers will remain in Somalia underaTurkish Commanderaccountable to the UN and not to the United States.
“Does this unprecedented erosion of
national sovereignty suggest the basis of a
world government?”he was asked.
Voicker showed surprise at the question.
“Thisis a big psychologicalstep, more
so for the United States,” he responded.
Then,apparentlycheckinghimself,he added:
“Maybe...a few decades or so down the road,
but it’s a long way from an-er - a world
a.lTllJC”
“Instead of each operation being ad
~“withforcesbeingassembledfrommember countries, the UN needs to be able to
respond militarily in an instant, he said.
Questionedon the Txilatemlists”support” for the North American Free Trade
Agreement(NAFI’A)-(theyactua.llyauthored
the whole idea), Volckerblandly said it would
bring no “radical” change.
“The distribution of industries and
relocationsam going on right now-because
bar&s have been reduced,” Volcker said.
“NAFTAisn’tgoingto radicsllychangethat”
There is Yogic in extending the trade
agmementthmughouttheWesternHemispher
*if NAFTAis implemented,A
Volckersaid.
ATrilatemlgoal is to establisheconomic
and politicalunion, similar to the European
Community,throughoutthe Western Hemisphere. There is to be a”Pa&c Rim CommaI-&+ in the futureas the world is dividedinto
major‘?egions”for administrationby a world
government.
In part of a brief formal statement,the
.
m&mdi&s said,‘regionalvnts,
ineludingthe Europeancommunity and North
Americanl%eeTradeAgmement,
constructively
contributeto the world economy.
END QUOTE

***

AndIbetyouthoughtCongressandyour
own government decidedsuchmatters? Oopsl
Thathasn’tbeentruesincethetumofthe
century-if even then1
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BUREAU OF ALCOHOL, TOBACCO
AND FIREARMS
Does anyone other than me think
it unusual that such a little arm of “the
law,, is tangled to its ears in death and
destruction in places like a mountain
top in Idaho, a little church home in
Texas AND the New York Trade Center
bombing?
Well, I am now accused of not
giving the “other side,, (the government’s)
of the Waco incident so here goes: from
U.S. News and World Report, (whose publisher was listed above as a Trilateralist
and meeting attendee-that
has to be
“establishment”!). This comes from the
March 15, 1993 edition.
A BOTCHED MISSION IN WACO,
TEXAS
Judgment
for the ATF.

day approaches

soon

Critics have tried to abolish it.
Much of its mission involves ho-hum
chores like preventing the sale of contraband cigarettes. It doesn’t even have its
own TV show.
But the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms is a low-profile (33)
agency no more. After a Sunday-morning firefight at the 77-acre Branch
Davidian compound outside Waco, Texas,
that left four agents dead, 15 injured and
an undetermined number of cult members dead or wounded, the ATF faces its
own judgment day. Its bosses in the
Treasury Department, Congress and the
public are all aching to know how such a
delicate mission could go so disastrously
awry. “I think this was a very ineptly
planned operation. It was carried out
with the same unfortunate inepitude,”
says Tony Cooper, a former Justice Department terrorism expert who now
teaches courses in terrorism and conflict resolution at the University of Texas
at Dallas. Among the-questions he and
others ask:
Why wasn’t a less aggressive ap-

proach tried first? In 1988, when Branch
Davidian leader David Koresh was
charged in a shooting incident, he was
taken into custody peacefully.
The
charges were eventually dismissed.
Why weren’t the compound’s
phones tapped? If they had been, authorities would have learned that a tipsters had told Koresh about the raid.
If officials feared Koresh’s firepower
and were counting on the element of
surprise, why didn’t they raid before
dawn when most of the 100 or so sect
members would have been sleeping?
Why wasn’t the undercover agent
who had infiltrated the group ordered to
stay in the compound to face arrest with
the others? That would have kept his
cover and, if the raid failed, would have
allowed better monitoring of the sect.
UAmbushed”. Bureau officials argue that such second-guessing is unfair.
Cult leader Koresh was “sworn to resistance,,, says bureau spokesman Jack
Killorin, who contends it was only prudent to plan a raid backed by serious
The Houston Chronicle refirepower.
ported late last week that Koresh met
agents just before the gunfire began.
“One of our guys said, ‘Federal agentsput your hands up’,” one agent told the
newspaper. “Koresh smiled, backed up
and slammed the door. Almost immediately, within seconds, we were ambushed.,,
Although a wiretap might have
helped prevent the slaughter, ATF
spokesman Tom Hill says court officials
would have rejected the request because
the bureau could just as easily have
received the information from its undercover agent. Bureau commanders also
decided it was safe for its infiltrator to
leave the compound, ATF Deputy Director Dan Hartnett says, because when he
left “everything was normal,,. And Hill
says ATF commanders decided to storm
the ranch in the late morning because
“that was the time when the children
would come out to play and would be
separated from the adults.,’
Despite such justifications, questions about the botched raid are fueling

broader attacks on the ATF. Since overcoming efforts during the Reagan administration to abolish the agency and
transfer its responsibilities to the Secret
Service and the Customs Service, the
bureau has expanded. Just 2,900 ATF
employees were on the payroll in 1985;
there are about 4,300 today. At the same
time, the average age of ATF agents has
decreased from 40 years to about 35.
Josh Sugarmann of the Violence Policy
Center claims the bureau has attempted
to reshape its image to justify its growing
budget and staff: “They like to be seen as
the guys who kick in crack-house doors.,,
Sugarmann wonders whether recent
negative publicity-accusations that the
ATF has turned a blind eye to sexualharassment charges and was slow in
promoting members of minority groupsmight have influenced the decision to
proceed with this high-profile raid.
The agency is in such turmoil, in
fact, that some question its capacity to
keep abreast of the growing menace of
private arms caches. Not long ago, the
business of collecting weapons arsenals
was mostly the province of hate groups,
survivalist sects and religious cults. Now
experts say that such firepower is finding its way into the hands of lone citizens. “We get evidence of this when
seemingly just ordinary folks are arrested,,, says Angie Lowery of Klanwatch.
On January 5, for example, police
raided the home of Paterson, N.J., police
Lt. William A. Van Kluyve and seized
more than 100 pieces of semiautomatic
weapons in a workshop, as well as pamphlets spelling out how to convert semiautomatic weapons into machine guns,
and $97,000 in cash. Van Kluyve was
charged with official misconduct and
conspiracy to purchase prohibited weapons. In 1990, police in Ute, Iowa, seized
$90,000 worth of illegal weapons, including a Thompson submachine gun,
an AK-47, pistols, hand grenades and
bayonets from Joseph Spencer, a former
telephone company employee. He was
arrested on weapons and drug charges.
Police found white-supremacist propaganda in that raid, but Spencer did not
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seem to be affiliated with a hate group.
There are still plenty of such groups
to worry officials, Jerry Wiedenhoff, a
sergeant with the Kootenai County
sheriffs office in Idaho, says weapons
are rumored to be stockpiled on the
Aryan Nations’s 17-acre compound in
Hayden Lake. Carl Franklin, the Aryan
Nation’s chiefof staff, admits that he and
individual members own weapons, but
he denies that the church is stockpiling.

of assault rifles and more than 120,000
rounds of ammunition. Church spokesman Murray Steinman says the pair acted
without the sanction of Prophet or the
church.
Some worry that the events in Waco
are a harbinger. “As we get closer to the
millennium, there will be more and more
people who will be arming themselves for
the end of the world,” predicts sociologist
James Aho at Idaho State University, author of “The Politics of Righteousness”. The
STOCKPILER
problem is that ATF’s handling of the raid
in Waco does not instill confidence that it
In 1989, the survivalist Church is the best agency to figure out what the
Universal and Triumphant in Corwin proper responses should be.
Springs, Mont., wascaught upin aweapons stockpiling controversy.
Edward
END QUOTE
***
Francis, husband of church leader Elizabeth Clare Prophet, and the church’s
(For update on “Waco, Texas standsecurity officer were convicted of con- oflln see page 44)
spiracy in buying nearly $150,000 worth
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Nowifanyofyoucan’tseethehandwritingof
truth between those prior lines-GO SIT IN
CORNERWII’HADUNCE-CAPONYOURHEAD
Who cares about protectionfrom the “millennium”or end of the worldchaos-God protect
youaIlEromtheprotectors!!
Rememberthiswas
a bmnchactionof MKULTRA-the tmopbminwashing roboticarmy in action. There is no
compassion,no mason and no honor-just
blastaway and, as in Waco, blow a 6 year-old
childin halfin theopeninground. Indeed,your
world is in serioustroublewhen you have to
bringinsuchfomeagainstthe’churches”.DO
YOU READ THAT HANDWRITINGON THE
TOMDSTONES,CHELAS? I THOUGHTSO.
May you walk in Light,preciousIiiends,as
the way becomesmore and more confusingas
the enemyeffortsto bringyoudown. You CAN
make it within this terriblesystemcome upon
you IF you will walk in masonand wisdom.
Ceresto take leave. Thankyou.

The united States
Declaration
Of Independence
In CONGRESS, July 4, 1776.
The unanimous Declaration of
the thirteen &ted
States
of America

When in the Course of human events, it
becomes necessary for one People to dissolve the political bands which have connetted them with another, and to assume
among the powers of the earth, the separate and equal station to which the Laws of
Nature and of Nature’s God entitles them,
a decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires that they should declare the
causes which impel them to the separation.
We hold these truths to be self-evident,
that all men are created equal, that they
are endowed by their Creator with certain
unalienable Rights, that among these are
Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness.
That to secure these rights, Governments
are instituted among Men, deriving their
jUSt powers from the consent of the governed. That whenever any Form of Government becomes destructive of these ends, it
is the Right of the People to alter or abolish
it, and to institute new Government, laying
its foundation on such principles and organizing its powers in such form, as to
them shall seem most likely to effect their
Safety 2nd Hanniness. Prudence, indeed,

will dictate that Governments long established should not be changed for light and
transient causes; and accordingly all experience hath shown, that mankind are more
disposed to suffer, while evils are sufferable, than to right themselves by abolishing the forms to which they are accustomed. But when a long train of abuses
and usurpations, pursuing invariably the
same Object evinces a design to reduce
them under absolute Despotism, it is their
right, it is their duty, to throw off such
Government, and to provide new Guards
for their future security. Such has been
the patient sufferance of these Colonies;
and such is now the necessity which constrains them to alter their former Systems
of Government. The history of the present
I&g
of Great Britain is a history of repeated injuries and usurpations, all having in direct object the establishment of an
absolute marmy over these States. To
prove this, let Facts be submitted to a
candid world.
He has refused his Assent to Laws, the
most wholesome and necessary for the
public

good.

He has forbidden his Governors to pass
Laws of immediate and pressing importance, unless suspended in their operation
till his Assent should be obtained; and
when so suspended, he has utterly ne-

glected to attend them.
He has refused to pass other Laws for
the accommodation of large districts of
people, unless those people would relinquish the right of Representation in the
Legislature, a right inestimable to them
and formidable to tyrants only.
He has called together legislative bodies
at places unusual, uncomfortable, and
distant from the depository of their public
Records, for the sole purpose of fatiguing
them into compliance with his measures.
He has dissolved Representative Houses
repeatedly, for opposing with manly firmness his invasion on the rights of the
people.
He has refused for a long time, after
such

dissolutions,

to cause

others

to be

elected; whereby the Legislative powers,
incapable ofannihilation, have returned to
the People at large for their exercise; the
state remaining in the meantime exposed
to all the &ulgers of invasion from without,
and convulsions within.
He has endeavored to prevent the population of these States; for that purpose
obstructing the Laws for Naturalization of
Foreigners; refusing to pass others to encourage their migrations hither, and raising the conditions of new Appropriations of
Lands.
He has obstructed the Administration
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of Justice, by refusing his Assent to Laws
for establishing Judiciary Powers.
He has made Judges dependent on his
Will alone, for the tenure of their offices,
and the amount and payment of their
salaries.
He has erected a multitude of New Offices, and sent hither swarms of Officers to
harass our people, and eat out their substance.
He has kept among us, in times of
peace, Standing Armies without Consent
of our legislature.
He has affected to render the Military
independent of and superior to the Civil
power.
He has combined with others to subject
us to a jurisdiction foreign to our constitution, and unacknowledged by our laws;
giving his Assent to their Acts of pretended
Legislation:
For Quartering large bodies of armed
troops among us:
For protecting them, by a mock trial,
from punishment for any Murders which
they should commit on the Inhabitants of
these States:
For cutting off our Trade with all parts
of the world:
For imposing Taxes on us without our
Consent:
For depriving us in many cases of the
benefits of Trial by Jury:
For transporting us beyond Seas to be
tried for pretended offenses:
For abolishing the free System of English Laws in a neighboring Province, establishing therein an Arbitrary government,
and enlarging its Boundaries so as to render it at once an example and fit instrument for introducing the same absolute
rule into these Colonies:
For taking away our Charters, abolishing our most valuable Laws, and altering
fundamentally the Forms of our Government:
For suspending our own Legislatures,
and declaring themselves invested with
power to legislate for us in all cases whatsoever.
He has abdicated Government here, by
declaring us out of .his Protection and
waging War against us.
He has plundered our seas, ravaged our
Coasts, burnt our towns, and destroyed
the lives of our people.
He is at this time transporting large
Armies of foreign Mercenaries to complete
the works of death, desolation and tyranny, already begun with circumstances
of Cruelty and perfidy scarcely paralleled
in the most barbarous ges, and totally
unworthy the Head of a civilized nation.
He has constrained our fellow Citizens
taken Captive on the high Seas to bear
Arms against their Country, to become the
executioners of their.friends and Brethren,
or to fall themselves by their Hands.

He has excited domestic insurrections
amongst us, and has endeavored to bring
on the inhabitants of our frontiers, the
merciless Indian Savages, whose known
rule of warfare, is an undistinguished destruction of all ages, sexes and conditions.
In every stage of these Oppressions We
have Petitioned for Redress in the most
humble terms. Our repeated Petition have
been answered only by repeated injury. A
Prince, whose character is thus marked by
every act which may define a Tyrant, is
unfit to be the ruler of a free people.
Nor have We been wanting in attention
to our British brethren. We have warned
them from time to time of attempts by
their
legislature
to extend
an
unwarrantable jurisdiction over us. We
have reminded them of the circumstances
of our emigration and settlement here.
We have appealed to their native justice
and magnanimity, and we have conjured
them by the ties of our common kindred
to disavow these usurpations, which
would inevitably interrupt our connections and correspondence. They too have
been deaf to the voice of Justice and to
consanguinity. We must, therefore, acquiesce in the necessity, which denounces our Separation, and hold them,
as we hold the rest of mankind, Enemies
in War, in Peace Friends.
We, therefore, the Representatives of
the united States of America, in General
Congress, Assembled, appealing to the
Supreme Judge of the world for the rectitude of our intentions, do, in the Name,
and by Authority of the good People of
these Colonies, solemnly publish and
declare, That these United Colonies are,
and of Right ought to be Free and Independent States; that they are Absolved
from all Allegiance to the British Crown,
and that all political connection between
them and the State of Great Britain, is
and ought to be totally dissolved; and
that as Free and Independent States,
they h.ave full Power to levy War, conclude Peace, contract Alliance, establish
Commerce, and to do all other Acts and
Things which Independent States may of
right do. And for the support of this
Declaration, with a firm reliance on the
protection of Divine Providence, we mutually pledge to each other our Lives, our
Fortunes, and our sacred Honor.
SIGNERS OF THE UNANIMOUS
DECLARATION
According to the Authenticated List
printed by
Order of Congress of January 18, 1777
John Hancock
New Hampshire
Joseph Bartlett
Jas Smith

Wm. Whipple
Geo . Taylor
Matthew Thornton
James Wilson
Geo. Ross
Massachusetts Bay
Samuel Adams
John Adams
Robt. Treat Paine
Eldridge Gerry
Delaware
Caesar Rodney
Geo. Read
Tho. M:Kean
Marvland
Samuel Chase
Wm. Paca
Thos. Stone
Charles Carroll Of Carrollton
Rhode Is1& Providence, & c.
Step. Hopkins
William Ellery
Connecticut
Roger Sherman
Samuel Huntington
William Williams
Oliver Wolcott
New-York
Wm Floyd
Phil Livingston
Frans. Lewis
Lewis Morris
Virginia
George Wythe
Richard H. Lee
Thos. Jefferson
Benja. Harrison
Thos. Nelson Jr.
Frans. Lightfoot Lee
Carter Braxton
North Carolina
Wm. Hooper
Joseph Hewes
John Penn
New Jersey
Richd. Stockton
Jno. Witherspoon
Fras. Hopkinson
John Hart
Abra. Clark
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Pennsvlvania
Robt. ,Morris
Benjamin Rush
Benja. Franklin
John Morton
Geo. Clymer
South Carolina

Thos. Heyward, Jr.
Thomas Lynch, Jr.
Arthur Middleton
Georgia
Button Gwinnet
Lyman Hall
Geo. Walton

Edward Ruthledge

The Constitution
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united States Of America
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cable by accepted change.
ARTICLE 1
LEGISLATIVE DEPARTMENT
Section 1. Congress in General
All legislative powers herein granted shall
be vested in a Congress of the United
States, which shall consist of a Senate and
a House of Representatives. *[The capital
letters were simply to denote proper label.]
Section 2. The House of Representatives
a. Election and term of members. The
House of Representatives shall be composed of members chosen every second
year *[Although some argued that annual
elections were “the only defense of the
peop2e against tyranny.“] by the people of

the several States, and the electors in each
VIEW, “Our manifest destiny is to over- state shall have the qualifications requisite
spread the continent allotted by Provi- for electors of the most numerous branch
Dear brothers, you must-YOU
MUST dence for the free development of your of the State Legislature.
become
informed
and unify and yearly multiplying millions.”
b. Qualifications of members. No person
strengthen the brothers in community
that you might stand against the cancer The 52-word Preamble grants NO POWER *[ Women were never explicitly denied office
which eats your very fiber of existences TO THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT but but you know how that went by the way for
as a global people. There is no manner in does help in the interpretation of the years, at the hands of the men involved in
power.] shall be a Representative who shall
which I can speak strongly enough unto Constitution.
not have attained to the age of twenty-five
you ones. You must join hands with
others who DARE and stand forth side by There were only three words duly stressed years, and been seven years a citizen of the
side. You must march under the heav- which gave power to the meaning and United States, and who shall not, when
enly banner of God and that beauteous they were WE THE PEOPLE. It did not elected, be an inhabitant of that State in
red, white and blue flag of the United begin in the Preamble by saying the which he shall be chosen.
States of America and that for which it United States’ people. It said WE THE
stands: ONE NATION, UNDER GOD, PEOPLE of the united states. (meaning c. Apportionment of representatives and of
INDIVISIBLE, WITH LIBERTY AND JUS- a uniting of some states) Let me restruc- direct taxes. *[Changed by Section 2 of the
Representatives and
TICE FOR ALL! SALU! AND YOU MUST ture it for I have sorrow to tell you, again, 24th Amendment.]
REGAIN PEACE AND JUSTICE FOR THE the lie has covered the truth and you direct taxes shall be apportioned among
the several States which may be included
REDMAN BROTHER THAT WAS SLAIN cannot find that by which to judge.
within this Union, according to their reAND FROM WHOM WAS STOLEN THIS
spective numbers, which shall be deterPREAMBLE
GOD-GIVEN GARDEN, FOR UNTIL JUSmined bv adding to the whole number of
TICE IS BALANCED FOR ALL, YOU WILL
STAND IN DARKNESS. THE CREATOR WE THE PEOPLE of the united states, in free persons including those bound to serNOW GIVES YOU THE CHANCE TO order to form a more perfect union, es- y& *rSlavery”. Free blacks had the rights
RIGHTYOUR WORLD-WHAT WILLYOU tablish justice, insure domestic tran- of citizenship.] for a term of vears, and
DO, LITTLE BROTHERS? WHAT WILL quility, provide for the common defense, excluding Indians not taxed, three-fifths of
promote the general welfare, and secure all other persons *[A euphemismforskaves.
YOU DO?
the blessings of liberty to ourselves and Every slave was counted as only threeour posterity, do ordain and establish f@%s of aperson in determining representaTHE CONSTITUTION OF THE
UNITED STATES OF
this Constitution for the united states of tio~]. The actual enumeration shall be
made within three years after the first
AMERICA
America.”
meeting of the Congress of the United
You were not, never were, and were never Dharma, we need some method to de- States, and within every subsequent term
intended to be a SIMPLE DEMOCRACY, note a quote from the document of the of ten years, in such manner as they shall
because a simple democracy is a FORM OF Constitution and my input, example or by law direct. The number of Representaexplanation by comment. May we please tives shall not exceed one for every thirty
TYRANNY-A MAJORITY TYRANNY!
place a *[italics] to denote Hatonn’s in- thousand, *[At the eleventh hour, George
At the time of “We the People” there were put, please. Make sure there is a copy of Washington made his only speech of the
about 3,000,OOOwhites and some 50,000 the Constitution in this document for convention, urging that the figure be lowered from the original 40,000, increasing
free blacks. An interesting fact is that in un tampered reference.
representation in the House. Size of the
1845, John Louis O’Sullivan, justifying the
annexation of Texas, a whole story sepa- Further, note that all bold face headwords House was set at 435 members in 1929.
rate in and of itself because of its treaty have been added as reader guides. Under- Each member today represents more than
status, wrote in the DEMOCRATIC RE- lined material is somehow no longer appli- 500,OOOpeople. (Indians, whopay no taxes
S/14/90 #l
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and who are wards of the government, are
still not counted in the apportionment of
Representatives.)
California has the most
Representatiues45;
several states have
onZy one. This is one of the reasons Jesse
Jackson ispushing to make D.C. a %taten.]

but each State shall have at least one
representative; and until such enumeration
shall be made, the State of New Hampshire
shall be entitled to choose three; Massachusetts, eight; Rhode Island and Providence Plantations, one; Connecticut, five;
New York, six; New Jersev, four; Pennsvlvania, eight; Delaware, one: Marvland, six;
Virginia, ten; North Carolina, five; South
Carolina, five; and Georgia, three.
d. Filling vacancies. When vacancies
happen in the representation from any
State, the Executive authority thereof shall
issue writs of election to fill such vacancies.

shall be a Senator who shall not have
attained to the age of thirty years, and been
nine years a citizen of the United States,
and who shall not, when elected, be an
inhabitant of that State of which he shall
be chosen.

*phere was argument against meeting evcry yearforexcellentperception:
“Too much
legislating was a great vice.~] and such

meeting shall be on the first Mondav in
December, unless they shall by law appoint a different day. *[Changed to January
20 by Section 2 of the 20th Amendment.]

d. President of Senate. The Vice President
of the United States shall be President of Section 5. Rules of Procedure.
the Senate, but shall have no vote, unless
they be equally divided.
a. Organization. Each house shall be the
judge of the elections, returns and qualifie. Other officers, The Senate shall choose cations of its own,members, and a majority
their own officers, and also a President pro *[under the Articles of Confederation, nine
tempore, in the absence of the Vice Presi- of the 13 states had to concur in all important
dent, or when he shall exercise the office of decisions. A quorum was seven states.] of
President of the United States.
each shall constitute a quorum to do business . . .
f. Trial of impeachment. The Senate shall
have the sole power to try all impeach- b. Rules of proceedings. Each house may
ments. When sitting for that purpose, they determine the rules of its proceedings,
shall be on oath or affirmation. When the punish its members for disorderly behavPresident of the United States is tried, the ior, and, with the concurrence of two thirds,
Chief Justice *[This is the only mention of expel a member.

e. Officers; impeachment. The House of
Representativesshall choose their Speaker
and other officers; and shall have the sole the office of Chief Justice in the Constitupower of impeachment. *[The House has tion./shall preside; and no person shall be c. Journal. Each house shall keep a
impeached 15 government officials, in&dconvicted without the concurrence of two journal of its proceedings and from time to
ing President Andrew Johnson, who was thirds of the members present.
time publish the same, excepting such
acquitted by the Senate in 1868, and Suparts as may in their judgment require
preme Court Associate
Justice Samuel g. Judgment in case of conviction. *[Con- secrecy; and the yeas and nays of the
Chase, acquitted in 1805.1
viction elevates the Vice President into the members of either house on any question
Oval Office.] Judgment in cases of im- shall, at the desire of one-fifth of those
Section 3. The Senate
peachment shall not extend further than to present, be entered on the journal. *[Well,
removal from office, and disqualification
to here you began to get off to a bad start. The
a. Number and election of members.
The hold and enjoy any office of honor, trust or Senate met behind closed doors in its entire
Senate of the United States shall be corn- profit under the United States; but the firstflue years. Thenit was decided that the
posed of two *[They decided a smu22
number party convicted shall nevertheless be liable people had a right to know what their agents
was most convenient for deciding on peace and subject to indictment, trial, judgment were doing or had done-so, the Journals of
and war&Senators from each state, chosen and punishment, according to law.
bothchambers were subsequentlypublished
bv the legislature thereof, [Superseded in
together in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD
1913 by Section 1 of the 17thAmendment.
“We the People” now elect your Senators
directly.] for six years, *]Termsoffour, seven,
nine, or 14 years were rejected.] and each

Senator shall have one vote.

*[Dharma, allow us a break please. In order
to keep reasonable chapter breaks, we shaI1
simply continue appropriately after each
break, i.e., we shall begin the discussion of
the Constitution at Section 4. Thank you,
Hatonn to stand-by, please.]

b. Classification. Immediately after they CHAPTER 2
shall be assembled in consequence of the
first election, they shall be divided as equally
S/14/90 #2 HATONN
as may be into three classes. *[So that there
would be “experienced” Senators during
THE CONSTITUTION, CONTINUED
thefirst years of the Republic.] The seats of
the Senators of the first class shall be Section 4. How Senators and Representavacated at the expiration of the second tives Shall Be Chosen and When They Are
year, of the second class at the exniration to Meet.
of the fourth vear, and of the third class at
the expiration of the sixth year, so that one a. Method of holding elections. The times,
third may be chosen every second year; places and manner of holding elections for
and if vacancies happen bv resignation, or Senators and Representatives shall be preotherwise, during the recess of the lenisla- scribed in each State by the Legislature
ture of anv State, the Executive thereof thereof; but the Congress may at any time
mav make temporarv appointments until by law make or alter such regulations,
the next meeting of the legislature, which except as to the places of choosing Senashall then fill such vacancies. *[Changed tors. *[The 17th Amendment laid down a
by the Second Pamgraphof
ment.]

the 17thAmend-

new method for choosing Senators.]

since 18 73. Details of the “convention”
were kept secret for 50 years. What you
know of the proceedings comes principally
from James Madison’sprodigious notetaking
from his seat infront of the presiding member with the other members on his right and
lef? hands. Your fourth President allowed
his journals to be published only posthumously-he
was the “convention’s” last
survivor.]

d.

Adjournment. *[Royal gouemors had
unilaterally suspended and dissolved state
assemblies.]
Neither house, during the

session of Congress, shall, without the
consent of the other, adjourn for more than
three days, nor to any other place than that
in which the two houses shall be sitting.
Section 6. Compensation, privileges, and
restrictions.
a. Pay and privileges of members. *[whew,
here is a dandy one which is manipulated
over and over again] The Senators and

Representatives shall receive a comb. Meeting of Congress. The Congress pensation for their services, to be ascerc. Qualifications of members. No person shall assemble at least once in every year tamed by law, */It was considered an inde-
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cent thing and might, in time, prove danger- persons voting for and against the bill shall era1 Reserve”.
ous to let Congress set its own wages, it was be entered on the journal of each house
felt.], and paid out of the Treasury of the respectively. If any bill shall not be re- f. To provide for the punishment of coun-

United States. They shall in all cases
except treason, felony and breach of the
peace, be privileged from arrest during
their attendance at the session of their
respective houses, and in going to and
returning from the same; and for any speech
or debate in either house, they shall not be
questioned in any other place. *[Congress-

turned by the President within ten days
(Sundays excepted) after it shall have been
presented to him, the same shall be a law,
in like manner as if he had signed it, unless
the Congress by their adjournment prevent its return, in which case it shall not be
a law. *[In other words, Congress can pass

terfeiting the securities and current coin of
the United States; *[Now this one does seem
to leave out the Federal Reserve, at least
technically. However, it is also one of the
most abused by your Government.]

g. To establish post offices and post roads.

a law over a Presidential veto. The latter
men may execute theirduties withoutfearof
statement refers to the “pocket veto” lfrom h. *rIf a nation expects to be ignorant and
a civil suit or a criminal prosecution for any the Latin for “I forbid”).
If Congress ad- free in a state of civilization, * Thomas
cause, including slanderorlibel. On trwnped- joums during the ten-day period, the Presi- Jefferson said, “it expects what never was
up charges, the King used to order the arrest dent can effectwely veto a bill by not signing and never will be.” The Constitutional Conof .legislators who opposed his policies. it-by uputting it in his pocket” so to speak.]
vention defeated the motion to empower
However, it would appear that if ones were
Congress “to establish an University, in
arrested for treason in these current days, c. Approval or disapproval by the Presi- which nopreferences or distinctions should
you would not have enough members to dent. Every order, resolution, or vote to be allowed on account of religion.“]
To
conduct business.]
which the concurrence of the Senate and promote the progress of science and useful

b. Holding other offices prohibited. No
Senator or Representative shall, during
the time for which he was elected, be
appointed to any civil office under the
authority of the United States which shall
have been created, or the emoluments
whereof shall have been increased during
such time; and no person holding any
office under the United States shall be a
member of either house during his continuance in office.

House of Representatives may be necessary (except on a question of adjournment)
shall be presented to the President of the
United States; and before the same shall
take effect, shall be approved by him, or
being disapproved by him, shall be repassed
by two-thirds of the Senate and House of
Representatives, according to the rules
and limitations prescribed in the case of a
bill.

Representatives; but the Senate may propose or concur with amendments as on The Congress shall have the power:
other bills.
a. To lay and collect taxes, duties, imposts,
b. How bills become laws. Every bill which and excises, to pay the debts and provide
shall have passed the House of Represen- for the common defense and general weltatives and the Senate shall, before it be- fare of the United States; but all duties,
comes a law, be presented to the President imposts and excises shall be uniform
of the United States; if he *[This is a rare throughout the United States:

i

j. To define and punish piracies and felonies committed on the high seas and offenses against the law of nations; *[Hold
this one near your heart, also, for, my dear

[These 18 paragraphs granted urgently
neededpowers to Congress. Thefirst 1 ‘/are
called enumerated powers.
The last, the
a. Revenue bills. All bills for raising famous “elastic clause*, refers to implied
revenue shall originate in the House of powers.]

sign it, but if not he shall return it, with his
objections to that house in which it shall
have originated, who shall enter the objections to that house in which it shall have
originated, who shall enter the objections
at large on their journal, and proceed to
reconsider it. If after such reconsideration
two-thirds of that house shall agree to pass
the bill, it shall be sent, together with the
objections, to the other house, by which it
shall likewise be reconsidered, and if approved by two-thirds of that house, it shall
become a law. But in all such cases the
votes of both houses shall be determined
by yeas and nays, and the names of the

i. To constitute tribunals inferior to the
Supreme Court;

Section 8. Powers Granted to Congress. ones, you have now come under this little

Section 7. Mode of Passing Laws.

time indeed, where Uhea rather than
“people” or “person?’ is used.
Ithadno
greater meaning, however, for at that point
it was obuiously assumed that Presidents
would always be masculine and further,
use of the English language considers
“he”
_..
to be inclusive of humunJapproves he shall

arts by securing for limited times to authors and inventors the exclusive right to
their respective writings and discoveries;

b. To borrow money *[This eliminated the
possibility once and for all for states to print
their own money.] on the credit of the
United States;

projection-by
default. It refers, in part, to
the law of Admiralty and it is deadly.]

k. To declare war, *[rtoriginally was “make
war”. This, so the President’s hands would
not be tied in case of attack, the convention
changed the phrase to a more precise “declare war”. The first legislation defining the
President’s Constitutional power to make
war was the War Powers Act, which Congresspassed overI+esidentRichard Nixon’s
vetoin 1973. Now, chelas,please bepatient
with me as we move along here for we will
just get lost in confusion if we pick every one
of these apart at this sitting.
We work
relative to thousands of volumes in the Library of Congress, Supreme Court libra y,
etc. Please be patient and we will hit the
highlights which impact you instantly and
treacherously in the form of impending enslavement and loss of freedom.]

c. To regulate commerce with foreign nations, and among the several States, and
with the Indian tribes; *[This clause has 1. To raise and support armies, but no
just about done-in your Confederation.
appropriation of money to that use shall be
Clause c. has become a fountain of vast for a longer term than two years;
federal power.

m. To provide and maintain a navy;
d. To establish an uniform rule of naturalization, and uniform laws on the subject of n. To make rules for the government and
bankruptcies throughoutthe United States; regulation of the land and naval forces;

e. To coin money, regulate thevalue thereof, o. To provide for calling forth the militia to
and of foreign coin, and fii the standard of execute the laws of the Union, suppress
weights and measures; *[This is so big I insurrections, and repel invasions;
shall have to pass it for now-you note this
does not refer to anything called the “Fed-

p. *[Designed to overcome the shortcomings

APRIL 20,1993
of the militia in the Revolutionary War.] To
provide for organizing, arming and disciplining the militia, and for governing such
part of them as may be employed in the
service of the United States, reserving to
the States respectively the appointment of
the officers, and the authority of training
the militia according to the discipline prescribed by Congress;
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shall be passed.
d. No capitation, or other direct, tax shall
be laid, unless in proportion to the census
or enumeration herein before directed to
be taken. *]The 16 Amendment give Con-

It is all but gone as written. There are far
more interesting subjects-but NONE so
important to you as a people. “When,,this
and that will happen pales in comparison
to that which will befall you if you do not
put into restraint that which is planned
and occurring to your Constitution. When
we finish the Constitution (as written) and
the Newstates Constitution (as re-written),
we will move on to the Zionists intention to
control your world through their “PROTOCOLS”. And, then dear ones, we shall
return to the survival of the remnant and
“how” we get through these changing times
and that which to look for.

gress the power to tax incomes, thus modi(tax on each person) clause. The slave states had feared a
tax on their “three-fl’hs of all other-persons.
Now I, among others, am here to tell you that
the 16th Amendment DlD NOT NULLIFY
THIS PORTION OF YOUR CONSTITUTION.
INCOME TAXESASENFORCEDBYTHEIRS
ARE UNLAWFUL UNDER YOUR CONSTlTUTION. WE SHALL COVER THIS ATA LATER
POLNT. WE SHALL HEREIN SPEAK ONLY All of you are awaiting the wondrous proOFAU’ERPRETATIONASISUSUALLYOVERjections of Little Crow and the SACRED
SIGHTED.]
HILL WITHIN. They will come in proper

fMn.gthe “no capitation”

q. To exercise exclusive legislation in all
cases whatsoever, over such district (not
exceeding ten miles square) as may, by
cession of particular States, and the acceptance of Congress, become the seat of the
government of the United States, and to
exercise like authority over all places purchased by the consent of the legislature of
the State, in which the same shall be, for
the erection of forts, magazines, arsenals,
sequence. We must first outline that which
dock-yards, and other needful buildings;- e. No tax or duty shall be laid on articles has been brought against you as a people
and
exported from any State. *]A concession to for you have now been raped just as were
the South Denying this power common to the beauteous Indians in the early days of
r. *[An incredible confusion which caused governments at the time took from govem- your country. They had no recourse until
one George Mason, author of Virginia’s Bill ment half the regulation of trade.]
it was far too late to change of it. How long
of Rights to be one of three who referred to
will you wait? They originally loved you
this as 7nfernal traffic” and caused him to f. No preference shall be given by any and welcomed you as the white and colored
declare he would “sooner chop off his right regulation of commerce or revenue to the men of the far away places and you conhand than put it to the Constitution,, in its ports of one State over those of another: sumed them and desecrated their lands.
finalform.] To make all laws which shall be nor shall vessels bound to, or from, one THAT WHICH IS PUT FORTH ALWAYS
necessary and proper for carrying into State be obliged to enter, clear, or pay RETURNS! AL WAYS!
execution the foregoing powers, and all duties in another. *[Allayed Maryland’s
other powers vested by this Constitution in fear that traffic on Chesapeake Bay would Always the Great Spirit has sent his teachthe government of the United States, or in have to enter or clear at a Virginia port to ers of The Creation to dwell upon his creany department or officer thereof.
simplify the collection of duties.]
ations to tend of his living planets and
teach harmony and balancewith all things.
Section 9. Powers Denied to the Federal g. No money shall be drawn from the The human comes and destroys and pilGovernment.
Treasury, but in consequence of appro- lages and always, in the ending, the “napriations by law; and a regular statement tive,, ancients must come forth again to
a. The migration of importation *[Or@ and account of the receipts and expendi- show you the way and nurture the gift of a
nally 1800.1 of such persons as any of the tures of all public money shall be pub- planet’s life for the ancient truth bearers
States now existinPrshall think proper to lished from time to time.
will always have a few who are sent forth
admit, shall not be prohibited bv the Conwith the “memories,, of how it IS. But tirst,
gress prior to the vear one thousand eight h. No title of nobility shall be granted by you must know how it has “become,, that
hundred and eight, but a tax or duty may the United States: and no person holding you might see the reasons for the required
be imposed on such importation, not ex- any office of profit trust under them shall, changes lest you perish.
ceeding ten dollars for each person.
without the consent of the Congress, accept of any present, emolument, office, or As the axis of a planet changes there is
b. The privilege of the writ of habeas corpus title, of any kind whatever, from any king, chaos created beyond that of social cirshall not be suspended, unless when in prince, or foreign state.
cumstance. You have lived in a cycle in
cases of rebellion or invasion the public
which all that was without moved within.
safety may require it. *[The rule of habeas Section 10. Powers Denied to the States. Now, to change of the. circumstance, all
ayou must have the
corpus-literally,
that is within must come without. You
body”-is
a foundation of all free societies. Enough for this day, Dharma.
have the ambiguous situation of oppoAn arrested person must be produced in
sites-a complete reversal of that which
court to determine the justice of his deten- Hatonn to standby. Mu.
appears to be. That which is visualized as
tion. President Abraham Lincoln suspended
reality, is in fact, the illusion and the reality
this sovereign right, arguably violating the
5/ 17/90 #l
HATONN
of dimension and experience is the unseen.
Constitution “to save it,,. Via the same tenet
Humankind on Earth has forgotten and he
and pretext under which dictators suspend Hatonn present in the Light of the Radiant learns most slowly indeed. So be it.
constitutions, yourfirst Uconstitutional dic- One. We will continue with ourwork on the
tator,, felt that “measures, however uncon- outlay of the Constitution of the United It is now the time of coming back into the
stitutional, might become law&l by becom- States of America.
fold of God and The Creation and move
ing indispensable to the presentation of the
again into the following of the Laws thereof.
Constitution through thepreservation of the In advance I ask that you readers do home- It is a time of recalling your Constitution
work and get confirmation of that which we and casting out of the destroyers thereof.
nation. “1
discuss for your Constitution is the very You have allowed the very evil which will
c. No bill of attainder or ex post facto law foundation upon which freedom is based, totally destroy you within the very fiber of
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your beingness. Were there errors in your
original Constitution?-of course. Your
founding fathers did not write in, intentionally, bigotry or mass incarceration of
the Indian, but early interpretations thereof
caused it to occur, none-the-less. You
have written “freedom,, out of your laws in
favor of enslavement-and YOU have done
it, my friends. Do not blame your brotherYOU ALLOWED OFIT! NOW, IF ITISTO BE
BROUGHT INTO PROPERNESS--YOU WILL
DO OF IT!
You can have a rule of thumb for judging
that which they ‘tell you and that which
they do unto you from the governmental
and military halls of injustice.

CONTACT:
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Motors Corp. (how many knew that?) re- RUBBLE OFTHE BATTERED JUNK-BOND
ceived a $194 million Air Force contract for MARKET, SOME POWERFUL NEW PLAYMaverick missiles and parts.
ERS ARE STIRRING: THE MAJOR BANKS.
General Dynamics Corp. was awarded a ’ Using bank’s newly wonpowers to under$63.3 million Air Force contract for sup- write corporate bonds, Citicorp, J.P. Morgan
port of F- 16 aircraft and Atlas II - - - .
& Co and Bankers Trust New York Corp.
have all established groups specializing in

Olin Corp. won a $51 million contract for sales and trading of high-risk, high-yield
Navy 20-millimeter ammunition and Army junk bonds. And First Chicago Cop. has
small-arms propellant.
just begun staffing up for ajunk-bond effort
------- . n
Aerojet General Corp. got a $16.1 million
Air Force contract for MX missile rockets. Do you see the correlation? These are the
top Conspiracy banks, my friends! And, by
UnitedTechnologiesCorp. receiveda$15.1 the way, Mr. Robert Bartley, Editor, THE
million Army contract for Uh-601 he- WALL STREET JOURNAL is a prominent
licopters.
member of the Movers and Shakers of the
Trilateral Commission. I knew you knew
WALL STREET JOURNAL, 5/ 15/90:
that.

For example, they will tell you that defense
spending is dropping; that military actions
are lessening and that somehow you are
“preparing for aworld fight for ecology and Lockheed Missiles and Space Co. received
peace,,-the big B-word, my friends.
a $97 1 million contract from the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration to
Let me quote just a couple of items from oversee design and development of new
your own news within the past couple of generation rocket motors - - - -.
days-oh, it doesn’t make your medianews
nor is it put forth on your front pages and Hughes Aircraft Co., a unit of General
when it is, it is offered as “good,, news and Motors Corp., was given a $77 million Air
encouragement for the economy.
Force contract to build a North Atlantic
Treaty Organization air defense system for
WALL STREET JOURNAL 5/16/90 (YES- Iceland.
TERDAY). Also carried in the local papers:
Unisys Corp. won a $25.8 million Navy
FUTURISTIC: The Pentagon on Tuesday contract for submarine navigation equipunveiled drawings of prototypes of the Ad- ment.
vanced Tactical Fighter, a futuristic aircraft
with a $63.5 BILLION price tag designed to Pan Am World Services Inc., a unit of Pan
replace the F-15 lighter jet. Drawings (and Am Corp., received a $12.6 million Air
there were two) show two versions of the Force contract for support of the Eastern
single seat, twin-engine craft. The plane will Space and Missile Center.
use “stealth,,technology to evade radar and
cruise at supersonic speeds without using And on and on it goes. You might ask, “But
afterburners, known as “supercruisen. how can companies that are now barred
(Hatonn: And I believe they tell you that you from even bidding on government jobs for
need no shelters for you won’t have awar??? massive ‘rip-offs’ be getting contracts?,, I
Then why would you need these planes???) thought you would never ask! By allowing
one “corporation” to die and birthing a
- - - - the plane, called the AdvancedTactical nice new one to bid. I certainly hope all you
Fighter, is designed to be the first U.S. dog good business men in my troops are taking
fighter to carry missiles entirely inside its lessons-not for corruption but rather as
fuselage - - .
to how to do business in Satan’s world
using his own tools to get to his vulnerable
(Ah ha) The Pentagon said it already has spots.
spent about $2.8 billion to develop a pair of
ATF protot&?s. Two teams of contractors I would also like to point out another
have invested another $1.2 billion.
couple of items: In the same paper of May
14 it says, “The nation’s rural poor are
One of the teams, led by Lockheed Corp., going hungry because food-stamp benefits
includes Boeing Co. and General Dynamic aren’t enough to cover higher food costs in
Corp. and McDonnell Douglas Corp. - - - - - impoverished rural counties - - -.,, Does
this not touch your heart?
Okandsowhat! Well,whatabouttheseother And, while you payoff hundreds of billions
little back page items in the Wall Street of dollars to “bail-out,, the S&Ls because
of the mismanagement and junk bond
Journal, 5/ 14/90:
portfolios, you get the following: WALL
Hughes; Georgia Inc., a unit of General STREET JOURNAL, 5/ 15/90: “AMID THE

Here is just a little side blast by your
government at Japan: “Japanese Prime
MinisterToshiki Kaifu said his nation would
maintain a ban on rice imports to protect
domestic growers despite U.S. demands
for improved market access. Rice and rice
cultivation have a special significance for
our country and in light of this we will
continue to adhere to the basic policy of
self-sufficiency,’ Mr. Kaifu told legislators.
Japanese consumers pay up to six times
world prices for domestic rice as the government props up inefficient rice producers with substantial subsidies.,,
Now isn’t that just awful? Well read on
from the same day’s paper and see if you
can spot any similarities: “WALL STREET
JOURNAL, 5/ 14/90: “Brach’s Candy Co.
said the Commerce Department rejected
its request to have the company’s Chicago
plant designated a Foreign Trading Zone.
“The refusal by the department’s Foreign
Trade Zones Board means that the candy
manufacturer+wned
by Switzerland’s
Jacobs Suchard AG-won’t be allowed to
import sugar at world prices, but must
instead continue to buy the essential ingredient under import quotas that boost its
annual costs by about $20 million.
u----- if it didn’t get the relief it sought it
might close the aging Chicago plant-an
island of high-paying, unionized production jobs in the midst of the city’s blighted
West Side-and shift the about 3,400 jobs
to either Mexico or Canada. - - - -,,
Oh yes, just one paper is material for
dozens of Express writings. Note another
tid-bit on one page on the 15th: “CIBAGEIGY LTD. TO DEVELOP ALLERGY
TREATMENT PRODUCTS.,’ And on the
adjacent page: ‘Jacobs Engineering Group
Inc. said it received two contracts valued at
$79 million from Ciba-Geigy Corp. to de-
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sign and construct a dyestuff manufac- tracts, or grant any title of nobility.
turing facility and a chemical plant in St.
Gabriel, La.
*[The framers had lived throughthe disaster
of the Continental dollar. Today’s fiscal
conservativesargue that thiscounty’s
economicproblems are a direct consequence of
the Supreme Court’s failure to uphold the
moneta yprovisionsofthe ConstitutionWell,
all of your problems are from failure to
uphold the Constitution. The expost facto
law was a provision aimed at the welter of
state laws favoring debtors over creditors.]

“Ciba-Geigy Corp. is the U.S. unit of
Swiss-based Ciba-Geigy Ltd., a maker of
agricultural chemicals, dyestuffs, and
other products - - -.,, And further, what
do you think causes the most allergies?
Right on! Dyes, pesticides, etc. Who do
you think might also be high ranking in
the Councils of Foreign Relations? See,
the game gets to be more and more fun,
does it not?
Now try the Trilateral b.
No State shall, without the consent
Commission and the Bilderbergers.
of the Congress, lay any imposts or duties
on imports or exports, except what may be
And one last distraction from the same absolutely necessary for executing its inedition says that Bush backs getting a spection laws; and the net produce of all
base on Mars in 30 years. Dear ones, duties and imposts, laid by any State on
there was a base on Mars over 30 years imports or exports, shall be for the use of
ago! Then in a fashion unlike anything the treasury of the United States; and all
else, the government issued the follow- such laws shall be subject to the revision
ing suggestions to prevent deliberate ter- and control of the Congress.
rorist attacks on airliners: “The presiNo State shall, without the consent
dential panel made dozens of recommen- c.
dations to counter the terrorist threat, of Congress, lay any duty of tonnage, keep
including: the establishment of a new troops, or ships of war in time of peace,
supervisory office-assistant secrete for enter into any agreement or compact with
security and intelligence- within the another State, or with a foreign power, or
Transportation Department; increased engage in war, unless actually invaded, or
importance for the security operation in such imminent danger as will not admit
within the FAA; and the assigning of of delay. *[The state militia was to bear the
federal security managers with direct brun.ZuntilCongresswuldact. DuringWashaccess to FAA chiefs at major interna- ington’s two-term Presidency, the U.S. army
tional and domestic airports. The panel grew from 840 men to 7,108 men, as an
also urged the government to alert pas- example-how
many men do you think you
sengers to credible threats and to estab- have tu3w?]
lish criteria for when passengers should
be notified - - - - - .” So be it!
*[The I3rst Congress represented youpeople
I apologize for this long and tedious
delay, Dharma, but our brothers must
begin to see the generalizations and read
those back pages-for guess what the
front page read: “DESPITE HIS SUCCESSES, BAKER’S CRITICS SAY HE
LACKS A BROAD STRATEGY,,, “ATTEMPTS TO RESTORE THE CARIBOU
FALTER IN THE MAIN WOODS”, “U.S.
FOOD FIRMS FIND EUROPE’S HUGE
MARKET HARDLY A PIECE OF CAKE,,
and “CAR MAGAZINE WRITERS SOMETIMES MOONLIGHT FOR FIRMS THEY
REVIEW,,.
NOW, BACK TO WHERE WE LEFT
OFF WITH YOUR
CONSTITUTION

b.
Electors. Each State shall appoint,
in such manner as the legislature thereof
may direct, a number of electors, equal to
the whole number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress; but no Senator or
Representative, or person holding an offlce
of trust or profit under the United States,
shall be appointed an elector.
Former method of electing President and
Vice President.
*[Superseded by the 12thAmendmeti.]The
electorsshallmeetin theirrespectiveStates,
andvote by ballot for two persons, ofwhom
one at least shall not be an inhabitant of
the same State with themselves. And they
shall make alist ofall the personsvoted for,
and of the number of votes for each; which
list they shall sign and certify, and transmit sealed to the seat of government of the
United States, directed to the President of
the Senate. The President of the Senate
shall, in the presence of the Senate and
House of Representatives, open all the
certificates, and the votes shall then be
counted. The person having the greatest
number of votes shall be the President, if
such number be a majority of the whole
number of electors appointed; and if there
be more than one who have such majority,
and have an equal number of votes, then
the House of Representatives shall immediately choose by ballot one of them for
President; and if no person have.a majority, then from the five highest on the list the
said house shall in like manner choose the
President. But in choosing the President
the votes shall be taken by States, the
representation from each State having one
vote; a quorum for this purpose shall consist of a member or members from twothirds of the States, and a majority of all
the States shall be necessary to a choice.
In every case, after the choice of the President, the person having the greatest number of votes of the electors shall be the Vice
President. But if there should remain two
or more who have equal votes, the Senate
shall choose from them by ballot the Vice
President. *IBoy, that one really got a
bashing by the acute wisdom of a rewriting

beyond your best hopes. It organized the
three branches of government, regulated
foreign commerce, created a national bank
and the nationaljudiciay
system, admitted
the states of Vermont and Kentucky, initiated the Constitutionalamendmetiprocess,
established thecensus,fundedthe
national
debt, and dealt withpetitions for increased
tariffs on imported mustard, paint, cordage,
cotton clothes and on and on. What do you
have now? Billspresented to thepresident
which cannot be line vetoed of things lumping such things as a pork-barrel requests
with aid to Panama-one
having nothing
what-so-ever to do with the other and yet
action cannot be taken on one without the
“You’ve come
otherpassing orfailingalso.
a long way, Baby,, I believe is a slogan of of that section by amendment no. 12! But
this is how total deterioration begins.]
sorts. But it hasn’t been good!]

Section 10. Powers Denied to the States ARTICLE 2
a.
No State shall enter into any treaty,
alliance, or confederation; grant letters
of marque and reprisal; coin money; emit
bills of credit; make any thing but gold and
silver coin a tender in payment of debts;
pass any bill of attainder, ex post facto law,
or law impairing the obligation of con-

during the term of four years, and together
with the Vice President, chosen for the
same term, be elected as follows;

EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT
Section 1. President and Vice President.

Time of elections. The Congress may
determine the time of choosing the electors, and the day on which they shall give
their votes; which day shall be the same
throughout the United States.

C.

Qualifications of the President. No
Term of office. The executive power d.
a.
shall be vested in a President of the United person except a natural born citizen, u
States of America. He shall hold his office citizen of the United States, at the time of
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the adoptionof this Constitution, shall be
eligible to the%office of President; neither
shall any person be eligible to that office
who shall not -have attained to the age of
thirty-five years, *[That is about as specific
as you can get-35 years of age; not merely
requiring “maturity” or “adequate age,,]

and been fourteen years a resident within
the United States.
Vacancy. *[This Clause has been afF&ted by the 25th Amendment.] In case of
the removal of the President from office or
of his death, resignation, or inability to
discharge the powers and duties of the said
office, the same shall devolve on the Vice
President, and the Congress may by law
provide for the case of removal, death,
resignation, or inability, both of the President and Vice President, declaring what
officer shall then act as President, and
such officer shall act accordingly, until the
disability be removed, or a President shall
be elected. ~f.
The President’s salary. The President shall, at stated times, receive for his
services, a compensation, which shall neither be increased nor diminished during
the period for which he shall have been
elected, and he shall not receive within that
period any other emolument from the
United States, or any of them.

CONTACT:
with Nixon, don’t you think?]

Treaties;appointments. He shall have
b.
power, by and with the advice and consent of
the Senate, to make treaties, provided twothirdsof the Senatorspresent concur;and he
shall nominate, and by and with the advice
and consent of the Senate, shall appoint
ambassadors, other public ministers and
consuls,judges of the SupremeCourt, and all
other officers of the United States, whose
appointments are not herein otherwise provided for, and which shall be established by
law: but the Congress may by law vest the
appointmentof such inferior officers as they
think proper, in the President alone, in the
courts of law, or in the heads of departments.
Filling vacancies. The President shall
c.
have power to fill up all vacancies that may
happen during the recess of the Senate, by
granting commissions which shall expire at
the end of their next session.
Section 3. Duties of the President.
He shall from time to time give to the Congress information of the state of the Union,
and recommend to their considerationsuch
measures as he shall judge necessary and
expedient; he may, on extraordinary occasions, convene both houses, or either of
them, and in case of disagreement between
them with respect to the time of adjournment, he may adjourn them to such time as
he shall think proper;he shallreceiveambassadors and other public ministers; he shall
take care that the laws be faithfullyexecuted,
and shall commission all the officers of the
United States. *well, Iwouldsaythat hedoes
a vey good&b of Qxecuting” the laws.]

Oath of office. Before he enters.on
gthe execution of his office, he shall take the
following oath or affirmation: - “I do solemnly swear (or affirm) that I will faithfully
execute the office of President of the United
States, and will to the best of my ability,
preserve, protect and defend the Constitution of the United States.,, *]Do you think
the founding fathers might be squirming in Section 4. Impeachment.
their graves?]

The President, Vice President and all civil
officers of the United States shall be removed
Section 2. Powers of the President.
fmm office on impeachmentfor, and convicMilitary powers; reprieves and par- tion of, treason, bribery,or other high crimes
&ins. The President shall be Commander and~misdemeanors.*m lastseve& of your
in Chief of the Army and Navy of the United Presidents have beenguilty of all-why do you
States, and of the militia of the several not do something lawfully written to get rid of
States, when called into the actual service them?]
of the United States; he may require *[This

**+******
led to the Presidential cabinet. It was referred to a *privy council,,. This, however,
also became obsolete forpower as the Presi- Hatonn to clear. Please let me know when
dents have moved on to utilizing input di- you are ready to continue.
rectly from their “advisorsn
such as
5/17/90 #2 HATONN
Kissinger, etc., who are not even connected
to the governing bodies.] the opinion, in

writing, of the principal officer in each of
the executive departments ]the ONE explicit
reference to bureaucracy.] upon any subject relating to the duties of their respective
offices, and he shall have power to grant
reprieves and pardons for offences against
the United States, except in cases of
impeachment.
]Boy, that was a close one

ARTICLE 3

JUDICIAL DEPARTMENT
Section

1. The Federal Courts.

The judicial power of the United States
shall be vested in one Supreme Court, and
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in such inferior courts as the Congress
may from time to time ordain and establish. The judges, both of the Supreme and
inferior courts, shall hold their offices during good behavior, and shall, at stated
times, receive for their services, a compensation, which shall not be diminished during their continuance in office.
Section 2.
courts.

Jurisdiction of the Federal

Federal courts in general. The judia.
cial power shall extend to all cases, in law
and equity, arising under this Constitution, the laws of the United States, and
treaties made or which shall be made,
under their authority;-to all cases affecting ambassadors, other public ministers
and consuls;-to all cases of admiralty and
maritime jurisdiction;-to controversies to
which the United States shall be a party;to controversies between two or more
States;-between a State and citizens of
another State;-between citizens of different States;-between citizens of the same
State claiming lands under grants of different States, and between a State, or the
citizens thereof, and foreign states, citizens or subjects. *[Parts of this section were
altered by the 1 lth Amendment.]

Supreme Court. In all cases affectb.
ing ambassadors, other public ministers
and consuls, and those in which a State
shall be a party, the Supreme Court shall
have original jurisdiction, In all the other
cases before mentioned, the Supreme Court
shall have appellatejurisdiction, both as to
law and fact, with such exceptions, and
under such regulations as the Congress
shall make.
Rules respecting trials. The trial of
all crimes, except in cases of impeachment, shall be by jury; and such trial shall
be held in the State where the said crimes
shall have been committed; but when not
committed within any State, the trial shall
be at such place or places as the Congress
may by law have directed.

C.

Section 3. Treason. *[?‘k only ctime defined inthe Constitution. Talkingorthinking
about wmmitting a treasonable act is not
considered treason in the U. S.-YET!J
Definition of treason.
Treason
a.
against the United States shall consist
only in levying war against them, or in
adhering to their enemies, giving them aid
and comfort. No person shall be convicted
of treason unless on the testimony of two
witnesses to the same overt act, or on
confession in open court.
Punishment
of treason.
The Conb.
gress shall have power to declare the pun--
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ishment of treason, but no attainder of may be admitted by the Congress into this
treason shall work corruption of blood, Union; but no new State shall be formed or
erected within the jurisdiction of any other
*[The next generation will not bepenalized.]
or forfeiture except during the life of the State; nor any State be formed by the
person attainted.
junction of two or more States, or parts of
States, without the consent of the legislaARTICLE 4
tures of the States concerned, as well as of
the Congress.
THE STATES AND THE FEDERAL GOVERNMFNT
b.
Power of Congress over territory and
property. The Congress shall have power
Section 1. State Records.
to dispose of and make all needful rules
and regulations respecting the territory or
Full faith and credit shall be given in each other property belonging to the United
State to the public acts, records, and judi- States; and nothing in this Constitution
cial proceedings of every other State. *[Acts shall be so construed as to prejudice any
required of the states and drawn from the claims of the United States, or of any
Articles of Confederation.]
And the Con- particular State. *[Please note the sepagress may by general laws prescribe the ration of the United States and “anyparticumanner in which such acts, records, and lar State,,. This isimportant when yougetto
proceedings shall be proved, and the effect the income tax laws, IRS, etc. If you reside
thereof.
in a “state,, you are a citizen of that StateSection 2.
Citizens.

Senate.]
ARTICLE 6 *[This is wunterbalanced bythe
1Uth Amendment.]

GENERAL PROVISIONS
Public debt. All debts contracted
a.
and engagements entered into, before the
adoption of this Constitution, shall be as
valid against the United States under this
Constitution, as under the Confederation.
*[This was introduced by the mercurial Governor Edmund Randolph; it’s been disclaimed by some as “legal robbe y, such as
the histo y of civilized nations can scarcely
produce a parallel to. n Pierce Butler (S.C.)
was concerned that redemption of govemment paper at face value would succor the
“bloodsuckers who had speculated on the
distresses of others. . . n The question offill
or partial redemption was lefi unresolved.]

you are not a citizen of the United States as
Supremacyofthe Constitution. This
Privileges and Immunities of such
If this were true, the Constitution b.
would have to read United State’s citizen. It Constitution, and the laws of the United
does not!]
States which shall be made in pursuance

a.
Privileges. The citizens of each State
shall be entitled to all privileges and immu- Section 4. Guarantees to the States.
nities of citizens in the several States.
The United States shall guarantee to every
b.
Extradition. A person charged in State in this Union a republican form of
any State with treason, felony, or other government, *[No actionhasever beentaken
crime, who shall flee from justice, and be underthisclause.]and
shall protect eachof
found in another State, shall, on demand them against invasion; and on application
of the executive authority of the State from of the legislature or of the executive (when
which he fled be delivered up, to be re- the legislature cannot be convened) against
moved to the State having jurisdiction of domestic violence.
the crime.
ARTICLE 5
C.
Fugitive workers. No person held to
service or labor in one State, under the METHOD OF AMENDMENT
laws thereof, escaping into another shall in
consequence of any law or regulation herein, The congress, whenever two-thirds of both
be discharged from such service or labor, houses shall deem it necessary, shall probut shall be delivered up on claim of the pose amendments to this Constitution, or,
party to whom such service or labor may be on the application of the legislatures of
due. *[Superseded by the 13thAmendment.
two-thirds of the several States, shall call a
In 1857, Chief Justice Roger Brooke Taney convention for proposing amendments,
declared that blacks were not people but which, in either case shall be valid to all
“articles of merchandise. b He invalidated
intents and purposes, as part of this Conthe Missouri Compromise and made the stitution, when ratified by the legislatures
Civil War all but inevitable.
7’hefugitive ofthree-fourthsofthe several States, or by
slave clause, a Southemproposal,
was not conventions in three-fourths thereof, as
sanclioned under the Articles of Confedera- the one or the other mode of ratification
tion. It was part of the histotic Northwest may be proposed by the Congress; proOrdinance. Bur by 1860, slavery had be- vided that no amendments which may be
wme a national institution, legal wherever made prior to the year one thousand eight
not forbidden by state law, and it had hundred and eight shall in any manner
Oh yes affect the first and fourth clauses in the
considerable Federal protection.
indeed, the laws had flaws and herein lies ninth section of the first article, and that no
the irony-and
further, by “voting-in n a State, without its consent, shall be dething does not make it so. Declaring the prived of its equal suffrage in the Senate.
blacks to not be “people” made them no less
people; nor the Indians nor, nor, nor.]

thereof; and all treaties made, or which
shall be made, under the authority of the
United States, shall be the supreme law of
the land; *]&

important clause, lifledfrom
by Congress’ demand that states repeal laws violating the Treaty of Paris. States cannot
pass laws contrary to the Constitution. The
principle of Federal supremacy was tested
in the Whiskey Rebellion (1794), and again
in South Carolina’s Ordinance of Nullification (1832) declaring void the Tariff Acts of
1828, and again of wurse in the Civil War.]

the magnu Carta, was prompted

C.

Oath of office, no religious test

*[Adopted unanimously by the delegates,
though 11 of the states had a religious
qualzjicationforstate representatives. Many
also required voters to own property and
offzce holders to be well off Nowhere does
the Constitution actually speak of separation of church and state. That there was
no religioustestprovided ample ammunition
for anti-Constitutionalists
dun’ng the rat@cationprocess.
Cod is not mentioned anywhere in the Constitution (but IS in the
Declarationof Independeme).]sha.ll ever be

required as a qualification to any office or
public trust under the United States..

ARTICLE 7
RATIFICATION OF THE CONSTITUTION

The ratification of the conventions of nine
States shall be sufficient for the establish*]The only amendment that can’t be pro- ment of this Constitution between the States
posed. The clause was adopted to head off so ratifying the same.

concern that three-fourths of the states might
be brought to do things fatal to particular Done in Convention by the unanimous
Section 3. New States and Territories.
states, such as abolishing them altogether consent of the States present the SevenAdmission of new States. New States or depriving them of their equality in the teenth Day of September in the Year of our
a.
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CONTACT:

Lord one thousandseven hundredand eighty
seven and of the Independenceof the United
States of America the Twelfth. In Witness
whereof We have hereunto subscribedour
Names.
G. Washington
President and deputy from Virginia
New Hampshire
John Langdon
Nicholas Gilman
Delaware
Geo. Read
John Dickinson
Jaco. Broom
Gunning Bedford Jr.
Richard Bassett
Massachusetts
Nathaniel Gorham
Rufus King
Connecticut
Wm. Sam1 Johnson
Roger Sherman
Marvland
McHenry
Danl. Carroll
Dan: of St. Thos. Jenifer
New York
Alexander Hamilton
Virginia
John Blair
James Madison Jr.
New Jersey
Wil. Livingston
David Brearly
Wm. Paterson
Jona: Dayton
North Carolina
Wm. Blount
Hu. Williamson
Richd. Dobbs Spaight
Pennsylvania
B. Franklin
Robt Morris
Thos. FitzSimons
James Wilson
Thomas Mifflin

Geo. Clymer
Jared Ingersoll
Gouv Morris
South Carolina
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the Bill of Rights.
Perhapsyou shouldbe remindedof the seven
that were not ratified.

1789: concerningthe ratio of membersin the
J. Rutledge
House of Representatives.
Charles Pinckney
1789: concerningcompensationto members
Charles C. Pinckney
of Congress.
1810: concerning the abrogation of citizenJames Wilson
Pierce Butler
ship for accepting gifts or titles of nobility
from a foreign power without the consent of
Congress. It missed adoption by only one
Georgia
state.
1861: concerning non-CongressionalinterWilliam Few
Abr. Baldwin
ferencein slavery. Offeredto head off the Civil
War, it was adoptedby only two states. It was
the first proposed amendment signed by a
Attest:
President (Buchanan)before distribution to
the states. (Just before he was murdered,
WilliamJackson,Secretary
President Lincoln signed the proposedThirINCONVENTIONMONDAY,SEPIEMBER17TH,
teenth Amendment.)
1924: concerning the labor of persons
1787.
under 18 years of age. It was opposed by
manufacturing associations and some
Resolved,
That the precedingConstitutionbe laid religious groups.
beforetheUnitedStatesinCongressassembled,1972:concerning equality of rights reandthatitistheOpinionofthisConvention,thatgardless ofgender. E.R.A. fell three states
it should a&eIwardsbe submittedto a Con- short of adoption.
ventionofDelegates,chosenineachStatebythe1978:concerning representation of the
Peoplethereof,under the Recommendationof District of Columbia in the House and
its Legislature,fortheirAssentand Ratification; Senate. D.C. has a population larger
and that each Conventionassentingto, and than do four of the states. This one will
rati@ingtheSame,shouldgiveNoticethereoftocontinue to come up..
the UnitedStatesin Congressassembled.
Three new proposals for amendments
Resokved,
That it is the Opinionof thisConven- that are arousing interest would require:
tion, that as soon as the Conventionsof nine a balanced Federal budget; a four-year
Statesshallhave ratifiedthis Constitution,the term for Representatives to coincide with
unitedstatesincongressassembledshouldfix the Presidential term; and modification
aDayonwhichElectorsshouldbeappointedby of the treaty requirement, possibly to a
theStateswhichshallhave&ifiedthesarneandstraight majority decision.
Then, of
aDayonwhichtheElectorsshouldassembleto course, you are aware of the effort of Mr.
voteforthePresident,andtheTimeandPlaceforBush to cause an amendment to ban flag
commencingproceedingsunderthis Constitu- burning.
tion. . .gT the UnanimousOrder of the Convention. */3ngmss m not asked for its ap Dharma, allow us to leave this now. We
pmual of tim
Cons&z&n, and c&&t will continue with the Bill of Rights.
@veit,butif~~haddscideclnottosendthe
Cimdtz&n to the s&s&s,thereumsn’t muchaS Thank you for your service. I shall now
fnznaersaxlId hovedone. Rc##icdon@
be move to stand-by that you might close
ckcidedby”Wethe&pZe”inmn~by
this portion.
Good-day.
___I_.-.
-.. -.
state~thanby~y~szatelegisy&pu-ereJ=b=f@aY~
. .

theNO02

-3-

Madisonsddthat‘?hedoamentuddneSm
cm.sweritsnaEionalobjsdnor~vent
G-Y
theloadmisch&fswhicheaqwhereezitedisgustsagctinst-P-*"l

About 10,000amendmentshave been introduced in Congress. Thirty-three were
formalized and sent to the states for
ratification. The seven not adopted by
the necessary three-fourths of the states
include two amendments in the First
Congress’ package of a dozen. The ten
that were adopted are called, collectively,
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when in actual service in time of war or
public danger; nor shall any person be
subject for the same offense to be twice
put in jeopardy of life or limb; nor shall
be compelled in any criminal case to be
a witness against himself, nor be deprived of life, liberty, or property, withcriminals will have the weapons. YOU will out due process of law; nor shall private
have set up your own demise in an effort to property be taken for public use, without
control an element which cannot be con- just compensation. *[A restraint on the

The Bill Of Rights
5/21/90 #l

HATONN

Greetings in the Light of the Radiant
One. Hatonn present.

In 1962 and 1963 the Supreme Court
declared unconstitutional the practice of
requiring children to say prayers and read
the Bible in schools.

trolled by such means. Ishall be giving quite Federal government; in the 14th Amenda dissertation on each of these “Bills of ment, it is a restraint upon state govRights: lest you have forgotten what free- ernments. In addition, insistent demands
dom ZS!l
for still more assurance of the jury over
t&judiciary
led to the 6thand 7thAmendAMENDMENT 3
Well, chelas, you have allowed
ments.
this entire Amendment to go by the wayQUARTERING OF TROOPS.
side. There is practically NO JUSTICE IN
YOUR JUSTICE SYSTEM.
Ah, but you
No soldier shall, in time of peacebe quartered say, it is STILL the best in the world? No
in any house, without the consent of the it is not; it is totally corrupted and there is
owner, nor in time ofwar, but in a manner to no justice to be found. Even that which
be prescribedby law. */7’his
Amendment was appears to bejust-is
“fixed”. This is the
drrxwn because the British had forced colo- full intent of the Zionists and you have
n&s to take soldiers into their homes and fallen into the entrapment and it will deboard them Thefirst case to raise a real issue vour you. So be it.]
underthisAmenclmen.tazmeintheearEy 1980s
inconnection with the housing of riot-busting AMENDMENT 6
NationalGuardsmeninSingSingPrison,
inthe
state of New York That was not so long agoRIGHTS OF ACCUSED PERSONS.
how many remember it?]

AMENDMENT 1

AMENDMENT 4

BILL OF RIGHTS
The first 10Amendments known as the Bill
of Rights were ratified in 1791.
The “majestic generalities” of the first 10
Amendments reserve to the people or to the
states powers not delegated to the Federal
Government. None of these rights would
be considered absolute. For instance,
Mormons cannot “lawfully” extend freedom of religion to practicing polygamy,
which would be against the laws of the
whole.

In all criminal prosecutions, the accused
shall enjoy the right to a speedy and
public trial, by an impartial jury of the
State and district wherein the crime shall
have been committed, which districts
shall have been previously ascertained
by law, and to be informed of the nature
and cause of the accusation; to be confronted with the.witnesses against him;
to have compulsory process for obtaining
witnesses in his favor, and to have the
assistance of counsel for his defense.

FREEDOM OF RELIGION, SPEECH, AND LIMITINGTHE RIGHT OF SEARCH.
THE PRESS; RIGHT OF ASSEMBLY.
The right of the people to be secure in their
Congress shall make no law respecting an persons,houses,papers, and effects,against
establishment of religion, or prohibiting unreasonable searches and seizures, shall
the free exercise thereof; or abridging the not be violated, and no warrants shall issue
freedom of speech, or of the press; or the but upon probablecause, supportedby oath
right of the people peaceably to assemble, or aflirmation, and particularly describing
and to petition the government for a re- the place to be searched,and the persons or
dress of grievances. *[The 14thAmendment
things to be seized. */7%e4th Amendment *[Let me examp le the heinous and total
has been construed to extend to the states protects people, not plums; it does not outlaw
the prohibitions of the 1st Amendment.]
searches. pn’uacy-“the right most valued by
civilized men” has been implied by judicial
AMENDMENT 2
decision Herein is one of the mostflagmntly
interpretedlawsofall. Thisisthewayinwhich
RIGHT TO KEEP AND BEAR ARMS,
laws are %3written” without any realization
on the part of the people; simply change a word
A well-regulated militia, being necessary to here or there and act “as if” it were law. You
the security of a free State, the right of the have rzopritilacy remaining and you are not
people to keep and bear arms, shall not be safe from search and seikure in any present
infringed. *[Please consider this most care- circum.stance. I suggest that if you desire
j&lly. You the people are on the edge of privacy that you get PRlVACY lN THE FISHhaving this Constitutional right buried for- BOWL and study it most carefully.]
ever. Arms do not.kill people-people
kill
people. More people die of auto accidents AMENDMENT 5
attributed to alcohol consumption than even
think of dying of guns lying in the closet in GUARANTY OF TRIAL BY JURY; PRIVATE
case of defense. Or, why do you not ban the PROPERTY TO BE RESPECTED.
butcher’s knife from the kitchen and slice
your meat with a fork? More kitchen knives No person shall be held to answer for a
kill domesticfamilies thandoguns! Ifyou as capital, or otherwise infamous crime, unless on a presentment or indictment of a
apeople do not begin to think inperspeetive,
you will be rendered helpless and only the grand jury, except in cases arising in the
conspirator slave-masters and hardened land or naval forces, or in the militia,

disregardfor this entire Amendment.
You
have practically no law of the acommonn
variety. All imposed upon you are but
Admiralty execution at the hands of the
Judge. Let us consider the case of Oberli’s
dwelling
which has some more than
$200,000 at stake. The entire story will
be given when we get to the Judicial
System, however, for reference this will
Thus far it has required two
suffice.
years and over $80,000 in legal costs to
these ones and they have not been able to
evenprecipitate a hearing before the Judge
(who is running for office again in two
weeks) much less even be considered for
ajury hean’ng. The full intent is to simply
Tun the citizens out of funds and capture
the property for the bank.
Oberli, please see to it that Dharma’s
letter to the paper be placed in this placement so that our readers ‘are not completely without reference. I intend to detail this case laterfor it is something that
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wuld touch any of you. This activity will CALLY CITED FOR CONTEMPTOF COURT! could reform criminals. Ur@ortunately, the
bewmemoremmpantastheS&LsandBanks
Even our own attorneyssnickerat the word. worst criminals of your day are right in your
fdd and then begin to rape the ewnomy and
government and police.]
“you the people”.]
Judge Brent uses as campaign rhetoric that

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
WHATBECAMEOFJUSTICEANDTHECONSTITUTION? Briefly: On May 24, 1988there
was to have been a public auction “for our
property” due to foreclosure of prior owners
(we have a land contract). Santa Barbara
Savings carried the note and suggested we
clear title by re-buying at the auction. Then
began the nightmare. We went to the sale
with money in hand and rapture in the heart
for “today we would own our home”; THERE
WAS NO SALE! Witnessesofthe NO-SALE(at
City Hall) were the BakersfieldCity Clerk and
the City Treasurer. Both attended three
ensuing court sessions in the Mojave Court
wherein the case was never “heard” because
of “improper paper-work”. That began two
years and some eight court actions ago, plus
over $80,000 to us in legal costs. (To re-offer
the sale would have cost less than $500, but
SBS refused.)

he was a memberof StallionSpringsCSD and
feeds the wild coons and foxes; offering that
as proof of caring community participation.
Well, Mr. Ekker is President of the Golden
Hills POA and we have a wildlife sanctuaryin
our back area and also raise birds in a
permanent aviary. Where do you put breeding birds when you are evicted? SBS is
history-what do we do now? Does anyone
actually believe we will get justice from a
seized S&L who gave its top executives large
raises just prior to seizure-in fact, precipitating seizure?

AMENDMENT 9

RIGHTS RETAINED BY THE PEOPLE.
The enumeration in the Constitutionof certain rights shall not be construed to deny or
disparageothersretainedby the people. */7’he

Constitution did not pretend to have listed all
the specific rights of thepeople. The 9th and
10th Amendments are a guarantee offederalism Article 2 of the Articles of C’onfedeMion
had provided “Each state retains its sovere@nty, freedom, and independence and eve y
power,jurisdictionand right . .not. . expressly
Our personalproblem is not the point. THE delegated to the United States in Congress
CONSTITUTIONISTHATWHICH
ISTHEPOINT. assembled”]

I am author of the internationallyrecognized
PHOENIXJOURNALSand have published13 AMENDMENT 10
books. I am now writingRAPE OF THE CONSTITUTIONAND DEATH OF JUSTICE. Ones POWERS RESERVED TO STATES AND
ask if1a.mnot afmidto confmntthe systemand PEOPLE.
“God” Brent? Yes, franklyI am terrified! But
you see, I have EVERYTHINGTO LOSEIF I DO The powersnot delegatedto the UnitedStates
NON IF WE THE PEOPLEDO NOT TAKE A by the Constitution,nor prohibitedby it to the
In court I asked, “How does a person obtain STAND FOR OUR CONSTlTUTIONWE ARE States,are reservedto the Statesrespectively,
justice?” Mr. Brent politelyexplainedthatwe DESTINEDTo PERISHAS A FREE NATION. or to the people.
should get a lawyer-l (over the New Year’s THEJUSTICESY~ISALLBUTDEADAND
week-end!) In some five sessions we have YOU, DEARNEIGHBOR,MAYVERYWELL BE *~Amendment,
ofparumou ntimportanoe,
limits
the
Federal
goi.ernmeti
to certain pow
never been allowed to speak nor have our THE NEXT CAUGHTIN THE INVISIBLETRAP.
witnesses been heard. We got attorneys- CONSIDERYOUR VOTE MOST CAREFULLY. em It was fmd
in order to allow states
neither were they heard. At our last encoun- IF WE ALLxlW OUR FREEDOMSTo BE STO- jurisdiction of citizens in its area. The unfortuter Judge Brent came to the bench stating he LEN FROM US THEN WE DESERVETHAT natethingisthatinthenauintetpretcltionsthe
lawsaremanipulatedtosuittheinterestsofthe
had “made up his mind” and refused to hear WHICH BEFALLS US.
wntrollers inwlued, i.e., IRS, Military, &diaal
our attorney’s argument as he “didn’t want
sessions, etc]
any more facts”. He said we were “dead- “DHARMA” EKKER
beats trying to rip-off SBS” and stated he
THERE HAVE BEEN ONLY 16
wouldn’t allow the case to go further because AMENDMENT 7
AMENDMENTS SINCE 1791
if SBS won “they wouldn’t get a penny from
Ekkers”. Funny thing-the audio tape of the RULES OF THE COMMON LAW
Bytheway,simplywritinganewAmendment
session in court has mysteriously disappeared; but the courtroom was full of people In suits at common law, where the value in does not dissolve that which came before. To
who witnessed the personalinsults. A Supe- controversy shall exceed twenty dollars, the REPEAL that which wmes prior to an Amencirior courtjudge temporarily set aside Brent’s rightoftrialbyjuryshallbepreserved,andno ment,the&KJSTBEASUBSEQUElVTAME.ND
ruling to allow us to rent the property by fact tried by a jury, shall be otherwise re- MENTSTATlNGlH.EREPEt%lHEREOF.THL!3
paying $1,500 per month plus taxes and examined in any court of the United States ONE FACTOR CAUSES YOUR llVCOME TAX
insurancewhile we await appeal,which could than according to the rules of common law. LAWS PRACTlCED UPON YOU THE PEOPLE,
take as long as two to four years in Superior *pWe the people” (back in those days) de- To BE TOTALLY AND UNERRlNGLY UNmanded asswunce that the&y was stnmger CONSTBUilGNALAND
UNLAWFUL. Y33!3,I
court.
Two weeks ago we attendeda debate between
Brent and John Quinlen, the opposing candidate for Municipal Court Judge. Brent
looked directly at us and said he hadn’t ever
had a case overturned. I guess not if court
records are consistently “lost”. Where is
justice? Ifwe win the appeal of Brent’s ruling
we can expect at least 4 more sessions at
some $5-$10,000 each! April’s legal bill was
$9,500. Once you are in “the system” you
completely lose control of your costs.

thanthejudiciary-wouldn’titbetordurn
to that condition? You can, you know.]

AMENDMENT 8

Sh?ALLSPEAKATLENGTHREGARDlNGTMS
SUAMZCTANDSHALLEIWOYlTU?lTHGREAT
GUSlO
REMEMBER, aLAME DUCKS*, IF
YOU DONT WAKE UP YOU ARE aDEAD
DUCKS”.r]

EXCESSIVEBAIL,FINESANDPUNISHMENT
PROHIBITED.
AMENDMENT 11

Excessive bail shall not be required, nor LIMITING THE POWERS OF FEDERAL
excessive fines imposed, nor cruel and un- COURTS.
usual punishmentsinflicted. */Isuppose you
have wme a ways, myfriends, asin the 1780s The judicial power of the United States
they included quartering and burning at the shall not be construed to extend to any suit
in law or equity, commenced or prosecuted
WHAT HAPPENED TO OUR CONSTITU- stake. Interestingly enough, yourfirstprison
TION-OUR BILL OF RIGHTS? MENTION was established by the Quakers in Phila- against one of the United States by citizens
‘CONSfITUTION” AND YOU ARE PRACTI- delphia. They believed a prison sentence of another State, or by citizens or subjects
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of any foreign state. *[This is the only amendment that concerns thejudicial branch of the
Federal government; these cases are ttied
now only in state courts. The 11th modifies
Article 3, Section 2, Paragraph 1. It was a
purely political Amendment introduced the
day after the Court had ruled that a citizen
of one state had the tight to sue another
state.]

AMENDMENT 12
ELECTION OF PRESIDENT AND VICE
PRESIDENT.
The electors shall meet in their respective
States, and vote by ballot for President and
Vice President, one of whom, at least, shall
not be an inhabitant of the sarne State with
themselves; they shall name in their ballots the person voted for as President, and
in distinct ballots the person voted for as
Vice Presidsnt, and they shall make distinct lists of all persons voted for as President, and of all persons voted for as Vice
President, and of the number of votes for
each, which lists they shall sign and certify, and transmit sealed to the seat of
government of the United States, directed
to the President of the Senate;-the President of the Senate shall, in the presence of
the Senate and House of Representatives,
open all the certificates and the votes shall
then be counted;-the person having the
greatest number ofvotes for President shall
be the President, if such number be a
majority of the whole number of electors
appointed; and if no person have such
majority, then from the persons having the
highest numbers not exceeding three on
the list of those voted for as President, the
House of Representatives shall choose immediately, by ballot, the President. But in
choosing the President, the votes shall be
taken by States, the representation from
each State having one vote; a quorum for
this purpose shall consist of a member or
members from two-thirds of the States,
and a majority of all the States shall be
necessary to make a choice. And if the
House of Representatives shall not choose
a President whenever the right of choice
shall devolve upon them, before the fourth
dav of March next followinn, *[The “lame
duck” clause was superseded by Section 3
of the 20th Amendment.]
then the Vice
President shall act as President, as in the
case of the death or other constitutional
disability of the President. The person
having the greatest number of votes as Vice
President, shall be the Vice President, if
such a number be a majority of the whole
number of electors appointed, and if no
person have a majority, then from the two
highest numbers on the list, the Senate
shall choose the Vice President; a quorum
for the purpose shall consist of two-thirds
of the whole number of Senators. and a
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majority of the whole number shall be
necessary to a choice. But no person
constitutionally ineligible to the office of
President shall be eligible to that of Vice
President of the United States.
AMENDMENT 13

members of the legislature thereof, is
denied to any of the male inhabitants of
such State, being twentv-one Years of
w, *[This was never enforced, it became
moot in the 1960s when the voting rights
laws became effective./ and citizens of

the United States, or in any way abridged,
except for participation in rebellion, or
SLAVERY ABOLISHED.
other crime, the basis of representation
therein shall be reduced in the proporSection 1. Abolition of Slavery.
tion which the number of such male
citizens shall bear to the whole number
Neither slavery nor involuntary servitude, of male *[Only use of QmaZel in your
except as a punishment for crime whereof Constitution.] citizens twenty-one years
the party shall have been duly convicted, of age in such State. *[Changed by Secshall exist within the United States, or any tion 1 of the 26th Amendment.]
place subject to their jurisdiction.
Section 3. Disability Resulting from InSection 2. Enforcement.
surrection.
Congress shall have power to enforce this No person shall be a Senator of Representative in Congress, or Elector of Presiarticle by appropriate legislation.
dent and Vice President, or hold any
AMENDMENT 14
office, civil or military, under the United
States, or under any State, who, having
previously
taken an oath, as a member of
CITIZENSHIP DEFINED
Congress, or as an officer of the United
States, or as a member of any State
Section 1. Definition of Citizenship.
legislature, or as an executive or judicial
All persons born or naturalized in the officer of any State to support the ConUnited States, and subject to the jurisdic- stitution of the United States, shall have
tion thereof, are citizens of the United engaged in insurrection or rebellion
States and of the State wherein they reside. against the same, or given.aid or comfort
No State shall make or enforce any law to the enemies thereof. But Congress
which shall abridge the privileges or im- may by a vote of two-thirds of each
munities of citizens of the United States; house, remove such disability. *[No votThe
nor shall any State deprive any person of ing requirement was established.
life, liberty, or property, without due pro- states set terms by which people became
cess of law; *[Pay attention here; this was qualified to vote. Sections 3 and 4 of the
originally intended for the protection of Ne- 14th Amendment are now obsolete. Who
groes, THIS CLAUSE HAS BEEN USED BY
CORPORATIONSToPROTEcTTHEIRPROPERTY. A CORPORATION IS A “PERSON” IN
THE EYES OF THE LAW. Unless the due
process clause is construed to include the
most importantparts of thefirst eight Amendments, the states would be free, in theory, to
establish an official church or to inflict cruel
The Reagan
and unusual punishment.
Administration has argued that the 14th
Amendment cannot be used to make the Bill
of Rights binding on state govemmentslnor

said?

How did that “just” happen?]

Section 4. Public Debt of the United
States Valid; Confederate Debt Void.

The validity of the public debt of the
United States, authorized by law, including debts incurred for payment of
pensions and bounties for services in
suppressing insurrection or rebellion,
shall not be questioned. But neither the
United States nor any State shall asdeny to any person within its jurisdiction sume or pay any debt or obligation incurred in aid of insurrection or rebellion
the equal protection of the laws.
against the United States, or any claim
Section 2. Apportionment of Represen- for the loss or emancipation of any slave;
but all such debts, obligations, and
tatives.
claims shall be held illegal and void.
do it all the time
Representatives shall be apportioned *[How interesting-you
among the several States according to and eve y day, from one corner of yourglobe
their respective numbers, counting the to the other. You go further in that you not
whole number of persons in each State, only incur the debts but pay dearly and
excluding Indians not taxed. But when supply the very essential arms to be used
the right to vote at any election for the against you!]
choice of electors for President and Vice
President of the United States, Repre- Section 5. Enforcement.
sentatives in Congress, the executive
and iudicial officers of a State, or the The Congress shall have power to enforce
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by appropriate legislation the provisions of people.]
this article.

AMENDMENT 15
RIGHT OF SUFFRAGE.
Section 1. The Suffrage.
The right of citizens of the United States to
vote shall not be denied or abridged by the
United States or any State on account of
race, color, or previous condition of servitude.
Section 2. Enforcement.
The Congress shall have power to enforce
this article by appropriate legislation. *[Now
let us look at the assumptions and critical
beginnings of writing exactly what you want
and ignon’ng intent. The 15th Amendment
was necessary because the Supreme Court
alone cannot always protect rights guaranteed by the Constitution. Blacks must not be
deprived of the ballot because of their race
or because they were slaves but some states
very quicklyfound establishment of grounds
to deny them the vote. From 1820, when
Maine separated from Massachusetts and
joined the Union as a free state to counter
slave-state Missouri, until after the Civil
War, every new state denied the vote to free
Only the three Reconstruction
blacks.
Amendments (13,14, and 15) had numbers
assigned to them at the time of ratification.
This is only important in that by simply
refem’ng to numbers, thepublicis too lazy to
become informed and therefore, all manner
of changes can be made without attention. It
was not until 1879 that it was established
that NativeAmericans wereprotected by the
Constitution. Aren’t humans nice beings?]
NOW FOR THE BIGGIE:

AMENDMENT 16
INCOME TAX.

*yUOU HAD BETTER GET
YOUR MAGNIFYING GLASS!]

*/This was the first new Amendment in over
40 years. It made the income tax legal, so
theysaid. Anindividualsubsequentlywould
be taxed according to the size of his income
rather than according to the population of
the state in which he happened to live.
Legal? Of course! Lawful? No!forthere was
never resahding of anything written before
and there were no legal ways to enforce the
non-law. This is a prime example of law by
assumption-“they”pronounce
a law which
neitherfits Constitutionally nor does it have
truth and yet you all flow along like the
sheep to the slaughter door and do so without question
I have previously written on
this matterandshall again, atgreat in-depth
perspective but the actions are up to uou the

The Congress shall have power to lay and
collect taxes on incomes, from whatever
source derived, without apportionment
among the several States, and without
regard to any census or enumeration. */Dear
ones, there are at least four things right off
the top which renders this Amendment unlawful. I will gwe you one herein that you
can do some homework. The history books
will tell you that on February 3, 1913 the
16th Amendment to the U.S. Constitution
was ratified. Three-fourths of the statesthe number required by the Constitutionapproved theproposed amendment, you are
told, and the “progressive” individual *income tax” was set in place.
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the representation of any State in the Senate, the executive authority of such State
shall issue writs of election to fill such
vacancies: Provided that the legislature of
any State may empower the executive
thereof to make temporary appointments
until the people fill the vacancies by election as the legislature may direct.
c. Not retroactive. This amendment shall
not be so construed as to affect the election
or term of any Senator chosen before it
becomes valid as part of the Constitution.
AMENDMENT 18
NATIONAL PROHIBITION. *[Herein we can

point out the proper way in which Amendments are passed and rescinded. The 18th
However, buried in the National Archives is Amendment was passed in 1919 and rean interesting document-hidden
until re- pealed by Amendment 21 in 1933. There is
This
docu- no such repeal of tax laws prior to Amendcently, for lo these many years.
ment shows, beyond question or argument, ment 16 by comparison.]
that, infact, the income tax amendment was
Section 1. Prohibition of Intoxicating LiNEVER CONSTITUTIONALLY RATFIEDTHAT THE 16TH AMENDMENT IS WHAT quors.
SOME ARE NOW CALLING A *LAW THAT
The IRS is/was a private After one year from the ratification of this
NEVER WAS’.
corporation with no authority what-so-ever article the manufacture, sale, or transnorto collect anything and on and on and ontation of intoxicating liquors within, the
and even if it had been ratified there is no importation thereof into, or the exportaAmendment dissolving any Constitutional tion thereof from the United States and all
statement prior to the 16th Is itpossible that territorv subject to the iurisdiction thereof
you as a nation full of sleepy people were for beverage nurooses is herebv nrohibHAD?
Oh, you say, “Well, who would ited. *[Underlined because it was repealed
support the government if you didn? pay by the 21st Amendment.1
income taxes?” Do you like supporting the
government which gives you all your nice Section 2. Enforcement.
freedoms?
Further, are you aware that
personal income taxes only go toward the The Congress and the several States shall
“debt”? Also, may I remind you that you have concurrent power to enforce this artitle bv anprooriate legislation.
work almost half a yeartopay yourpersonal
taxes, and nothing more? So be it! You shall
Section 3. Limited Time for Ratification.
have it exactly like you want it to be-robbed
at the point of a gun in the hands of the
“justicen system and the law enforcers. Of This article shall be inonerative unless it
course the government doesn’t want you to shall have been ratified as an amendment
know these things. It can be obtained from to the Constitution bv the legislatures of
Liberty Library: THE INCOME TAXAMEND- the several States, as orovided in the Constitution, within seven years from the date
MENT IS NULL AND VOID.
300 Independence Ave. SE Washington of the submission hereof to the States bv
D.C. 20003. Begin now to do your home- the Conaress.
work for I am going to lay a lot more on you.

AMENDMENT 19

AMENDMENT 17

EXTENDING THE VOTE TO WOMEN.

DIRECT ELECTION OF SENATORS.
a. Election by the people. The Senate of the
United States shall be composed of two
Senators from each State, elected by the
people thereof, for six years; and each
Senator shall have one vote. The electors in
each State shall have the qualifications
requisite for electors of the most numerous
branch of the State legislatures.
b. Vacancies. When vacancies

haDDen

Section 1. Woman Suffrage.
The right of citizens of the United States to
vote shall not be denied or abridged by the
United States or by any State on account of
sex.
Section 2. Enforcement.

The Congress shall have power to enforce
in this article by appropriate legislation.
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Section 2. States Protected.

BEGINNING OF PRESIDENTIAL AND CON- The transportation or importation into any
GRESSIONAL TERMS.
State, territory or possession of the United
States for delivery or use therein of intoxiSection 1. Terms of President, Vice Presi- cating liquors in violationeof the laws
dent, and Congress.
thereof, is hereby prohibited.
The terms of the President and Vice President shall end at noon on the 20th day of
January, and the terms of Senators and
Representatives at noon on the 3rd day of
January, of the years in which such terms
would have ended if this article had not
been ratified; and the terms of their successors shall then begin.
Section 3. Sessions of Congress.
If at the time fixed for the beginning of the
term of the President, the President elect
shall have died, the Vice President elect
shall become President. If a President shall
not have been chosen before the time fured
for the beginning of this term, or if the
President elect shall have failed to qualify,
then the Vice President elect shall act as
President until a President shall have qualified; and the Congress may by law provide
for the case wherein neither a President
elect nor a Vice President elect shall have
qualified, declaring who shall then act as
President, or the manner in which one who
is to act shall be selected, and such person
shall act accordingly until a President or
Vice President shall have qualified.

Section 3. Limited Time for Ratification.
This article shall be inoperative unless it
shall have been ratified as an amendment
to the Constitution by conventions in the
several States, as provided in the Constitution, within seven years from the date of
the submission hereof to the States by the
Congress.
AMENDMENT 22
TWO-TERM AMENDMENT.
Section 1. Presidential Term Limited.

No person shall be elected to the office of
the President more than twice, and no
person who has held the office of President, or acted as President, for more
than two years of a term to which some
other person was elected President shall
be elected to the office of the President
more than once. But this article shall
not apply to any person holding the
office of President when this article was
proposed by Congress, and shall not
prevent any person who may be holding
the office of President, or acting as PresiSection 4. Choice of President by the dent, during the term within which this
House.
article becomes operative from holding
the office of President or acting as PresiThe Congress may by law provide for the dent during the remainder of such term.
case of the death of any of the persons from
whom the House of Representatives may Section 2. Limited Time for Ratification.
choose a President, whenever the right of
choice shall have devolved upon them, and This article shall be inoperative unless it
for the case of the death of any of the shall have been ratified as an amendpersons from whom the Senate may choose ment to the Constitution by the legislaa Vice President whenever the right of tures of three-fourths of the several States
choice shall have devolved upon them.
within seven years from the date of its
submission to the States by the Congress.
Section 5. Date Effective.
Sections 1 and 2 shall take effect on the AMENDMENT 23
fifteenth day of October following the ratiWASHINGTON, D.C., VOTE.
fication of this article.
Section 6. Limited Time for Ratification.

Section 1. Appointment of Electors.

The District constituting the seat of Government of the United States shah apREPEAL OF THE PROHIBITION AMEND- point in such manner as the Congress
may direct: A number of electors of PresiMENT.
dent and Vice President equal to the
whole number of Senators and RepreSection 1. Repeal of Amendment 18.
sentatives in Congress to which the DisThe eighteenth article of amendment to the trict would be entitled if it were a State,
Constitution ofthe United States is hereby but in no event more than the least
repealed.
populous State; they shall be in addition
AMENDMENT 2 1

to those appointed by the States, but
they shall be considered, for the purposes of the election of President and
Vice President, to be electors appointed
by a State; and they shall meet in the
District and perform such duties as provided by the twelfth article of amendment.
Section 2. Enforcement.
The Congress shall have power to enforce this article by appropriate legislation.
AMENDMENT 24
ABOLITION OF POLL TAXES.
Section 1. Voting Rights.
The right of citizens of the United States
to vote in any primary or other election
for President or Vice President, for electors for President or Vice President, or
for Senator or Representative in Connot be denied or abridged by
gress, ohall
.$
the United States or any State by reason
of failure to pay any poll tax or other tax.
Section 2. Enforcement.
The Congress shall have power to enforce this article by appropriate legislation.
AMENDMENT 25.
PRESIDENTIAL SUCCESSION..
Section 1. Vice President Becomes President.
In case of the removal of the President
from office or of his death or resignation,
the Vice President shall become President.
Section 2. Filling the Vice Presidency.
Whenever there is a vacancy in the office
of the Vice President, the President shall
nominate a Vice President who shall
take office upon confirmation by a majority vote of both houses of Congress.
Section 3. Vice President as Acting President.
Whenever the President transmits to the
President pro tempore of the Senate and
the Speaker of the House of Representatives has written declaration that he is
unable to discharge the powers and duties of. his office, and until he transmits
to them a written declaration to the contrary, such powers and duties shall be
discharged by the Vice President as Act-
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ing President.
Section 4. Presidential Incapacity.
Whenever the Vice President and a majority of either the principal officers of
the executive departments or of such
other body as Congress may by law provide, transmit to the President pro tempore
of the Senate and the Speaker of the House
of Representatives their written declaration that the President is unable to discharge the powers and duties of his office,
the Vice President shall immediately assume the powers and duties of the office as
Acting President.
President assumes office. Thereafter, when
the President transmits to the President
pro tempore of the Senate and the Speaker
of the House of Representatives his written
declaration that no inability exists, he shall
resume the powers and duties of his office
unless the Vice President and a majority of
either the principal officers of the executive
department or of such other body as Congress may by law provide, transmit within
four days to the President pro tempore of
the Senate and the Speaker of the House of
Representatives their written declaration
that the President is unable to discharge
the powers and duties of this office. Thereupon Congress shall decide the issue, assembling within forty-eight hours for that
purpose if not in session. If the Congress,
is not in session, within twenty-one days
after Congress is required to assemble,
determines by two-thirds vote of both
houses that the President is unable to
discharge the powers and duties of his
office, the Vice President shall continue to
discharge the same as Acting President;
otherwise, the President shall resume the
powers and duties of his office.
AMENDMENT 26
EXTENDINGTHEVOTETO EIGHTEENYEAR
OLDS.
Section 1. Eighteen-Year-OldSuffrage.
The right of citizens of the United States,who
are eighteenyears of age or older,to vote shall
not be denied or abridged by the United
States or by any State on account of age.
Section 2. Enforcement.
The Congress shall have power toenforce this
article by appropriate legislation.
*****
Let us leave this portion as we have placed to
documentthe ConstitutionandAmendments
as written. Salu,
Hatonn to clear, please.

The Communist

Manifesto

ment of Washington, D.C. now owns over
40% of the land mass of the United States?
QUOTE:
That is more land than the entire country
east of the Mississippi River. It does so in
Americans, who have been watching the direct violation of the United States Constidegeneration of our society, the increase in tution. The Federal Government now owns
violence, drugs, pornography, and the na- more than 10% of all industrial properties,
tional debt, often write us for advice about and owns railroads, barge lines, etc. As the
what to do”once the nation falls” into social- government buys more and more land, this
ism, insolvencyand surrender. Someuse the property is taken off the tax rolls, and this
forbidden ‘C” word, by asking what they increases the taxes all of us must pay on
shoulddo “whenthe communiststakeover.” the land we suppose that we own. Most
My friends, when the Thought-theology Americans think that they own their land.
(psychopolitics) of what we understand is They think that a certain parcel upon which
communism finally takes over in America, it they live actually belongs to them. Have
The your lawyer explain to you why your deeds
wiZ2NOT be calzed by that name.
Hammer and Sickle r&Z2pm6abZy ne~ller have been drawn as they have or why you
adorn
any fZtzg. (communism will be and your wife are called “tenants in comCal&d %hmocmMandaccepted~most
monn and other strange language and
Americans
with danciw in the eti’)
phrases. Here is the rule of law: Ifyou must
pay the state or county a “property tax”,
Does this sound preposterous? Think about and the state or county can sell your propit. Howwouldyou know “when communism, erty to someone else if you fail to pay the
sold asdemocracy,” is the ultimatelaw ofthe tax, you are not the actual and lawful
land? If thosewho are now employing“more owner of that land or property! Marx called
powerful levers and more subtle webs” suc- the use tax on land, rent. Today it is called
teed in their plans,most of thoselivingin this “property tax” and while universally accountry may not notice much of a difference cepted by most Americans, the property
from what they think of as the AmericanWay tax is 100% Marxist (communist) in nature. How then will you know when “comthese days!
munism takes over?D
Karl Marx, the Jewish hippy who invented
what is known today as “Scientific social- The land that is still informally held in
ism”, was not himself a communist and private hands, is now subject to state and
never claimed to be one. Mr. Marx, it is now municipal controls called “land use” and
known, collaborated with some wealthy to- you can only do certain things on land that
talitarian socialists,and they let him put his you suppose you own. If you actually
name on their joint effort, and it was titled, owned it, instead ofbeingmerely a”tenant
THE COMMUNIST MANIFESTO. It was a with a vested interest in it”, no city, state
scheme of powerful levers and subtle webs. or federal controls could be imposed upon
There is so little differencebetween socialism it. Yet, you accept zoning restrictions as
and communism that 70 years after the normal and allow the city to impose “rent
COMMUNIST MANIFESTO was published, controls”. You sit tight when the Federal
Lenin, the socialist founder of modern corn- Government tells you, via an unconstitumunism, called himself a communist but tional statute, that you must rent “your
named Russia and other conquered terri- property” to anyone who comes to your
tories the Union of SociaZist Republics. door, regardless of race, color, national
Regardless of what communism is called, it origin and sexual preference. From where
would be identifiedby at leastten basicplanks did they get the lawful jurisdiction to tell
as set forth in the MANIFESTO.Thesepolitical you what you can do on “your property”?
planksneedtobelistedhere,notonlyasareviewIf indeed it is your property, there is no
but as a templatebywhichto gaugetheAmeri- such authority except that which you volcan governmentand policiestoday. (Hatom I untarily submit to. However, since you are
haveg&n w all of these btltperhapsw will merely a tenant paying property use tax
see and timore clearlyzfthey m againlaid rent on the land, they have every right to
forthjivm Earth-man.)
tell you how you will use that property and
how far from the property line you must
1)
ABOLITIONOF PROPERTYIN LAND build any house, etc. Can you imagine
AND APPLICATION OF ALL RENTS TO Patrick Henry putting up with such nonPUBLIC USE.
sense? Of course not! But then, Patrick
Henry was a Freeman, not a communist.
Did you know that the Federal Govern- He did not hold communist ideas about the
l/30/91 #l
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use of land, as most Americans today do.
How about you? Are you a communist
when it comes to land use? As to the use
of land, every Senator and every Congressman is a communist today. Nothing much
will change “when communism takes over”,
except that you will know that you are a
mere tenant and not a land owner as you
had supposed for years. Some of you
tenants will be pushed off the state’s land
so that another tenant can use your nice
home and farm and if you illegally resist,
you may be legally shot.

meanings of STAR WARS 4 when they were
functional communists in Thought-theology (Psychopolitics)? Here is a plank of the
COMMUNIST MANIFESTO so ingrained in
their sub-conscious minds that they were
silent when this woman suggested that I be
turned over to the authorities! It is a wellknown hallmark of communism when you
see people turning in their neighbors to the
authorities. It is now beginning on a large
scale in America with such carefully prepared TV shows as UNSOLVED MYSTERIES, where the TV uses brutal murders,
drug and child abuse crimes to get the
public accustomed to thinking about turning people in so as to solve these crimes.
You will become a “state her&and even
paid $1,000 for your help. Next, you will be
paid for turning in people who own firearms or teach the citizenry about unlawful
government activities. Will you really E

When the communist agent, Woodie
Guthrie, wrote the now famous song, ‘This
Land is My Land; this Land isYour Land.. .”
he was writing with the communist understanding about land and land ownership.
Yet patriotic groups, ignorant of communist objectives, often sing that song with
the same attitude and reverence as they do o-gnize the point
with America, the Beautiful. Good griefl takes over?”
2)

A HEAVY
PROGRESSIVE
GRADUATED INCOME TAX.

OR

This is probably the best known of the
Marxist-Communist political concepts in
use today in America. If there is any
communist statute or regulation that has
been imposed unlawfully on most Americans, and one which affects their very lives
and fortunes the most, the communist
income tax has to be it. If there was any
statute that employed more “powerful leversn or “subtle webs”, you would be hard
pressed to find it. As with the progressive
tax on property, it is a communist idea of
“from each according to his ability and to
each according to his need” that finds
exact expression in the federal and state
graduated income tax laws. Yet 90% of all
Americans accept that system of federal
revenue taxation as if it were both Scriptural and American. It is neither. It comes
from the Babylonian Talmud, and is the
main cornerstone of communist Thoughttheology, Marxism-Leninism is not only a
political thought, but is also the religion of
the communist-socialist. I was sitting at a
restaurant meal with two Baptist ministers and their wives recently. These men
had come to see me regarding several
theological opinions that I hold and set
forth in STAR WARS 4. During the discussion, the subject of the Marxist federal
income tax came up, and I stated that I had
not filed a return in over 20 years. One of
the minister’s wives blurted right out, “I
think I should turn you in!” Here was a
woman claiming to be a Christian who was
perfectly at ease turning in another Christian to the federal authorities over the
matter of a communist taxing system! What
did the two ministers say concerning the
outburst from this wife? Nothing. Now,
how could they understand the deeper

3)

CCwhen communism

ABOLITION OF ALL RIGHT TO INHERITANCE.

are owned by those involved in drugs, and
this property can be taken and sold under
Public Law 99-570 set in place in 1986.
You have read the horror stories. Some
minimum wage seaman can sneak drugs
aboard a million dollar ship, uni;nro~n ti
the owl~ers or the capbin, and the ship
is confiscated by the government without
due process of law! HOW WILL YOU
KNOW
OVER?
5)

WHEN

COMUUNISM

TAKES

CENTRALIZATION OF CREDIT IN

THE

HANDS

OF THE

STATE,

BY

MEANS OF A NATIONAL BANK WITH
STATE CAPITAL AND AN EXCLUSIVE
MONOPOLY.

It was through the Federal Reserve Act of
1913that the private banking cartel known
as the FEDERAL RESERVE BANK came
into being. It is through this scheme, with
the government controlling the banks and
credit for the benefit of the secret shareholders, that the effect of this objective of
the communists came into being in the
United States. The super rich bankers,
while they liked the controls envisioned by
Karl Marx, decided that all the usury and
profits should go into THEIR pockets instead of the federal coffers. It is this small
bank of International Bankers who decide
how much interest you are going to pay on
your home mortgage and they have the
monopoly power to force other banks to
charge the same rates. Individual credit
can be given or withheld at the whim of
these bankers. The private FEDERAL RESERVE BANKING SYSTEM is neither “federal” nor does it have any “reserves” as
commonly thought. The local Federal Reserve Bank is not listed under agencies of
the Federal Government in your phone
book, but listed in the white pages as any
other private business.

In spite of the federal Estate Tax of 1916,
your Marxist government has yet to accomplish this objective. They have imposed a heavy inheritance tax, illegally
confiscating a large part of that property a
man leaves to his children. After a couple
of generations, the property is gone. How
many people do you know who still live on
their grandfather’s farm or ranch? Naturally, the lower classes, who have chosen
not to save enough to purchase property,
have no inheritances to leave. The superrich have been provided the use of taxexempt foundations so that their wealth is
passed on to their posterity. It is the great
middle-class that the Marxist objectives
are directed toward, and which succeed
very well in America. Where does the
federal government get the authority and
jurisdiction to tax the property of the de- The FEDERAL RESERVE NOTES, which
you carry in your pocket, though printed
ceased?
by the federal government for those private
CONFISCATION OF THE PROP- banker’s use, and identified as “legal ten4)
ERTY OF EMIGRANTS AND REBELS. der”, are in fact privately circulated bank
notes. As “notes” they do not certify that
Emigrants are people who Zeaueacountry, the U.S. Treasury has gold or silver to
and that does not apply to Americans. “back them” but state on their face that
However, look at what is done to Ameri- the US. Government is in debt to that
cans your government calls “rebels.” All amount. You are not paying your bills with
your government needs to do is allege that certificates of wealth, but with evidences of
a person is a “tax resister” or a drug federal debt. You are passing the U.S. debt
pusher and his property and real estate to the bankers around among yourselves
can be confiscated without due process. as if it was lawful money. The priutzte
Some of you saw the story on INSIDE Federal Reserve makes huge profits for its
EDITION where a citizen’s property was member banks, and yet it pays IU) fedtaken by the Federal authorities without erulorshte income taxes, and they have
due process merely because she had rented never been audited by any government
the house to people later determined to agency. A couple of years ago, Senator
have been using the house for drug traffic. Metcalf of Washington State launched a
All your government needs to do is allege campaign against the FEDERAL RESERVE
that property, real estate, cars, boats, etc., and had it nut on the ballot to restore the
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right to create money to the Congress as
specified in the Constitution. The people in
Washington State were so ignorant or communist-minded that they actually voted it
down! HOW WILL YOU KNOW...?
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operate and the fares and rates that they son is to be assigned a job. There is to be
can charge. The federal government con- no non-laboring middle class working as
trols every form of interstate commerce, salesmen and shopkeepers. In spite of
and sets the rates that these private busi- massive government boondoggles in agrinesses can charge and even how long a culture, the American farmer has found a
truck driver can drive his own truck in a way to produce food that feeds not only our
In 1933, when so many banks lost their given day.
country, but those countries as the USSR
shirts and had to repay their depositors or
and China which still suppose that the
close their doors, the FEDERAL RESERVE 7)
EXTENSION OF FACTORIES AND Marxist way for agriculture may someday
ACT was changed to incorporate the FedINSTRUMENTS
OF PRODUCTION work. Once the farmers finally fail in large
OWNED
BY
THE
STATE;
THE BRING- numbers, not because of agricultural flaws
eral Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC)
(Hatonn: Note uCorporationp which desigING INTo CUL’I’I’VA’I’ION OF WASTE so much as corporate debt, the Marxist
nutes private.)
Here is how that works,
LANDS, THE IMPROVEMENT OF THE agriculture armies, gathered from those
SOIL ACCORDING TO A COMMON “huddled masses yearning to be freen,that
and we can see it with the current Savings
PLAN.
now clog up the welfare rolls, will be sent
and Loan scandals. In good times, the
bankers make huge profits. However, in
forth to plant, till and harvest in the vain
bad times, the American taxpayers are The federal government now owns and hope that they can feed the people.
called upon to bail out the bankers, letting operates more than 25,000 corporate units
COMBINATION OF AGRICULTURE
them retain their personal assets. How will in direct competition with private enter- 9)
WITH MANUFACTURING, GRADUAL
you know when “communism takes over”? prise. Most of these corporations are operABOLITION OF THE DISTINCTION
Most people are so accustomed to the yoke ated at staggering losses, even though they
BETWEEN TOWN AND COUNTRY BY
of communism, thrust upon them in the pay no property taxes and no interest on
A MORE EQUITABLE DISTRIBUTION
name of “democracy” and =social secu- invested capital. All of these, along with
OF THE POPULATION OVER THE
rity”, that they believe that these things their losses, are being operated without the
COUNTRY.
must be the form of government our Fore- slightest shred of Constitutionalauthority.
fathers gave us. They think it is normal to Furthermore, according to figures taken
have total taxes in amounts to 50% of from the Federal Budget, the aggregate The destruction ofthe cities has been going
income. Where is their Great Republic losses of these federally owned businesses on since the Roosevelt Depression. Socialbased upon the Common Law and the and property, including the lost state and ist confiscatoryproperty and business taxes
Constitution? For all practical purposes, it local taxes thereon, exceed the total amount on producers, and welfare handouts to
collected each year on the personal income non-producers, have driven commerce and
no longer exists.
taxes! According to the LIBERTY AMEND- industry out of the cities and provides the
CENTRALIZATIONOFTHEMEANS
MENT COMMITTEE, from whom these excuse for federal control of land use,
6)
OF COMMUNICATION
AND TRANS- statistices were taken, the sale of these environmentalimpact studies, and regional
PORTATION IN THE HANDS OF THE Unlawfully owned businesses would retire planning. Federal regional planning done
about one third of the national debt, and between states and over state lines, is the
STATE.
make the personal individual income taxes way this Marxist plank is being carried out
All radio and television networks are li- a thing of the past. This author is 100% in today.
tensed and permitted to operate only at the favor of bringing wastelands into cultigood pleasure of the federal government vation and improving the soil. However, 10) FREE EDUCATION OF ALL CHILDREN IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS, ABOLIthrough the Federal Communications Com- this must be done on a private enterprise
TION OF CHILDREN’S FACTORY LAis basis, and not as the result of federal
mission. Because their programning
BOR IN ITS PRESENT FORM. COMunder strict federal guidelines, anti-corn- bureaucratic intervention. However, in
How
accordance
to
the
Marxist
orientation
of
BINATION OF EDUCATION WITH INmunist programs are rarely aired.
DUSTRIAL PRODUCTION.
many of you can recall one TV program, in our government, swarms of New Officers
the past 30 years, which set forth the (to use the language of the Declaration of
communist objectives for the conquest of Independence) have been descending upon When Karl Marx wrote “freem he meant
education of the children
America and the world? Instead, all pro- our farmers. There is the Bureau of Land ~~mpuIsory
Management,
Bureau
of
Reclamation,
-Buunder
the
control
of the State. Because
gramming is designed to promote socialist
thinking, and our country is never referred reau of Mines, Environmental Protection of the contract with the State known as
to as a republic but ALWAYSASA DEMOC- Agency, and may others. I do not need to the “Marriage License”, your children
RACY. All news is designed to promote the comment on the crisis now being faced by are legally Wards of the State. They must
communists and their leading individuals America’s independent farmers. It is not have “shotsn and a Social Security numas reasonable people, and anti-communist the result of incompetent farmers but be- ber “required to protect the State’s
State run and tax financed
nations, such as South Africa, are always cause of federal meddling in both their wards”.
government schools began soon after the
cast in an unfavorable light. Communist agricultural and financial affairs.
publishing of the COMMUNIST MANIobjectives for America, such as degenEQUAL LIABILITY OF ALL TO LA- FESTO, with the key leader at that time
eration of moral values, interracial mar- 8)
BOR, ESTABLISHMENT
OF INDUS- being Horace Mann. Next came socialriage, promiscuous sex, and homosexual
TRIAL ARMIES, ESPECIALLY IN AG- ized or often called “progressive” educalife styles, are treated in both the news and
RICULTURE.
tion under the guidance of John Dewey.
the “situation comedies” as totally normal
How many of you remember having to
and health behavior, and are given to us
In
the
first
sentence,
the
emphasis
shouid
read about the wonders of socialism in
and our children on a daily basis.
be on the word, ZiabiZrty. This is to be a books by Lincoln Stephens in high
All transportation by air is under either the “worker’s paradise” and therefore all have school? The most socialist class in any
Federal Aviation Agency or the Civil Aero- an equality liability, a pecuniary obliga- high school is not history or social scinautics Administration, and the govern- tion, to labor. Every citizen, according to ence but English, where the teacher can
ment controls how these private businesses Marx, is required to labor, and every per- direct the children to read certain books
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and make reports on them. English is the
only required class for all students, and it
is there that the communists have directed
their most attention. Under Biblical law,
early American instruction, where students
were studying Greek and Latin by 9 years
of age, has always been the responsibility
of the parents and their church assembly.
Children were taught the moral values of
the parents and of their church. Today, it
is the State that determines what the standards will be for the children’s education.
Federal Aid to Education determines how
the States will set up the basic teachings
and philosophy and this is exactly what
Marx had in mind. This form of education
teaches the child to look to the State for
help, and the State becomes the child’s
“god”. Christian instruction, in contrast,
teaches the child to look to God, and that
if he needs a hand he finds one at the end
of his arm. As you look at our youth
educated in government schools, observe
their appearance and their attitudes, and
remember that crime and drug use is increasing 7X as fast as the population, you
will see the evil genius of Karl Marx in full
bloom. As you re-read this section, notice
that I have drawn a clear distinction between “instruction” and “education”. It is
humanistic, New Age, and Eastern philosophy that man is intrinsically good.
Hence the use of the word “education” by
the modern socialist, which means from
the Latin, “draw the good out”. In contrast, the Bible teaches that all men are
sinners, and that they are basically of a
sinful, wicked nature. Thus, there is no
way to “draw good out” of them. Christian
philosophy, based upon the truth of the
Bible, teaches that children are to be instructed, that is to have the good of God’s
Laws put into them so that they can be
pleasing in God’s sight. Today, those church
groups that teach that God’s Laws are still
in full force and effect, always refer to their
schools as Christian Instruction. Those
churches who have gone the way of humanism, teaching that God’s Laws, Statutes and Judgments were abandoned at
The Cross, rightly call their schools “Christian Education”. The term “Christian
Education” is an oxymoron, an absurd
contradiction in meaning to those of us
with even a smattering of classical study.

their founders, Kari Marx. Now, fellow them over to the Red Coats instead of
American, how munu ofthe Marxist Ten killing people at Concord Bridge”.
Planks have wu accepted as normal,
necessa~,
and indeed the American
Waw?
(Hatonn: Please pay close attention to that
which I will now quote from the same document but bearing more attention. Afier that
I shall again ask Dhanna to outline the
Executive Orders which are now signed and
in place in your government.)

J. Edgar Hoover, in his classic book on the
communist threat to America, MASTERS
OF DECEIT, wrote that his greatest fear
was that Americans would become “state
of mind communists” while adamantly
denying any interest or adherence to communism. My friends, that is exactly what
has happened. Most Americans go along
with every single plank of the Communist
Manifesto and even suppose that it is the
American Way!
Now, my friends, the more powerful
levers and more subtle webs have been
set in place.

Several months ago I wrote about the Marxist income tax and the reasons why I was
opposed to it. I further stated in public
print that I had not filed any returns for 20
years nor paid any tax in all that time.
These ON TARGET Northpoint Team Reports are widely photocopied and circulated
with my permission and encouragement.
However, they go from friend to friend and
then to the Christian ignorant among the
silent majority, and ultimately to the socialist enemy. You cannot believe the
letters we get from professing Christians! I
have read their letter admonishing me to
read Romans 13, supposing that I had not
managed to read that far into the New
Testament. They call my attention to
Christ’s words to “render unto Caesar...”
and think that whatever is demanded by
government under a pretext of law must be
dutifully turned over to socialist schemes,
heathen peoples around the world and
social dropouts around the country as part
of our Christian witness, testimony, and
responsibility.

According to these Christians, educated
into the communist Thought-theology
psyhopolitics of the government schools,
apparently the American Colonists should
have paid the tax on tea demanded of King
George instead of “damaging their Christian testimony in an act of violencen by
dumping it all into Boston harbor. The tax
was, after all, “the Law” and imposed
lawfully by those in authority. Worse than
that, when the King wanted to confiscate
I have taken six __
pages
to
teach
you
what
“assault rifles” being stored in Concord,
. communism really is from the works of “Christian patriots should have turned

As to the second part of Marx’s 10th Plank,
children under 16 are not permitted to
work for wages. All private apprenticeships have been abolished for children
seeking to learn a trade before the age of
16. Roosevelt’s socialist friends had the
Fair Labor Standards Act passed in 1937
where apprenticeships are now under control of the State.

Those early Americans are identified as
Patriots, but those of us who object to the
very same things today are thought of as
unAmerican at best and unchristian at
worst. Do you see the problem we have
today? Christians are now “state of mind
Communists” as feared and predictedyears
and years ago. How do I reason with a
“state of mind” communist, who supposes
that his political, moral and economic understanding comes right out of the Bible?
The Federal Income Tax Statutes, and the
Supreme Court decisions supporting them,
clearly state that wages and salaries are
not “income”. Yet Christian communists
in America, in what profess to be patriotic
assemblies, have been conned into waiving
that statutory provision and to Voluntarily” agreeing to pay the first part of their
increase not to God’s Law but to Caesar, in
direct violation of God’s Law set forth in
Scripture. And they wonder why God
stopped blessing America right after the
Marxist Income Tax Statutes went into
effect! Looking deeper still, we find that
even the Marxist Income Tax Statutes made
Constitutional by the 16th Amendment,
applies only to those non-white citizens by
p&iZegeofthe
14thAmendment. It also
includes corporate officers, folks who live
in Washington, D.C. and other Federal
enclaves, military people and those who
work in government jobs. But, people who
exchange their time for wages, salaries,
commissions, etc., are not required to file
returns or pay federal taxes. Oh, your
minister never told you these things? And
your dad never knew them? Why are you
giving the first portion of the wonderful
blessings God gives you through increase
of your land and labor of your hands and
mind, to promote communism, totalitarian socialism and other wicked things at
home and abroad? Shame on you! Repent
of your ways.
I will tell you why you pay without a whimper! It is because you are scared to death
of the wicked agents of the Internal Revenue and their well-publicized cruel activities and brutal enforcement procedures.
Most of you lack the guts for such basic
Christian service to your country, if the
truth was really known. Some of my best
friends and most generous supporters have
confessed this fear to me privately and I
have wept for their souls. You must understand, Scripture teaches that the fearful,
right along with the unbelievers, murderers, whoremongers, sorcerers, idolatersand
liars shall have their part in the lake which
bums with fire and brimstone. Read Revelation 2 1% about those listed among the
non-overcomers! Those who are afraid, are
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just as wicked in God’s Eyes, as some of the
most terrible of anti-Christ people! Take
your STRONG’S CONCORDANCE and do a
word study on all the variations of the word
fear and it will open your eyes of understanding. Oh, how I pray that some of my
wonderfulTeam Members and other Iinancial supporters will turn from their fearful
ways and not be included among that
wretched lot at the end of time.
Did you know that if you file income tax
returns, you place your legal status under
Admiralty Law, and waive your Common
Law rights under the first Ten Amendments to the Constitution? The fearful,
under an ironic twist to God’s Law, find
themselves unprotected by the 1stAmendment and cannot lawfully claim the right to
religious freedomor the right offree speech,
etc. They cannot claim the right to keep
and bear arms as set forth in the 2nd
Amendment. Since so few Americans remain who have these rights, the laws on
the gradual confiscation of any “semiautomatic weapon” are now being enacted,
beginning with the so-called assault rifles,
and hand guns that have a n ammunition
magazine or “clip”. Are you surprised?
These laws have been on the books for 20
years awaiting this day and hour! I know
that some do not believe me on this, but see
for yourself. Go to your local library and
ask the librarian to show you where the
UNITED STATES CODE books are shelved.
There are 25 of these in the set, reddishbrown in color. They are printed by the
United States Government. Select Volume
9 and turn to page 554. Read public law
87-297 signed into law by John F. Kennedy
in 196 1. Every President since then has
worked to gradually enact its provisions,
knowing that most Americans would not
approve. Read along through that public
law to page 559, and you will see that it
calls for our Armed Forces to be eliminated
from NATIONAL CONTROL, which in turn
wipes out our sovereignty as a nation. In
the third state we shall see a “zero militarSf and before stage one closes, all citiZen-owned guns will be banned. This issue
of national disarmament is now being discussed with world leaders, and the ban on
certain defensive weapons here at home is
not new at all, but part of a treasonous
scheme to render America as a nation, and
our citizens as individuals, helpless against
the Socialist-Communist conquest of the
world.
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liars? Are you sending God’s tithe and your
offerings to any “religious group” that is
claiming “tax exemption” and thus under
the jurisdiction of our communist democracy of the District of Columbia? If you
read our materials long enough, you will
see a thread of theme about the ministers
and preaching in America that is causing
most ofour problems. I remember backin
the Old Testament, God’s nation of Israel
had some major problems under King
Jeroboam. You might need to see how God
dealt with His People in those days, as sort
of a forecast of what is soon to pass in
America. (I Kings 12, etc.) The bottom line
then was that Jeroboam umade priests of
the lowest of the people” (v.31). Christ,
through St. John in Revelation 2 1:8, says
that the lowest of people are the “fearful”.
You cannot be Godly and fearful at the
same time, and the Bible world study suggested previously should have established
that fact firmly in your mind. Therefore, all
fearful are also ungodly, if you can follow
that logic. The very first Psalm, a fantastic
collection of distilled wisdom, begins with
this most important truth: “Blessed is the
man that walketh not in the counsel of the
ungodly-fearful. ..n How many of my wonderful friends and readers are still taking
counsel of the fearful, men whom the Bible
calls priests of the lowest of people, who it
so often also appears, are state of mind
communists?
END OF QUOTfNG -nd

so be it.

Now, Dharma, aZZowustoagafnp~sent
the executive orders which have now
been brought intopZa~bviating
even
the need ofCongrxzs&~~~Z agreement in
order to become law against you-thepeop&.

Befom we do so, however, Iam going to
ask you a few questions and Zet us see
if you REALLYsee and understand that
which Igive you and that which IS!

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Here is another problem: Are you sitting
under a minister who is a state of mind
communist, one of the fearful who still files
income tax returns? Sure, he may be a nice
guy. Sure, he may seem to be a kindly, 7.
loving man. But he is one of the fearful,
classified by Godly John and Jesus Christ
as being among the whoremongers and
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to drive these Satanic speakers from
out of the city-or worse; death!
WHAT DO YOU REALLY KNOW ABOUT
ANYTHING?
Tell me the top 10 stats

from Sunday’s Superbowl!
Welcome
Home America! God have mercy on your
children in the Middle East1

U.S. EXECUTIVE ORDERS NOW IN EFFECT (CHECK THEM ONE BY ONE
AGAINSTTHE COMMUNIST MANIFESTO)
1.

EXECUTIVE ORDER 10995 takes
over all communications media.
2.
EXECUTIVE ORDER 10997 takes
over all electric power, petroleum, gas,
fuel and minerals.
3.
EXECUTIVE ORDER 10998 takes
over all food resources and farms.
4.
EXECUTIVE ORDER 10999 takes
over all means of transportation, controls highways and seaports.
5.
EXECUTIVE ORDER 11000 drafts
all citizens into work forces under the
governmental supervision.
EXECUTIVE ORDER 11001 takes
6.
over all health, welfare and educational functions.
7.
EXECUTIVE ORDER 11002 empowers the Postmaster General to register all citizens nationwide.
8.
EXECUTIVE ORDER 11003 takes
over all airports and aircraft.
EXECUTIVE ORDER 11004 takes
9.
over housing and finance authorities
and housing designated as “unsafe”.
Establishes new locations for populations, relocates communities, builds
new housing with public funds.
10. EXECUTIVE ORDER 11005 takes
over all railroads, inland waterways,
and public storage facilities.
11. EXECUTIVE ORDER 1105 1 designates responsibilities of the Office of
Emergency Planning giving authorization to put the above orders into
effect in times of increased international tension or economic or financial crisis.

What is the name of the new Soviet
Foreign Minister?
What is the first plank in the COM- Then comes the big one: Under EXMUNIST MANIFESTO?
ECUTIVE ORDER 11490 all of the
Who’s picture is on the $20 Federal
above orders are fmmediatelu actiBank “noten?
vated.
What is an SS 123 Who developed it?
Where is it now?
John F. Kennedv, at Columbia UniverWhat did you have for breakfast on
sitv in 1963. said it perfectly: “The
high office of the President has
Saturday last?
been used to foment a rilot to deIf you attend church, give me the
stro-u America’s freedom and bedoctrines according to denomination!
fore I leave office, I must inform
Where did your minister get his”educathe citizens of their pZinht.” Ten
tion” and did he get a “Christian Edudays later, John F. Kennedv was ascation” or “Christian Instructions”?
What do you REALLY know about
sassinated!
THINK ABOUT IT
this”Christian Community”withinyour
AMERICA!!
own town? Funny thing about the one
in Tehachapi, California- they offer Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn
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NEW ARRIVALS

PROGRAMMING,
PITFALLS
AND PUPPY-DOG TALES

CHAPARRAL SERENDIPITY
or
THINGS FROM UNDER THE
BUSHES

By Gyeorgos
Ceres Hatonn
(Journal
#61)

By Cyeorgos
Ceres Hatonn
(Journal
#62 )

A few of the very important
topics covered in this JOURNAL are:
Operation
Vampire Killer 2000 (A
U.S. Police Action To Regain Our
Constitution)--Communists’
Rules
For Revolution--Psychiatrists Lead The Way--Our Founding Fathers’ Recipe For Successful Government--Famine
In Somalia--Cosmos--Eric
Lighter-Citizen’s
Arrest
of IRS Commissioner--The
New Age/New
World
Government
Plan--“The
Bankers’
Manifesto“--Vampire
Killer
Is
Working--Swat
Team
Exchange
With Russian--How
You Can Play
A Part In Our Nation’s
Recovery-The Hegelian
Principle--Letter
to
Chief Gates.
(INDEX INCLUDED)

Hatonn covers many topics ofwhich the
following are but a sample: The Council
On Domestic Relations-A Writing From
Nord Davis--What Is The “Cosmos” Lesson That We Are To Learn?--Shocking
Auschwitz Testimony--No
Gas Chambers--MIA/POW Final Sellout!--What Will
Be Found In Baghdad?--Pat RobertsonWho’s Who Of The World’s Elite--Aids, A
Weapon
Against
Black
People-Caiandriana-New
RTC-Bankruptcy
Of
The Old RTC-Russbdcher-The
Economy
And Clinton-Prophecy
of% /VI/us--“The
Snake Would Not Die”--Anything To Incite Riots AndTrouble--Vaccinations
And
Inoculations-66
Questions About The
Holocaust--Gays
In The Military-IRANGATE.
(INDEX INCLUDED)
4

I

TO ALL MY CHILDREN
990

THE BEST OF TIMES;
THE WORST OF TIMES

AS THE WORLD TURNS

By Gyeorgos
Ceres Hatonn
(Journal
#63)

By Cyeorgos Ceres Hatonn
(Journal
#64 )

Some of the important
topics covered in this JOURNAL
are:
The
“Banned”
JOURNALS And The University
of Science
& Philosophy-Ban On Blood Donations
By Gulf
Veterans
Lifted--Sudan
Denies Parasite
Has
Killed
Thousands-Sananda/The
Christ--lncorporation-“Green”
And “Gold”--Water
Purification--Cloning
And Possibilities-RTC Problems?--Maynard
Campbell-Gunther
Russbacher--1lluminized
High Freemasonry--NewYorkTrade
Center--The
Ekker Property--The
Art
Of Global Polit.ics--Watch
The Philippines!--The
CFR:
Funding
And
Members--The
Bilderbergers--The
New World Order--Mr.
Sessions
Of
The FBI--Perot And Con Con.
(INDEX INCLUDED)

In this JOURNAL we are given many
more examples of the snares and traps
of the Adversary to place this planet
under the iron fist of the Satanic, Zionist/Khazarian
slave masters.
Some of
the topics included are: Jack McLamb-Police action--James “Bo” Gritz Senate
Hearing Deposition--Special
Police Officer Bulletin--Our Sworn Duty--The Fourth
Reich: Toward An American Police State-A Map Of 10 Regional U.S. Gov’t Districts--Police
State Tactics--Computerization
Of The Public--Russbacher-America “The Cup Of Light”--More Military Bases To Close-Immaculate
Deception--The
Short Road To Chaos And
Destruction--Mount
Carmel
Federal
Massacre--The
Gold--Seven Main Periods Of Man Expression--Property/RTC.
(INDEX INCLUDED)

See last page for ordering

information.

THE LAST GREAT PLAGUE
UPON MAN:
AIDS AND RELATED MURDER
TOOLS
By Cyeorgos
Ceres Hatonn
(Journal
#65 )
This is the first IOURNAL which
is
being updated,
rewritten
and qualification
made on legal orders from
nine books banned
by the Federal
Court.
Some of the critical
topics
Gene Engineering-included
are:
The Total
Manipulation--Intrusion
Into Genes--Why
Is Gene Engineering So Dangerous--Genetic
Manipulation Blocks “Our Emotional
Life”-The Library
Of Life--Breaking
The
Code--Man As Genetic God?-- What Is
Aids And What About
A Plague?-Most Common Misconception
About
Aids Virus And Condoms--Royal
Rife,
Greatest
Inventor
Since Tesla--How
The Epidemic
Spreads--Hazards
Of
Behavior--Ni
kola Tesla--A.
Priore.
( INDEX INCLUDED )
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The Protocols
lO/ 14/90

HATONN

WE DIDN’T SAY “JEWS”
As we have gotten more attention in the
current circumstance of Middle Eastern/
U.S./Arab/Israeliinvolvement teetering on
the brink of nuclear war, it is again time to
define terms. I am Hatonn, to present
truth in the Light of higher knowledge; no
more and no less. I bend not to the
objections of special interest groups who
would deceive you and neither do I allow
injustice towards groups who, in most
instances, know not the facts regarding
themselves.
ZIONISTS VS. *JEWISH RACES”
I experienced upon your placement as a
“Jew” and I know of that which I project. I
an-r NOT, herein, speaking of “JewsD; I
speak herein of what is known as the
Khazars’Thirteenth Tribe who would settle
in the area of Palestine and Lebanon in the
latter days-known as Israel.
It is time to repeat the “PROTOCOLS OF
THE MEETINGS OF THE ZIONIST MEN OF
WISDOM”. I did not label these onesTHEY labeled themselves with this title. I
simply give unto you the projection of those
“protocols” that you might evaluate for
self, the truth of it.
(I ask that the portion of “WHO ARE
THE KHAZARS?” be affiied to the writing
preface for identification.)
We are utilizing this information in Express format because of the use of the term
“Zionists”. When we refer to the Zionists,the
stones and rocks start being flung at our
peopleanditisapartoftheplanofdisinformation; however, the stones strike and give pain
to all human forms.
ISRAEL/PALESTINE-THIS
DAY, lO/ 14/90
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Of Zion

of the propheciesand the Cornerstoneswere
just laid forth this week. It was coveredup in
the Establishmentmedia but truth is “slipping out?-even from the Israelis.
Just today an ambassador from Israel
stated that, “It was a -friqe e&me
of
ISRAELI%, called ‘ZIONISTS’ who went to
the Holy place in efforts to ‘lay the comerstones for the new temple’ but most ‘JEWS’
were simply ‘at the wall’ to honor the Jewish
Holy day.” I know not how you get more
definitive than that! The Arab world peoples
have now been barred from their most Holy
placement-therefore, what think you is going on behind those barricades? The Holy
Mosque is atop what the Jews call “Temple
Mounts and belongs to the Palestinians.
YOU BE THE JUDGE!
The “JEWS” of today are more and more
controlled-in ignorance of the fact-by the
Zionists. THE JEWS WILL BE THE ONESTO
SUFFER THE GREATEST PAIN AT THE
HANDS OF THESE UNGODLY MEN-IT IS
ALREADY SO AND HAS BEEN FOR CENTURIES. ONLY NOW IS IT SO BLATANTLY
OBVIOUS AS YOU MOVE INTO THE FINAL
PROJECTIONS OF THE PROPHECIES. SO
BE IT. WE HEREIN REPRINTTHE “PROTOCOLS”; PLEASE READ CAREFULLYWITHOUT CASTING BLAME AT THE PRINTERS
FORTHEY DID NOTWRITE OFTHEM! THEY
WERE WRITTEN BY THE LEADERS OF THE
ZIONIST NATION OF PEOPLE BIRTHED
FROM THE KHAZARS WHO ASSUNED
(lYW4 THE TITLE OF ‘QEWS”-THEY
ARE NOT OF THE TRIBES OF QEWISH
THEY HFIRST” STOLE THE
ISRAEL”.
JEWISH BLRTHRJGHT AND THEN THEIR
LANDS AND PROPERTY-THEIR
INTENT
IS TO OWNAND RULE THE ENTIRE OF
THE WORLD. May you read with an open

and discerning mind that which follows.
Look into the eyes of the “Israeli ‘LEADERS”
who speak on your vidiot box this day and
you shall be given to SEE the truth of these
words!

5/5/90 HATONN
LISTENto what is being given forth on this
day as Israel denounces condemnationfrom
Pnwerbs 29:18 says:
thenationsregardingbrutalityof 10/08/90.
WHERE THERE IS NO VISION, THE
The Arab world feels the statements are not
nearly strong enough-I will write a scenario PEOPLE PERISH.
from 1982, in the current Journal, wherein
Hatonn present in the Light of Radiance.
you can see that all that has changed is a May we shareabit morevisionso that theway
name here and there. Precious ones, you becomes more lighted. Thank you.
have placed “war” in your cycles;why do you
BECAUSE IT’S NOT HOW
think it would simply go away without atYOU THINK lT IS!
tention?
The building of the Zionist Temple on
Why do I implore you to look at the
Temple Mount in Jerusalem is also a portion

ugly instead of as the New Age Movement
would have you look? Because they
pronounce falseness unto you and if the
vision is incorrect or there is no vision in
truth, man shall perish. No more and no
less. You must awaken unto the truth of
your existence and know the players in
the game of control and you must do so
before it becomes too late to longer matter.
KHAZARS
Prior to unfolding more of the story as
pertains to Israel and the Zionists, you
must realize that I am speaking not of the
beloved Jewish ‘people” ofyourworld, any
more than I would have you believe all
Catholic priests and nuns practice (or even
know of) the activities within the walls of a
cloistered convent. For instance, we have
one with us who served as a Catholic priest
for more than thirty years with a parish of
some lo- 15,000 parishioners. He was
only in a cloistered convent on one occasion and that was for a white veil ceremony. Of course you ones know not these
things-that is precisely WHY I am telling
you these tales of unpleasant and seemingly paranoic circumstances.
If you do not know what it is you need to
correct, how can you be in the correcting of
it?
You cannot begin to understand world
circumstance in any segment of geographical location without some knowledge about the past seven decades of struggle for control of the Kremlin. But that
struggle, in turn, is a portion of an even
bigger historical picture. You are still
witnessing in full flower the ongoing and
climaxing of a war of more than a millennium between the two most bitter enemies
on earth. It is the war between Russia and
the Khazars. And, dear ones, how many of
you have even the vaguest notion of who or
what are Khazars?
The kingdom of the Khazars vanished
from the map of the world many centuries
ago, but their impact is greater this day
than in any prior time segment. Today
most people have never even heard of them
or their lands, so you need not bow your
head in embarrassment. If you do not
continue and then follow up with a bit of
research to prove my words unto selfthen bow your head in embarrassment
before God who would delight in seeing you
of His creations come into Truth.
In its day the Khazar Kingdom was a
very major power indeed, holding sway
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over a large empire of subjugated peoples.
It had to be reckoned with by the two
neighboring superpowers of that day. To
the south and west of Khazaria, the Byzantine Empire was in full flower with its
Eastern Orthodox Christian civilization.
To the southeast, the Khazar Kingdom
bordered on the expanding Moslem Empire of the Arab Caliphs. The Khazars
influenced the histories of both of these
other empires but, far more importantly,
the Khazar Kingdom occupied what was
later to become a southern portion of Russia between the Black and Caspian Seas.
As a result, the historical destinies of the
Russians and the Khazars became intertwined in ways which have persisted down
to the present day.
I suggest that if you have trouble with
this information and also in locating information regarding these people, you
should get a book by a British writer/
historian about the Khazars.
Arthur
Koestler,THE 13THTRIBE-THE KHAZAR
EMPIRE AND ITS HERITAGE. No, Dharma,
do not get it for I shall give you all you need
know about it. But for others, let me seeyes, Random House, New York should be a
source.
The Khazars were derived from a mixture of Finns, Turks and Mongols (this
latter is important when considering the
projections of one Nostradamus, as to the
anti-Christ). As early as the third century
AD, they were identifiable in constant warfare in the areas of Persia and Armenia.
Later, in the 5th century, the Khazars were
among the devastating hordes ofAttila, the
Hun. Around 550 AD, the nomadic Khazars
began settling themselves in the area
around the northern Caucasus between
the Black and Caspian Seas. The Khazar
capital of Itil was established at the mouth
of the VolgaRiver, where it emptied into the
Caspian, in order to control the river traffic. The Khazars then extracted a toll of
10% on any and all cargo which passed Itil
on the River. Ah yes, taxways all the way
to the 5th century. Anyone who refused to
pay the tax (toll) was immediately attacked
and slaughtered-not greatly different from
today.
With their kingdom firmly established
in the Caucasus, the Khazars gradually
began to create an empire of subjugated
peoples. Other tribes, who were comparatively peaceful, were promptly attacked
- and conquered. They then became attached as portions of the Khazar Empire,
required to pay tribute continually to the
Khazar Kingdom and to the Khazar coffers.
This is not different in concept for all
conquered peoples have had to give tribute
to the conquering Empire, but I assure
you, not in the manner of the Khazars. The
so-called great empires of the world always
gave something in return for the tribute
they extracted. Rome, for example, made

citizens of those they conquered, and in
return for the taxes they levied, they brought
civilization, order and protection against
attack from would-be invaders.
Not so in the Khazar Empire. The
peoples who were subject to the Khazars
received only one thing in return for their
payments of tribute, and that was only one
thin and shm promise that the Khazars
would refrain from further attacks and
pillage-so long as the tributes were paid.
The subjects of the Khazar Empire, therefore, were simply nothing more than victims ofagiant mafiatype protection racket.
The Khazar overlords were therefore resented universally and bitterly throughout
their domain, but they were also feared
because of the merciless way in which they
dealt with anyone who stood up to them.
And so the Khazar Empire expanded until
it occupied large areas of what is now
Russia and south-eastern Europe. By the
eighth century, the Khazar Empire extended northward to Kiev and westward to
include the Magyar-s,the ancestors of modern Hungary.
Then a stunning event took place in the
mid-700’s AD. The Khazars had been
under continual pressure from their Byzantine and Moslem neighbors to adopt either
Christianity or Islam; but the Khazar ruler,
called the Khakan, had heard of a third
religion called Judaism. Apparently for
politic.al reasons of independence, the
Khakan announced that the Khazars were
adopting Judaism as their authorized religion.
Overnight an entirely new group of
people, the warlike Khazars, suddenly proclaimed themselves to be Jews-adoptive
Jews-and formed their tribe straight away.
The Khazar Kingdom began to be described
as the “Kingdom of the Jews,, by historians of the day. Succeeding Khazar rulers
took Jewish names, and during the late
ninth century the Khazar Kingdom became a haven for Jews from other lands.
Meanwhile, the brutal Khazar domination over other peoples continued quite
unchanged. But then a new factor appeared on the scene. During the 8th
century they came coursing down the great
rivers, the Dnieper, the Don, the Volga.
They were the eastern branch of the Vikings-ouch!
They were known as the
Varangians, or as the Rus. Like other
Vikings, the Rus were bold adventurers
and fierce fighters but, when they tangled
with the Khazars, the Rus often ended up
paying tribute like everyone else. When
two titans meet,,it is always interesting for
the probabilities change moment by moment. Now, isn’t all this history fascinating? You started your journey of hate
and confrontation and enslavement so far
back it, too, is forgotten.
About 862 a Rus leader name Rurik
founded the city of Novgorod, and the

Russian Nation was born. The Rus Vikings
settled among the Slavonic tribes under
Khazar domination, and the struggle between Vikings and Khazars changed in
character. It then became a struggle by the
emerging nation of Russia for independence
from Khazar oppression.
Over a century after the founding of
Russia’s first city, another momentous
event took place. Russia’s leader, Price
Vladimir of Kiev, accepted baptism as a
Christian in the year 989 and a big to-do
was made of it, of course. He then actively
promoted Christianity in Russia, and his
memory is revered by Russians today as
“Saint Vladimir,,, and so, over a thousand
years ago, Russia’s tradition as a Christian
nation began. How many ofyou know this?
How many of you children realize that
Russia is a Christian nation? You all teach
and proffer that the Russians are atheistic-those are the Soviets, my friends, who
are preaching the no-God theories.
Vladimir’s conversion also brought Russia into alliance with Byzantium. The
Byzantine rulers had always feared the
Khazars, and the Russians were still struggling to free themselves. And so, in the year
1016, combined Russian and Byzantine
forces attacked the Khazar Kingdom. The
Khazar Empire was shattered, and the
kingdom of the Khazars itself fell into decline. Eventually most of the Khazar Jews
migrated to other areas. Many of them
wound up in eastern Europe, where they
mingled and intermarried with other Jews.
Like the Semitic Jews some 1000 years
earlier, the Khazar Jews became dispersed.
The kingdom of the Khazars was no more.
As they moved and lived among the
Jewish people, the Khazar Jews passed on
a distinct heritage in a militant form known as ZIONISM! You thought I wasn’t
going to get there, didn’t you? This was
passed on from generation to generation
and became more and more militant and
reached out in every direction in its efforts
to consume and control. This particular
group all but consumed Germany in the
early third of this century ofyour counting.
In the view of Khazar Jews, the land occupied by ancient Israel is to be retaken- not
by miracle but by armed force. This is what
is meant by “Zionism” today, and this is
the force that created the nation which
today calls itself Israel.
The other major ingredient ofthe Khazar
Jew heritage is total hatred for Christianity, and for the Russian people as the
champions of the Christian faith. Christianity is viewed as the force which caused
the ancient so-called Kingdom of the Jews,
the Khazar Kingdom, to collapse. Having
once dominated much of what is presentday Russia, the Khazar Jews still want to
reestablish that domination - and for a
millennium they have been trying continually to do just that.
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In 19 17 the Khazar Jews passed a major milestone toward the creation of their
own state in Palestine. That same year
they also created the Bolshevik Revolution
in Russia-financed by some very familiar
foundations out of America. Be patient
and you shall begin to see the linkage of the
secret societies and moneychangers. There,
of course, followed a Christian Holocaust,
the likes ofwhich the world has never seen.
The Khazar Jews were once again in control of Russia after more than 900 years,
and they set about the task of destroying
Christianity by destroying Christians over 1OO,OOO,OOci
of them (almost makes
the projections from Germany look feeble,
does it not?). Worse, and in addition, Godly
Jews everywhere take note; at the same
time over 20,000,000 religious Jews also
died at the hands of their own proclaimed
people, the Khazar Jews.
This is what, my friends, the Russian
Christians were up against in their half
century plus struggle to overthrow the
atheistic Bolsheviks, but they finally succeeded in their overthrow program, and
now the lOOO-year-old war between the
Russian Christians and Khazar Zionist
Jews is reaching a climax. The majority of
those displaced Bolsheviks relocated
immediately to America. At stake is not
only the future of Russia, and of Christianity, albeit it totally corrupted in any
event, but also of the Jewish people as a
whole-and the Jewish people as a whole
haven’t the vaguest idea that this is happening to them. They follow along thinking
that someday soon they will have their
nation back-oh no, you Godly Jews of the
tribes of Abraham will be sacrificed as
never seen before upon your placement. It
will be the Jews who will pay the ultimate
price at the hands of the Zionists, and they
will kill you while you stand in protection of
them.
There was a leader of the Jewish people
that we would give tribute now; Rabbi Joel
Teitelbaum, who died in New York in 1979.
Interestingly enough-he died in the moming, and was buried the same afternoon.
Yet, over 100,000 Jewish men arrived in
time for the funeral. It is hard to imagine
how many more would have come if time
had been longer. The services were pushed
ahead to prevent the crowds and the
investigation into the cause of death.
A tribute was later given in the New York
Times and clearly it spoke for myriads of
Jewish people. Among the words within
the tribute was a phrase I would share; “He
was the undisputed leader of all Jews
everywhere who had not been infected by
Zionism”; and also, quote, “With a courage all too rare in our time, he called the
Zionist state a work of Satan, a sacrilege,
and a blasphemy.” The shedding of blood
for the sake of the Zionist state was abhorrent to him He was also removed for he
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was a troublemaker and troublemakers
and bringers of truth are “taken out,,,
Hence my scribe’s nervous indigestion.
Well, God wants no more martyrs-the
time for the impact of martyrs is finishedGod wants alert, thinking and “living,,
people.
That tribute, however, was given and
the words were spoken by Orthodox Jews
mourning for their fallen leader. And the
new Christian rulers of Russiawould agree,
for they, too, regard the Zionist state of
Israel as a counterfeit, a cruel and dangerous hoax for Christian and Jew alike. The
Khazar state, called the “Kingdom of the
Jews,, over a thousand years ago, was a
total, deadly parasite, living on the tribute
from conquered peoples. Likewise today,
Israel depends for its survival on a neverending flow of support from outside. Guess
where almost all of it comes from! Left
unchecked, the Russians believe that the
Khazar Jews will destroy Christianity by
means of Zionism, and Russia through
Bolshevism; so Russia’sChristian rulers are
on the offensive againsttheir enemies of over
a thousand years--the Zionist Khazars.
Americans, who call yourselves Christians, have not cared enough to open your
eyes to effort at saving your own country, or
to defend your faith-you just walk out on it
rather than repair and come back into the
Christness. So now your land has become
the battle-groundof the Christian Russians
and their deadly enemies - the Bolsheviks
and the Zionists. Like it or not,dear ones,you
are caught in a total all holds open war. This,
Oberli, is why the war this timewill be in your
Hemisphere. America is the new crownjewel
in the global Zion.
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ammunition when they searched the
ranch of Jose Rodriguez Gacha three
months ago, after he was ambushed
and killed by Colombian police.
“The mystery of how they made
their way there has set off a number of
investigations, roiled the ruling family
of Antigua and posed a sensitive diplomatic problem for Washington and
Jerusalem, U.S. officials say.
“Israel has said only that it approved the arms for sale to the Antiguan government.
“Antiguan officials say they neither ordered nor received the arms.
“Evidence recently uncovered by
agovernment investigation there traced
the shipment to two former Israeli army
officers, U.S. and Antiguan officials
=Y.
“One of the two, officials say, is
wanted in Colombia on charges that he
imported arms illegally and trained
narcotics traffickers in armed tactics;
the other is being sought by the United
States because his produce company
in Antigua defaulted on $1.3 million in
loans from the United States.,,
And so the time-bomb ticks!
Dharma, allow us a break please because I desire that the “PROTOCOLS OF
THE MEETINGS OFTHE ZIONIST MEN OF
WISDOM,, and the comparative U.S. of A.
“SECRET NEW CONSTITUTION SUMMARY” be in a separate segment.
I hear your frustration, chela, as to how
we can get all this timely information integrated and out to the people. Yes it would
appear that everything needs to be in a
daily Express. Perhaps well have to move
to a Book of the Month Club. We will do
KHAZARS IN COLOMBIA?
that which we can and retain your sanity,
dear one. You ask how some other inDoes it not make sense why the cos- formation was given to “mysterious” ones
mospheres are sitting above Panama and prior to now-from me! From Jesus
why Israeli arms have ended up in Colom- Sananda! and from God!-specifically and
bia? Oh dear people of the lies-please exactly as you receive it-directly as you
hear our call before it is too late to make write it, you are not alone! It all checks out
impact. If you do not, ‘tis important that in earth material so rest easy and gently,
you do know WHY it has come upon you! dear ones. It would be good to note herein,
however, that ones prior had need of ego to
No, dear ones, I do not jest-Dharma,
please copy the article from yesterday’s utilize their own identities and it was costly
indeed. In the beginning of our contacts
paper.
ISRAELI ARMS SHIPMENT ENDS and work it seems innocuous indeed and
UP IN COLOMBIA: New Yorlc ‘It’mes. choices are not always heard clearly as to
outcome. So be it. All the information
(May 5, 1990).
“A supply of Uzi machine guns checks out in very physical manifestation
and other weapons, approved by the and therefore, ones know the truth of the
Israeli government last year for ship- writings and then it moves beyond dangerment to the eastern Caribbean island ous in scope. Your work is indeed imporof Antigua, wound up instead in the tant.
I hold you most closely in my shield in
hands of one of Colombia’s most notori(Hatonn: re- that you might not walk in constant terous drug traffickers.
member the Israeli Massad trains those ror-but do not lose thy caution unto carelessness for ye, too, are given into free-will
cartel fighters.)
The Colombian authorities dis- choices. Be ever in the “remembering,,
covered the Israeli-made weapons and and we will manage. I again caution all of
hundreds of thousands of rounds of you who walk in this space-to take care
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and do not become careless in this placement for the comradery often overshines
the degree of caution necessary. And keep
off that telephone! This is but a reminder
to pay attention for Dharma lives in two
dimensions and is at total risk. Her work
is no more important than another’s but it
must come first in sequence so she is at
first and prior risk. So be it; always, a word
to the wise should be sufficient. We must
effort to remove some of the pressures of
life from her for she is emotionally failingwe desire no robots. Let us please work
diligently at the projects for this dwelling is
again at im-mediately impending legal risk
and the distraction is too costly to our
work. To have to even temporarily relocate
this scribe is unthinkable. Salu.
I stand aside while you close out this
portion.
Hatonn to clear, please.
THE PROTOCOLS OF THE
MEETINGS OF THE
ZIONIST MEN OF WISDOM
The following is taken from the “Protocols of the Meetings of the Zionist Men of
Wisdom,,, from a book published in 1920
by Small, Maynard and Co., using the
Protocols from Nilus which first appeared
around 1884.
PROTOCOL NO. I
Let us put aside phraseology and
discuss the inner meaning of every thought;
by comparison and deductions let us illuminate the situation. In this way I will
describe our system both from our own
point of view and from that of the Goys
(Gentiles).
It must be remembered that people
with base instincts are more numerous
than those with noble ones; therefore, THE
BEST RESULTS IN GOVERNING ARE
ACHIEVED THROUGH VIOLENCE AND
INTIMIDATION AND NOT THROUGH ACADEMIC DIS-CUSSION.
In the early stages of social life they
submitted to brute and blind force; afterwards - to the Law, which is the same
force but disguised. I deduce from this that
according to the laws of nature, RIGHT
LIES IN MIGHT.
POLITICALFREEDOM IS NOT A FACT
BUT AN IDEA. ONE MUST KNOW HOW TO
EMPLOY THIS IDEA. . .
In our day the power of gold has
replaced liberal rulers. There was a time
when faith ruled. THE IDEA OF FREEDOM
CANNOT BE REALIZED BECAUSE NO ONE
KNOWS HOW TO MAKE REASONABLE
USE OF IT.
The DESPOTISM OF CAPITAL, which
is entirely in o& hands, holds out to it a
straw which THE STATE MUST GRASP,
although against its will, or otherwise fall

into the abyss.
POLITICS HAVE NOTHING IN COMMON WITH MORALS. . .
He who desires to rule must resort to
cunning and hypocrisy. The great popular
qualities - honesty and frankness - become vices in politics. . . These qualities
must be the attributes of Goy countries;
but we by no means should be guided by
them.
Our right lies in might. The word
“RIGHT,, IS AN ABSTRACT
IDEA,
unsusceptible of proof. This word means
nothing more than: Give me what I desire
so that I may have evidence that I am
stronger than you.
With the present instability of all
authority our power will be more unassailable than any other, BECAUSE IT WILL
BE INVISIBLE UNTIL IT IS SO WELL
ROOTED THAT NO CUNNING CAN UNDER-MINE IT.
THE END JUSTIFIES THE MEANS.
In laying our plans we must turn our
attention not so much to the good and
moral as to the necessary and useful.
Before us lies a plan in which a strategic
line is shown, from which we must not
deviate on pain of risking the collapse of
many centuries of work.
ONLY A PERSON PREPARED FROM
CHILDHOOD to autocracy can understand
the words which are formed by political
letters.
Only an autocrat can outline great
and clear plans which allocate in an orderly manner all the parts of the mechanism of the government machinery.
Look at those beasts, steeped in
alcohol, stupefied by wine, the unlimited
use of which is granted by liberty.
Surely you cannot allow our own
people to come to this. The people of the
GOYS ARE STUPEFIED BY SPIRITUOUS
LIQUORS: THEIR YOUTH IS DRIVEN INSANE through excessive study of the classits, and vice to which they have been
instigated by our agents - tutors, valets,
governesses - in rich houses, by clerks,
and so forth, and by our women in the
pleasure places of the Goys.
Our motto is POWER AND HYPOCRISY. Only power can conquer in politics.
VIOLENCE MUST BE THE PRINCIPLE;
HYPOCRISY AND CUNNINGTHE RULE of
those governments which do not wish to
lay down their crowns at the feet of the
agents of some new power. THIS EVIL IS
THE SOLE MEANS OF ATTAINING THE
GOAL OF GOOD. For this reason WE
MUST NOT HESITATE AT BRIBERY,
FRAUD, AND TREASON when these can
help us to reach our end. In politics it is
necessary to SEIZE THE PROPERTY OF
OTHERS WITHOUT HESITATION if in so
doing we attain submission and power.
We must follow a program of violence and hypocrisy, not only for the sake

of profit, but also as a duty and for the sake
of victory.
Even in olden times we shouted
among the people the words “Liberty,
Equality, and Fraternity.,, These words
have been repeated so many times since by
unconscious parrots, which, flocking from
all sides to the bait, have ruined the prosperity of the world and true individual
freedom. . .
On the ruins of natural and hereditary aristocracy we built an aristrocracy of
our intellectual class - THE MONEY
ARISTOCRACY. We have established this
new aristocracy on the qualification of
wealth, which is dependent upon us, and
also upon science, which is promoted by
our wise men.
. . we always played upon the most
sensitive chords of the human mind,
namely, GREED, AND THE INSATIABLE
SELFISH DESIRES OF MAN.
The fact that the representatives of
the nation can be deposed, delivers them
into our power and practically places their
appointment in our hands.
PROTOCOL NO. II
It is necessary for us that wars,
whenever possible, should bring no territorial advantages; this will SHIFT WAR TO
AN ECONOMIC BASIS and force nations to
realize the strength of our predominance;
such a situation will put both sides at the
mercy of our million-eyed international
agency, which will be unhampered by any
frontiers. THEN OUR INTERNATIONAL
RIGHTS WILL DO AWAY WITH NATIONAL
RIGHTS.
The Administrators chosen by us
from among the people in accordance with
their capacity for servility will not be experienced in the art of government, and consequently THEY WILL EASILY BECOME
PAWNS IN OUR GAME, in the hands of our
scientists and wise counselors, specialists
trained from early childhood for governing
the world. . . . The Goys are not guided by
the practice ofimpartial historical observation. . . Therefore, we need give them no
consideration. Until the time comes LET
THEM AMUSE THEMSELVES, OR LIVE IN
THE HOPE OF NEW AMUSEMENTS OR IN
THE MEMORIES OF THOSE PAST. . . .
Intelligent Goys will boast of their knowledge, and verifying it logically, they will put
into practice all scientific information compiled by our agents for the purpose of
educating their minds in the directionwhich
we require.
Do not think that our assertions are
without foundation: the successes of Darwinism, Marxism and Nietzscheism were
engineered by us. The demoralizing effects
of these doctrines upon the minds of the
Goys should be already obvious to us.
There is one great force in the hands
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of modern states which arouses thought
movements among the people. That isTHE
PRESS. . . but governments were unable to
profit by this power and IT HAS FALLEN
INTO OUR HANDS. Through it we have
attained influence, while remaining in the
background. Thanks to the press, WE
HAVE GATHERED GOLD IN OUR HANDS,
ALTHOUGH WE HAD TO TAKE IT FROM
RIVERS OF BLOOD AND TEARS.
But it cost us the sacrifice of many of
our own people. EVERY SACRIFICE ON
OUR PART IS WORTHATHOUSAND GOYS
BEFORE GOD.
PROTOCOL NO. III
Today I can tell you that our goal is
close at hand. Only a small distance
remains, AND THE CYCLE OF THE SYMBOLICSERPENT-THE SYMBOLOFOUR
PEOPLE - WILL BE COMPLETE. When
this circle is completed, then all the European states will be closed in it as in
strong claws.
To induce all lovers of authority to
abuse their power, we have PLACED ALL
THE FORCES IN OPPOSITION TO EACH
OTHER. . . . . WE HAVE ARMED ALL THE
PARTIES; . . . WE HAVE OPENED THE
ARENAS IN DIFFERENT STATES, WHERE
REVOLTS ARE NOW OCCURRING, AND
DISORDERS AND BANK-RUPTCY WILL
SHORTLY APPEAR EVERYWHERE.
People are shackled by poverty to
heavy labor more surely than they were by
slavery and serfdom. They could liberate
themselves from those in one way or another, whereas they cannot free themselves from misery. We have included in
constitutions rights, which for the people
are fictitious and are not actual rights. All
the so-called &rights of the people,, can
exist only in the abstract and can never be
realized in practice. What difference does
it make to the toiling proletarian, bent
double by heavy toil, oppressed by his fate,
that the babblers receive the right to talk,
journalists the right to mix nonsense with
reason in their writings, if the proletariat
has no other gain from the constitution
than the miserable crumbswhichwe throw
from our table in return for his vote to elect
our agents. REPUBLICAN RIGHTS ARE
BITTER IRONY TO THE POOR MAN, FOR
THE NECESSITY OF ALMOST DAILY LABORPREVENTS HIM FROM USINGTHEM.
..
We will present ourselves in the quise
of SAVIORS OF THE WORKERS from this
oppression. . . The aristocracy which benedited by the labor of the people by right
have interest that the workers should be
well fed, healthy, and strong.
We, on the contrary, are concerned
in the opposite - in the degeneration of the
Gays. Our power lies in the CHRONIC
MALNUTRITION AND IN THE WEAKNESS

OF THE WORKER, BECAUSE THROUGH
THIS HE FALLS UNDER OUR POWER AND
IS UNABLE TO FIND EITHER STRENGTH
OR ENERGY TO COMBAT IT.
When the time comes for our universal ruler to be crowned, the same hands
will sweep away everything which may be
an obstacle in our way.
The Goys are NO LONGER ACCUSTOMED TO THINKING without our scientific advice. Consequently, they do not see
the imperative need of upholding that which
we will sustain by all means, when our
kingdom is established, namely, the teaching in the schools of the only true sceince,
the first of all sciences - the science of the
construction of human life, of social existence, which requires the division of la$
bor and, consequently, the separation of
people into classes and castes. It is netessary that all should know that equality
cannot exist, owing to the different nature
of various kinds of work; that there cannot
be (equal responsibility before the law.)
.occupation and labor must be
differentiated so as not to cause human
suffering by the discrepancy between education and work. . .the people, in their
ignorance, blindly believing the printed
word, and owing to the misconceptions
which have been fostered by us, feel a
hatred towards all classes whom they consider superior to themselves since they do
not understand the importance of each
caste.
This hatred will be still more ACCENTUATED BY THE ECONOMIC CRISIS,
which will stop financial transactions and
all industrial life. Having organized a general economic crisis by all possible underhand means, and with the help of gold
which is all in our hands, we will throw
great crowds of workmen into the street,
simultaneously, in all countries in Europe.
These crowds will gladly shed the blood of
those of whom they, in the simplicity of
their ignorance, have been jealous since
childhood and whose property they will
then be able to loot.
THEY WILL NOT HARM OUR PEOPLE
BECAUSE WE WILL KNOW OF THE TIME
OF THE ATTACK AND WE WILL TAKE
MEASURES TO PROTECT THEM.
Remember the French Revolution .
. . the secrets of its preparation are well
known to us, for it was the work of our
hands.
Since then we have carried the
masses from one disappointment to another, so that they will renounce even us in
favor of a DESPOT SOVEREIGN OF ZIONIST BLOOD, WHOM WE ARE PREPARING
FOR THE WORLD.
At present, as an international force,
WE ARE INVULNERABLE. . .
Of course, they are not told that this
unification will be achieved only under our
rule. Thus, the people condemn the just
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and acquit the unjust, MORE AND MORE
CONVINCED THAT THEY CAN DO WHAT
THEY PLEASE. Owing to this, the people
destroy all stability and create disorder on
every occasion.
The word “Liberty,, brings all societies into conflict with all authority, be it
that of God or Nature. This is why, at the
moment of our enthronement, WE SHALL
STRIKE THIS WORD FROM THE DICTIONARY. . .
PROTOCOL NO. IV
WHOANDWHATCANOVERTHROW
AN UNSEEN POWER? For such is the
character of our power. External Masonry
acts as a screen for it and its aims, but the
plan of action of this power, and its very
headquarters, will always remain unknown
to the people.
It is for this reason that we must
UNDERMINE FAITH, tearing from the minds
of the Goys the very principal of God and
Soul, and SUBSTITUTINGMATHEMATICAL
FORMULAS AND MATERIAL NEEDS.
In order that the minds of the Goys
may HAVE NO TIME TO THINK AND NOTICETHINGS, it is necessary to divert them
in the direction of industry and commerce.
Thus all nations will seek their own profit,
and while engaged in the struggle, THEY
WILL NOT NOTICE THEIR COMMON ENEMY.
The intense struggle for supremacy,
the shocks to economic life, will create,
moreover have already created, disappointed disgust for high politics and religion. Their only guide will be calculation,
i.e. gold, for which they will have a real cult
because of the material delights which it
can supply. It will be at that stage that the
lower classes of the Goys, not for the sake
of doing good, nor even for the sake of
wealth, but solely BECAUSE OF THEIR
HATRED TOWARDS THE PRIVILEGED,
WILL FOLLOW US AGAINST OUR COMPETITORSFORPOWER,THEINTELLIGENT
GOYS.
PROTOCOL NO. V
What form of government can be
given to societies in which bribery has
penetrated everywhere, where riches are
obtained only by clever trick and semifraudulent means, where corruption reigns,
where morality is sustained by punitive
measures and where cosmopolitan convictions have eliminated patriotic feelings and
religion? WHAT FORM OF GOVERNMENT
CAN BE GIVEN TO SUCH SOCIETIES
OTHER THAN A DESPOTISM SUCH AS I
SHALL DESCRIBE?
We will mechanically regulate all the
functions of political life of our subjects BY
NEW LAWS. These laws will gradually
ELIMINATE ALLTHE CONCESSIONS AND
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LIBERTIES PERMITTED BY THE GOYS.
Our kingdom will be crowned by such a
majestic despotism that it will be able, at
all times and in all places, to crush both
antagonistic and discontented Goys.
At the time when people considered
rulers as an incarnation of the will of God,
they subjected themselves without murmur to the autocracy of the sovereigns . . .
when we deprived them of their belief in
God, then authority was thrown into the
street, all, is it not the same to the world
who will be its master - whether it be the
head of Catholicism or our desnot of Zionist blood? To us, however, the Chosen
People, it is by no means a matter of
indifference. TEMPORARILY, A WORLD
COALITION OF THE GOYS WOULD BE
ABLE TO HOLD US IN CHECK, BUT WE
ARE INSURED AGAINST THIS BY ROOTS
OF DISSENSION SO DEEP AMONG THEM
THAT THEY CANNOT NOW BE EXTRACTED. We have set at variance the
personal and national interests of the Goys;
we have incited religious and race hatred,
nurtured by us in their hearts for twenty
centuries. Owing to all this, no state will
obtain the help it asks for from any side
because each of them shall think that a
coalition against us will be disadvantageous
to it. We are too powerful - we must be
taken into consideration. No country can
reach even an insignificant private understanding without our being a secret
party to it.
THE PROPHETS HAVE TOLD US
THAT WE WERE CHOSEN BY GOD HIMSELF TO REIGN OVER THE WORLD. God
endowed us with genius to enable us to
cope with the problem. Were there a genius in the opposing camp, he would
struggle against us, but a newcomer is not
equal to an old inhabitant. The struggle
between us would be of such a merciless
nature as the world has never seen before;
moreover. their genius would be too late.
All the wheels of government mechanism move by the action of the motor which
is in our hands, and THAT MOTOR IS
GOLD.
The most important problem of our
government is to weaken the popular mind
by criticism; to disaccustom it to thought,
which creates opposition; TO DEFLECT
THEPOWEROFTHOUGHTintomereempty
eloquence.
At all times both peoples and individuals have mistaken words for deeds. .
.We will appropriate to ourselves. . . all
shades of opinion, and we will provide our
orators with the same aspect, and they will
talk so much that they will EXHAUST THE
PEOPLE by their speeches and cause them
to turn away from orators in disgust.
To control public opinion it is necessary to perplex it by the expression of
numerous contradictory opinions UNTIL
THE GOYS GET LOST IN THE LABRYINTH,

AND COME TO UNDERSTAND THAT IT IS
BEST TO HAVE NO OPINION ON POLITICAL QUESTIONS.
Such questions are not intended to
be understood by the people, since only he
who rules knows them. This is the first
secret.
The second secret necessary for the
success of governing consists in so multiplying popular failings, habits, passions,
and conventional laws that no one will be
able to disentangle himself in the chaos,
and consequently, PEOPLE WILL CEASE
TO UNDERSTAND EACH OTHER. This
measure would help us to sow dissension
within all parties, TO DISINTEGRATE ALL
THOSE COL-LECTIVE FORCES WHICH
STILL DO NOT WISH TO SUBJUGATE
THEMSELVES TO US; TO DISCOURAGE
ALL INDIVIDUAL INITIA-TIVE WHICH
MIGHT IN ANY DEGREE HAMPER OUR
WORK.
THERE IS NOTHING MORE DANGEROUS THAN INDIVIDUAL INITIATIVE.
IF IT HAS A TOUCH OF GENIUS IT CAN
ACCOMPLISH MORE THAN A MILLION
PEOPLE AMONG WHOM WE HAVE SOWN
DISSENSIONS. We must direct the education of the Goy societies so that their arms
will drop hopelessly when they face every
task where initiative is required.
We will so tire the Goys by all this
that we will force them to offer us an
international power, which by its position
will enable us conveniently to absorb, without destroying, all governmental forces of
the world and thus to form a MONSTER
WHICH WILL BE CALLED THE SUPERGOVERNMENTAL ADMINISTRATION. Its
hands will be stretched out like pincers in
every direction so that this colossal organization cannot fail to conquer all the
peoples.
PROTOCOL NO. VI
We will soon begin to ESTABLISH
GREAT MO-NOPOLIES- reservoirs of huge
wealth, upon which even the large fortunes
of the Goys will depend to such an extent
that they will be drowned, together with the
governmental credits, on the day following
the political catastrophe.
The aristocracy of the Goys as a
political force is dead. We do not need to
take it into consideration; BUT AS LANDOWNERS THEY ARE HARMFUL TO US
BECAUSE THEY CAN BE INDEPENDENT
IN THEIR RESOURCES OF LIFE. FOR
THIS REASON WE MUST DEPRIVE THEM
OF THEIR LAND AT ANY COST.
It is necessary that industry should
suck out of the land both labor and capital
and through speculation deliver into our
hands all the money of the world, thus
throwing all the Goys into the ranks of the
proletarians. THENTHE GOYS WILL BOW
BEFORE US IN ORDER TO OBTAIN THE

MERE RIGHT OF EXISTENCE.
To destroy Goy industry we will create among the Goys, as an aid to speculation, the STRONG DEMAND FOR
BOUNDLESS LUXURY which we have already developed.
Let us raise wages, which, however,
will be of no benefit to the workers, for we
will simultaneously cause the rise in prices
ofiirst necessity under the pretext that this
is due to the decadence of agriculture, and
of the cattle industry.
We will also artfully and deeply undermine the sources of production BY
TEACHING THE WORKMEN ANARCHY
AND THE USE OF ALCOHOL, AT THE
SAME TIME TAKING MEASURES TO EXPEL ALL THE INTELLIGENT GOYS FROM
THE LAND.
That the true situation SHOULD NOT
BE NOTICED BY THE GOYS UNTIL THE
PROPER TIME, we will mask it by a pretended desire to help the working classes,
and great economic principles, an active
propaganda of which principles is being
carried on through the dissemination of
our economic theories.
PROTOCOL NO. VII
THE INTENSIFICATION OF ARMAMENT AND THE INCREASE OF THE POLICE FORCE ARE ESSENTIAL TO THE
REALIZATION OF THE ABOVE-MENTIONED PLANS. It is necessary that there
should be, besides ourselves, in all countries ONLY THE MASS OF THE PROLETARIAT, A FEW MILLIONAIRES DEVOTED
TO US, POLICEMEN, AND SOLDIERS.
WE MUST CREATE-UNREST, DISSENSIONS, AND HATRED throughout Europe and through European affiliations,
also on other continents. . . *they will
realize that we have the power to create
disorder or to restore order whenever we
wish. . . .we will entangle by intrigues all
the threads stretched by us into all the
governmental bodies by means of politics,
economic treaties, or financial obligations.
In this way the peoples and the
governments of the Goys, taught by us TO
REGARD ONLY THE SURFACE OF THAT
WHICH WE SHOW THEM, will look upon
us as benefactors and saviors of mankind.
We must be able to OVERCOME ALL
OPPOSITION BY PROVOKING A WAR by
the neighbors of that country which dares
to oppose us. Should, however, those
neighbors, in their turn, decide to unite
against us we must RESPONDBY A WORLD
WAR.
In short, to sum up our system of
shackling the Goy governments of Europe,
WE WILL SHOW OUR POWERTO ONE OF
THEM BY ASSASSINATION ANDTERRORISM, AND WOULD THERE BE A POSSIBILITY OFALLOFTHEM RISINGAGAINSTUS,
WE WILL ANSWER THEM WITH AMERI-
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CAN, CHINESE OR JAPANESE GUNS.
PROTOCOL NO. VIII

WE HAVE MISLED, CORRUPTED,
FOOLED, AND DEMORALIZED THE
YOUTH of the Goys by education along
principles and theories known by us to be
false, but which we ourselves have inspired.
You may say that there will be an
armed rising against us if our plans are
discovered prematurely; but in anticipation of this we have such a terrorizing
manoeuvre in the West that even the bravest soul will shudder.
Underground passages will be established by that time in all capitals, from
where THEY CAN BE EXPLODED, together
with all their institutions and national
documents.
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TO VOTE, without class discrimination, to
establish the autocracy of the majority,
whichcannot be obtained from the intellectual classes alone. . . . WE WILL NOT
ALLOW THE FORMATION OF INDIVIDUAL
MINDS. . . We will thus create such a blind
power that it will be unable to move without the guidance of our agents, sent by us
to replace their leaders.
THE MASSES WILL SUBMITTO THIS
REGIME BECAUSE THEY WILL KNOW
THAT THEIR EARNINGS, PER-QUISITES,
AND OTHER BENE-FITS DEPEND UPON
THESE LEADERS.
The plan of government must EMANATE ALREADY FORMED from one head.
Consequently, the inspired work of our
leaders must not be thrown to the mercy of
the mob or even of a limited group.
These plans will not immediately
upset contemporary institutions. They will
only alter their organization. . .
. . .it is not the institutions that are
important, but their functions.
When we injected the poison of liberalism into the state organism, its entire
political complexion changed; the states
became infected with a mortal disease,
namely, the decomposition of the blood. IT
IS ONLY NECESSARY TO AWAIT THE END
OF THEIR AGONY.
. . the constitution, as you well know,
is nothing more than a school for dispute,
discussion, disagreement, fruitless party
agitation, dissention, party tendencies in other words, a school for everything
which weakens the efficiency of govemment. . . . A president chosen from the
mob, from amongourcreatures, our slaves.
To accomplish our plan, we will engineer the election of presidents whose
past record contains some hidden scandal,
some “Panama” - then they will be FAITHFUL EXECUTORS OF OURORDERS FROM
FEAR OF EXPOSURE, and from the natural desire of every man who has reached
authority to retain the privileges, advantages, and dignity connected with the
position of president. The chamber of
Deputies will elect, protect, and screen the
president, but we will deprive it of the right
of initiating laws or of amending them, for
THIS RIGHT WILL BE GRANTED BY US TO
THE RESPONSIBLE PRESIDENT A PUPPETINOURHANDS. . . . Wewilljustifythis
prerogative under the pretext that the president, .as chief of the national army, must
control it in order to protect the new republican constitution, which he, as a
responsible representative of this consitition, is bound to defend.

Ourgovemmentmust be surrounded
. . . with publicists, experienced lawyers,
administrators, diplomats and, finally,
people educated along special lines in our
special advanced schools.
These people will be familiar with the
reverse side of human nature, with all its
sensitive chords, upon which they must
know how to play. These chords are the
STRUCTURE OFTHE INTELLECTS OFTHE
GOYS, THEIR TENDENCIES, THEIR FAILINGS,THEIRVICES,ANDTHEIRVIRTUES,
the peculiarities of classes and castes.
It is for this reason that ECONOMICS
IS THE CHIEF SCIENCE TAUGHT BY THE
PROTOCOL NO. X
JEWS. We will be surrounded by a crowd
of bankers, traders, capitalists, and most
I beg you to remember that the govimportant of all, by millionaires, because ernment and the masses are satisfied with
in essence EVERYTHING WILL BE DE- VISIBLE RESULTS IN POLITICS. It is imCIDED BY A QUESTION OF FIGURES.
portant to know one detail in our policy. It
will help us in discussing division of auPROTOCOL NO. IX
thority, freedom of speech, of the press, of
religion (faith), the right of assembly, equal.because their anti-Semitism is ity before the law, inviolability of property
necessary TO ENABLE US TO CONTROL and of the home, indirect taxes and the
OUR SMALLER BROTHERS. I will not retrospective force of law. ALL SUCH QUESfurther explain this, as it has already been TIONSSHOULD NEVERBE DIRECTLYAND
the object of numerous discussions.
OPENLY DISCUSSED before the masses.
In reality, THERE ARE NO OB- When it becomes necessary for us to disSTACLES BEFORE US. Our super-govern- cuss them, they should not be elaborated
ment exists under such extra-legal con- but merely mentioned, without going into
ditions that it is common to designate it by details, pointing out that modem legal
an energetic and strong word - aDictator- principles are being accepted by us. The
ship.
significance of this reticence lies in the fact
I can honestly state that, at the that a principle which has not been openly
present time, WE ARE LAWMAKERS; WE declared gives us freedom of action to
ARE THE JUDGES AND INFLICT PUN- exclude, unnoticed, one point or another,
ISHMENT; WE EXECUTE AND PARDON; whereas if elaborated the principle beWE AS THE CHIEF OF ALL OUR ARMIES, comes as good as established.
RIDE THE LEADER’S HORSE. . . . WE
WHEN WEACCOMPLISH OURCOUP
POSSESSBOUNDLESSAMBITION, BURN- D’ETAT, WE WILL SAY TO THE PEOPLES:
ING GREED FOR MERCILESS REVENGE, “EVERYTHINGWENTBADLY;ALLOFYOU
AND BITTER HATRED.
HAVE SUFFERED. WE WILL ABOLISH
From us emanates an all-embracing THE CAUSE OFYOURSUFFERINGS, THAT
terror. People of all opinions and of all IS TO SAY, NATIONALITIES, FRONTIERS
doctrines are in our service; people who AND NATIONAL CURRENCIES.
OF
desire to restore monarchies, demagogues, COURSE YOU ARE FREE TO CONDEMN
socialists, communists, and other utopi- US, BUT WOULD YOUR JUDGEMENT BE
ALL THE GOVERNMENTS HAVE JUST IF YOU WERE TO PRONOUNCE IT
E:N TORTURED BY THIS PROCEDURE. BEFORE GIVING A TRIAL TO WHAT WE
THEY BEG FOR PEACE, AND FOR THE WILL GIVE YOU?” THEREAFTER THEY
SAKE OF PEACE ARE PREPAREDTO MAKE WILL EXALT US WITH A SENTIMENT OF
ANY SACRIFICE, BUT WE WILL NOT GIVE UNANIMOUS DELIGHT AND HOPE. THE
THEM PEACE UNTIL THEY RECOGNIZE VOTING SYSTEM WHICH WE HAVE USED
OUR INTERNATIONAL SUPER-GOVERN- AS A TOOL FOR OUR ENTHRONEMENT,
MENT OPEN-LY AND WITH SUBMISSION. AND TO WHICH WE HAVE ACCUSTOMED
The division into parties has de- EVEN THE PREARRANGED AGREElivered all of them to us, because in order MENTS,WILLHAVEPERFORMEDITSLAST
to conduct a party struggle money is re- SERVICE AND WILL MAKE ITS LAST AP- . . .THE KEYS TO THE SHRINE WILL BE
quired, and we have it all.
IN OUR HANDS. . .
PEARANCE IN THE EXPRESSION OF A
We have affected legal procedure, UNANIMOUS DESIRETO BECOME MORE
We will also take away from the
electoral law, the press, personal freedom, CLOSELY ACQUAINTED WITH US BEFORE
and, MOST IMPORTANT, THE CORNER- HAVING PRONOUNCED A JUDGEMENT. Chamber, with the introduction of the new
STONE OF FREE EXISTENCE.
TO attain this we must FORCE ALL republican constitution, the right of
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interpellation (questioning) in regard to
governmental measures, under the pretext
that political secrets must be preserved.
WITH THE AID OF THIS NEW CONSTITUTION WE WILL REDUCE THE NUMBER OF REPRESENTATIVESTO THE MINIMUM, thus also reducing to the same
extent political passions and passion for
politics.
Moreover, the president, as chief
executive, will have the right to CONVENE
OR DISSOLVE PARLIAMENT, and in the
case of dissolution, DEFER THE APPOINTMENT OF A NEW PARLIAMENT. . .
. Under our guidance the president will
interpret in ambiguious ways such existing laws as it is possible to so interpret.
Moreover, he will annul them when the
need is pointed out to him by us; HE WILL
ALSO HAVE THE RIGHT TO PROPOSE
TEMPORARY LAWS AND EVEN MODIFICATION IN THE CONSTITUTIONAL
WORK OFTHE GOVERNMENT, alleging as
the motive for so doing, the exigencies of
the welfare of the country.
BY SUCH MEASURES WE WILL BE
ABLE TO DESTROY GRADUALLY, STEP
BY STEP, EVERYTHING THAT, UPON ENTERING INTO OUR RIGHTS, WE WERE
OBLIGED TO INTRODUCE INTO GOVERNMENT CONSTITUTIONS AS A TRANSITION TO THE IMPERCEPTIBLE ABOLITION OFALLCONSTITUTIONS, WHENTHE
TIMECOMESTOCONVERTALLGOVERNMENTS INTO OUR AUTOCRACY.
But you know well that to render
such a universal expression of desire possible, IT IS NECESSARY CONTINUOUSLY
TO DISTURB THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE PEOPLE AND THE GOVERNMENT IN ALL COUNTRIES, AND SO
TO EXHAUST EVERYBODY BY THE DISSENSION, INOCULATION OF DISEASES,
AND MISERY, AND TO MAKE THE GOYS
SEE NO OTHER SOLUTION THAN AN APPEAL TO OUR MONEY AND COMPLETE
RULE.
Should we give the people a rest,
however, the longed for moment will probably never arrive.

SHOULD REALIZE WE ARE SO STRONG,
SO INVULNERABLE, AND SO MIGHTY
THAT WE SHALL IN NO CASE PAY ATTENTION TO THEM, AND NOT ONLY WILL
WE IGNORE THEIR OPINIONS AND DESIRES, BUT BE READY TO AND CAPABLE
OF SUPPRESSING AT ANY MOMENT OR
PLACE ANY SIGN OF OPPOSITION WITH
INDISPUTABLE AUTHOR-ITY. WE SHALL
WANTTHE PEOPLETO REALIZETHAT WE
HAVE TAKEN AT ONCE EVERYTHING WE
WAN-TED, AND THAT WE SHALL UNDER
NO CIRCUMSTANCES
SHARE OUR
POWER WITH THEM. THEN THEY WILL
CLOSETHEIR EYESTO EVERYTHING OUT
OF FEAR AND WILL AWAIT FURTHER
DEVELOPMENTS.
The Goys are like a flock of sheep we are wolves,
Do you know what happens to sheep
when wolves get into the fold?
They will also close their eyes to
everything because we will PROMISE TO
RETURN TO THEM ALL THEIR LIBERTIES
after the enemies of peace have been subjugated and all the parties pacified.
Is it necessary to say how long they
would have to wait for the return of their
liberties?
Why have we conceived and inspired
this policy for the Goys without giving them
an opportunity to examine its inner meaning if not for the purpose of ATTAINING BY
A CIRCUITOUS METHOD WHAT IS
UNATTAINABLE FOR OUR SCATTERED
RACE BY A DIRECT ROAD?
This constituted a base for our organization of secret Masonry which is not
known to and whose aims are not even
suspected by these cattle, the Goys. They
have been decoyed by us into our numerous ostensible organizations, which
appear to be Masonic Lodges, so as to
DIVERTTHEA’M’ENTIONoftheircoreligionists.
GOD HAS GIVEN US, HIS CHOSEN
PEOPLE, THE POWER TO SCATTER, AND
WHATTOALLAPPEARSTOBEOURWEAKNESS, HAS PROVED TO BE OUR
STRENGTH, AND HAS NOW BROUGHT US
TO THE THRESHOLD OF UNIVERSAL
RULE.
PROTOCOL NO. XI
LITTLE REMAINS TO BE BUILT ON
BY THESE MEASURES, I MEANTHE THESE FOUNDATIONS.
FREEDOM OFTHE PRESS, THE RIGHT OF
PROTOCOL NO. XII
ASSEMBLY, RELIGIOUS FREEDOM,
ELECTORAL RIGHTS, AND MANY OTHER
Not one notice will be made public
THINGS WHICH MUST DISAPPEAR FROM
THE HUMAN REPERTOIRE, OR MUST BE without our control. This is already being
FUNDAMENTALLY ALTERED ONTHE DAY done by us, since the NEWS FROM ALL
FOLLOWING THE DECLARATION OF THE PARTS OF THE WORLD IS RECEIVED
THROUGH SEVERALAGENCIES IN WHICH
NEW CONSTITUTION.
IT IS NECESSARY FOR US THAT, IT IS CENTRALIZED.
FROM THE FIRST MOMENT OF ITS
. . .we have already managed to
PROCLAMATION, WHENTHE PEOPLE ARE subjugate the mindsofthe Goys to such an
STILL DUMBFOUNDED BY THE ACCOM- extent that almost ALL OF THEM SEE
PLISHED REVOLUTION AND ARE IN A WORLD EVENTS THROUGH COLORED
STATE OFTERRORAND SURPRISE,THEY GLASSES WHICH WE PUT OVER THEIR

EYES; . . .
All our newspapers will represent
different tendencies, naxnely,aristocratic,
republican, revolutionary,evenanarchistic,
so long of course as the constitution lasts.
Like the Indian God Vishnu, these periodicals will have one hundred arms, each
ofwhich will reach the pulse of every group
of public opinion. When the pulse beats
faster, these arms will guide opinion toward our aims, SINCETHE EXCITED PERSON LOSES THE POWER OF REASONING
AND IS EASILY LED. Those fools who
believe that they repeat the opinion expressed by the newspapers of their party
will be repeating our opinions or those
which we desire them to have. Imagining
that they are following the press of their
party, they will follow the flag which we will
fly for them.
These attacks against us will also
seem to CONVINCE THE PEOPLE THAT
COMPLETE LIBERTY OFTHE PRESS STILL
EXISTS, and it will give our agents the
opportunity to declare that the papers opposing us are mere wind-bags, since they
are unable to find any real ground to refute
our orders.
With such measures, thought will
become an educationalinstrument in the
hands of our government, which WILL NOT
ALLOW THE PEOPLE TO BE LED ASTRAY
into realms of fancy and dreams about
beneficent progress.
We will surely conquer our enemies,
becauseTHEY WILL NOT HAVETHE PRESS
AT THEIR DISPOSAL in which to express
themselves in full. Moreover, with the
above mentioned plans against the press,
we will not even need to refute them seriously.
PROTOCOL NO. XIII
The need of daily bread forces the
Goys to silence and compels them to remain our obedient servarts.
To prevent them from reaching any
independent decisions, WE WILL DIVERT
THEIR MINDS BY AMUSEMENTS, GAMES,
PASTIMES, PASSIONS, AND CULTURAL
CENTERS FOR THE PUBLIC. WE WILL
SOONBEGINTOOFFERPRIZECONTESTS.
. . Such attractions will definitely deflect
the mind from problems over which we
would otherwise have to fight with the
people. By losing more and more the
custom of independent thought, they will
begin to talk in unison with US, because we
alone will provide new lines of thought
through persons with whom, of course, we
will presumably have no connection.
The role of liberal Utopians will be
definitely terminated when our government
is recognized. . . . For it was by the word
“progress,, that we have successfully
turned the brainsofthe stupid Goys. There
are no brains among the Goys to realize
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that this word is but a cover for digression
from the truth, unless it is applied to
material inventions, since there is but one
truth and there is no room for progress.
When our kingdom is established,
our orators will discuss the great problems
which have stirred humanity for the purpose of bringing it finally under our blessed
rule.
WHO WILL THEN SUSPECT THAT
ALL THESE PROBLEMS WERE INSTIGATED BY US, ACCORDING TO A POLITICAL PLAN WHICH HAS NOT BEEN DISCLOSED BY ANY ONE DURING SO MANY
CENTURIES?
PROTOCOL NO. XIV
WHEN WE BECOME RULERS WE
WILL NOTTOLERATETHE EXISTENCE OF
ANY OTHER RELIGION EXCEPT OUR OWN,
WHICH PROCLAIMS ONE GOD, WITH
WHOM OUR FATE IS BOUND UP BECAUSE WE ARE THE CHOSEN PEOPLE,
AND OUR FATE HAS DETERMINED THE
FATE OF THE WORLD. FOR THIS REASON WE MUST DESTROY ALL OTHER
RELIGIONS.
The benefits of peace, although attamed through centuries of unrest, will
serve to demonstrate the beneficial character of our rule. . . _. The useless changes
of government, to which we ourselves
prompted the Goys, when we were undermining their governmental apparatus, will
become such a nuisance to the people by
that time, that THEY WILL PREFER TO
ENDURE ANYTHING FROM US RATHER
THAN RISK A REPETITION OF FORMER
UNREST AND HARDSHIPS.
Our philosophers willdiscuss all the
shortcomings of the Goy religion, but nobody will ever discuss our religion IN THE
LIGHT OF ITS TRUE ASPECT, AND NOBODY WILL EVERTHOROUGHLY UNDERSTAND IT, except our own people, who will
never dare to disclose its secrets.
PROTOCOL NO. XV
When we finally become rulers by
means of revolutions, which will be arranged so that they shall take place
simultaneously in all countries and immediately after all existing governments shall
have been officially pronounced as incapable (which may not happen soon, perhaps not before awhole century), WE WILL
SEE TO ITTHAT NO PLOTS ARE HATCHED
AGAINST US. TO EFFECT THIS, WE WILL
KILL HEARTLESSLY ALL WHO TAKE UP
ARMSAGAINSTTHE ESTABLISHMENTOF
OUR RULE.
THE ESTABLISHMENTOFANY NEW
SECRET SOCIETY WILL BE MET BY THE
DEATH PENALTY, and those societieswhich
now exist and are known to us and either
work or have worked for us, will be dis-
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banded and their members exiled to conti- IT WOULD BE BETTER TO ACCELERATE
nents far removed from Europe.
THIS END FOR THOSE WHO INTERFERE
We will deal in the same manner WITH OUR CAUSE THAN FOR OUR
with those Masons among the Goys who PEOPLE OR FOR US, OURSELVES, THE
know too much.
CREATORS OF THIS CAUSE, TO DIE. We
This is only obtained by its majestic kill Masons in such away that none but the
and unshakable power, which will convey brothers suspect, not even the victims;
the impression that it is inviolable BE- they all die when it is necessary, apparently
CAUSE OF ITS MYSTICAL NATURE, from a natural death.
NAMELY, BECAUSE CHOSEN BY GOD.
. .The purely animal mind of the
Such, until recently has been the Russian Goys is incapable of analysis and observaAutocracy - our ONLY DANGEROUS EN- tion. . .
It is through this difference in the
EMY throughout the world, WITH THE
process of reasoning between us and the
EXCEPTION OF THE POPE.
Meanwhile, until our rule is es- Goys that it becomes possible clearly to
tablished, we, on the contrary, will orga- demonstrate the stamp of God’s elect as
nize and multiply free Masonic lodges in all compared to the instinctive and bestial
the countries of the world. WE WILL AT- mentality of the Goys. They see, but they
TRACT TO THEM ALL THOSE WHO ARE cannot foresee, and they cannot invent
AND WHO MAY BECOME PUBLIC-SPIR- anything except material things. IT IS
ITED, because in these lodges will be the CLEAR,THEREFORE, THAT NATURE HERchief source of information and from them SELFINTENDED USTO RULE AND GUIDE
will emanate our influence. . . . these THE WORLD.
lodges will be administered by our wise
OURLAWSWILLBESHORT,CLEAR,
men.
IRREVOC-ABLE, AND REQUIRING NO INYou have no idea how easy it is to TERPRETATION, so that everybody will be
bring even the most intelligent Goys to a able to know them thoroughly. The chief
state of unconscious credulity. . . To the point emphasized in them will be a HIGHLY
same extent as our people ignore success DEVELOPED OBEDIENCE TO AUTHORfor the sake of carrying out their plans, so ITY, which will eliminate all abuses, for all
are the Goys ready to sacrifice all their without exception will be responsible beplans for the sake of success. Their psy- fore the supreme power vested in the highchology makes the problem of direction est authority.
For instance: Our judges will know
easier for us. Those tigers in appearance
have the souls of sheep and nonsense that by attempting to show stupid mercy,
filters through their heads. As a hobby we they overstep the law ofjustice, which was
have given them the dream of submerging created solely for exemplary punishment
human individualism through the sym- of crimes and not for the manifestation of
moral qualities on the part of the judge.
bolic idea of collectivism.
They have not yet discovered and Such qualities are commendable in priwill not discover that this hobby IS A vate, but not in public life, which constiCLEAR INFRINGEMENT ON THE PRINCI- tutes the educational forum of human life.
. . ALL THE WORLD’S MONEY WILL
PAL LAW OF NATURE, WHICH, FROM THE
BEGINNING OF THE WORLD, CREATED A BE CONCENTRATED IN OUR HANDS; conBEING UNLIKE ALL OTHERS, PRECISELY sequently, our government need not fear
FOR THE SAKE OF EXPRESSING HIS expense.
Our autocracy will be consistent in
INDIVIDUALITY.
If we were able to lead them to such every respect, and consequently every
insane and blind beliefs, does it not obvi- manifestation of our great power will be
ously prove the low level of development of respected and unconditionally obeyed.
Thus, they will become imbued with
the Goy mind as compared to our mind? IT
IS PRECISELY THE THING WHICH theideathat it isimpossiblefor them todo
without this guardian and guide if they
GUARANTEES OUR SUCCESS.
How far-sighted were our wise men wish to live in a world of peace and quiet.
of old when they said that to attain a They will recognize the autocracy of our
serious object ONE MUST NOT STOP AT sovereign, whom they will respect and alTHE MEANS, NOR SHOULD ONE COUNT most deify. . . With regard to the secrets of
THEVICTIMSSACRIFICEDTOTHECAUSE. our political plans, BOTH THE MASSES
We have not counted the victims from AND THEIR ADMINISTRATION ARE LIKE
among the Goys, those seeds of cattle. LITTLE CHILDREN.
IT IS THE RIGHT OF THE STRONG
Although we have sacrificed many of our
own peoples, we have already given them TO UTILIZE HIS POWER IN ORDER TO
in return a formerly undreamed-of posi- LEAD HUMANITY TOWARDS A SOCIAL
tion on earth. THE COMPARATIVELY FEW ORDER ESTABLISHED BY THE LAW OF
VICTIMS FROM AMONG OUR OWN NATURE, NAMELY, OBEDIENCE. . . .
PEOPLE HAVE SAVED OUR RACE FROM Consequently, let us be the strongest for
the common good.
DESTRUCTION.
WE MUST SACRIFICE WITHOUT
Death is the unavoidable end of all.
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HESITATION THOSE INDIVIDUALS WHO
VIOLATE THE EXISTING ORDER, for in
exemplary punishment of evil there lies a
great educational process.
WHEN THE KING OF ISRAEL
PLACES THE CROWN OFFERED TO HIM
BY EUROPE ON HIS SACRED HEAD, HE
WILL BECOME THE PATRIARCH OF THE
WORLD. The necessary sacrifices made by
him will never equal the number of victims
sacrificed to the mania of greatness during
the centuries of rivalry between the Goy
governments.
Our sovereign will be in constant
communication with the people, delivering
from tribunes addresses which will be
spread to all parts of the world.
PROTOCOL NO. XVI
It was necessary for us to infiltrate
into their educational system such principles as have successfully broken down
their social order.
We will obliterate from the memory
of the people all those facts pertaining to
former centuries which are not to our
advantage, leaving only those which emphasize the mistakes of the Goy govemments. THE STUDY OF PRACTICAL LIFE,
OF OBLIGATORY SOCIAL ORDER, OFTHE
INTER-RELATIONSHIP OF HUMAN BEINGS, THE AVOIDANCE OFEVIL, EGOTISTICAL EXAMPLES THAT PLANT THE SEED
OF EVIL, AND OTHER QUESTIONS OF A
PEDAGOGICAL NATURE, WILLHEADTHE
EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM. This program
will differ for each caste, never allowing
education to be of a uniform character.
Such a system is of special importance.
EACH CASTE MUST BE EDUCATED
WITH STRICT LIMITATIONS according to
its particular occupation and the nature of
the work. Accidental genius has always
been able and always will be able to rise to
a higher caste, but, for the sake of this rare
exception, to open the door to the inefficient, and to admit them to higher castes or
ranks, enabling them to occupy positions
of others born and trained to fill them - is
absolute insanity. You, yourself, know
what happened to the Goys when they
yielded to this nonsense.
. . teachers will read supposedlyunbiased lectureson pmblemsofhuman relationship, on the law ofimitation, on the cruelty of
unrestrictedcompetition,and finally,on new
philosophical theories which have not yet
been disclosed to the world.
In short, knowing from the experience
of many centuries that MEN LIVE AND ARE
GUIDED BY IDEAS, that these ideas are
imbued only by means of education given to
persons of all ages, . . . WE WILL ABSORB
AND APPROPRIATE TO OUR OWN ADVANTAGE THE LAST TRACES OF INDEPENDENT THOUGHT, WHICH FOR A
LONGTIME HAVE BEEN DIRECTEDTO THE
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GOAL AND TO THE IDEAS NECESSARYTO
US. THESYSTEMOFENSLAVINGTHOUGHT
IS ALREADY IN ACTION THROUGH SOCALLED VISUAL EDUCATION.
THIS SYSTEM TENDS TO TURN THE
GOYS INTO THOUGHTLESS, OBEDIENT
ANIMALS, EXPECTING TO SEE IN ORDER
TO UNDERSTAND. In France,one ofour best
agents, Bourgeois,has already announceda
new program of visual education.
PROTOCOL NO. XVII
Lawyers . . . will receive a salary,
regardless of whether the defense has been
successful or not.
. . it is only a question of a few years
before the completecollapseof Christendom.
It will be still easier to deal with other religions, but it is too early to discuss this
problem.
When the moment comes to ANNIHILATE THE VATICAN COMPLETELY, an invisible hand, pointingtowards thiscourt, will
guide the masses in their assault.
The King of Israel will become the real
Pope of the Universe, the Patriarch of the
International Church.
Accordingtoourprogram,ONE-THIRD
OFOURSUBJECTSWILLWATCHTHEOTHERS from a pure senseof duty, as volunteers
for the government. Then it will not be
considered disgraceful to be a spy and an
informer; on the contrary, it will be regarded
as praiseworthy. Unfounded reports, however, will be severely punished to prevent
abuse of this privilege.
PROTOCOL NO. XVIII
We have forced the rulers to admit
their own weakness by adopting open measure of police protection, and thereby we
have ruined the prestige of their authority.
TO GUARD THE SOV-EREIGN
OPENLY IS EQUI-VALENT TO AN ADMISSION OF THE WEAKNESS OF HIS GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATION.
We will arrest criminals upon the
first more or less well founded suspicion.
PROTOCOL NO. XIX
Sedition is nothing but the barking
of a lap dog at an elephant. From the point
of view of the government which is well
organized, not from the police standpoint
but with regards to its social basis, the lap
dog barks at the elephant because he does
not realize his strength. It is only necessary for the elephant to show his strength
once and the dog barks no more; he begins
to wag his tail the moment he sees the
elephant.
PROTOCOL NO. XX
. . THE RESULT OF OUR ACTIONS IS

MEASURED IN FIGURES.
In our government the sovereign will
have the legal fiction of OWNING EVERYTHING IN HIS KINGDOM (which is easily
put into practice), and can resort to LEGAL
CONFISCATION OF ALL MONEY in order
to regulate its circulation throughout the
country. Consequently, the best method of
taxation is the levying of a PROGRESSIVE
TAX ON PROPERTY.
Progressive taxation, assessed according to the amount of capital, will produce a much greater revenue than the
present system of taxing every one at an
equal rate, which is useful to us now ONLY
AS A MEANS OF EXCITING REVOLT AND
DISCONTENT AMONG THE GOYS. The
power of our sovereign will rest mainly in
equilibrium and in guarantees of peace. .
. , Public needs must be met by those who
can best afford to do so and by those from
whom there is something to take.
Such a measure will eliminate the
hatred of the poor towards the rich. . .
Even small sums in excess of a certain definite and broadly calculated fund,
should not be allowed to be kept in the
state treasury, because MONEY IS INTENDED TO CIRCULATE,and everyimpediment to circulation is detrimental to the
governmental mechanism, which the
money lubricates; the congestion of lubrieating substances can stop the proper
functioning of the mechanism.
THE ECONOMIC CRISES WERE
CREATED BY US FORTHE GOYS ONLY BY
THE WITHDRAWAL OF MONEY FROM
CIRCULATION. Huge amounts of capital
were kept idle and were taken away from
the nations, which were thus compelled to
apply to us for loans. Payment of interest
on these loans burdened the state finances
and made the states subservient to capital.
The concentration of industry HAVING
TAKENPRODUCTIONOUTOFTHEHANDS
OF THE ARTISAN AND PUT IT INTO THE
HANDS OF CAPITALISTS, SUCKED ALL
THE POWER OUT OF THE PEOPLE AND
ALSO OUT OF THE STATE.
SINCE WETOOKAS MUCH GOLD
AS POSSIBLE OUT OF CIRCULATION.
The budget of revenues and the budget of expenditures will be PLACED SIDE
BY SIDE, in order that they may always be
compared with each other.
THE PERIOD OF LOANS FOLLOWED
AND . . . BROUGHT ALL THE GOY STATES
TO BANKRUPTCY.
You can well understand that such a
management of financial affairs as we induced the Goys to pursue cannot be adopted
by us.
Indeed, what is a loan, especially a
foreign loan, if not a leech?
SO LONG AS THE LOANS WERE
DOMESTIC, THE GOYS ONLY SHIFTED
THE MONEY FROM THE POCKETS OF
THE POOR INTO THOSE OF THE RICH;
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BUT WHEN .WE BRIBED THE PROPER
PERSONS TO MAKE THE LOANS FOREIGN, THEN THE NATIONAL RICHES
POURED INTO OUR HANDS AND ALL
THE GOYS BEGAN TO PAY USTHE TRIBUTE OF SUBJECTS.
has forced their countries into
debt t; bur banks to such an extent that
THEY CAN NEVER PAY OFF THEIR
DEBTS. It should be realized, however,
that we have gone to great pains in order
to bring about such a state of affairs.
THIS PROVES THE GENIUS OF
OUR DISTINGUISHED MIND, for we were
able to present the question of loans to
them in such a light that they saw in
loans an advantage for themselves.
IT IS IMPOSSIBLE TO GOVERN
WITHOUT A DEFINITE PLAN.
PROTOCOL NO. XXI
we will also DESTROY ALL
STOCK ‘EXCHANGES, for we will not
allow the prestige of our authority to be
shaken by the shifting of the prices of
our securities. We will fix the full price
of their value legally without any possibility of its fluctuation. (A rise leads to
a fall, and this was precisely what we did
to the Goy stocks and bonds at the
beginning.)
We will replace the stock exchanges
by great government credit institutions.
. . These institutions will be in a position
to throw daily on the market 500,000,000
shares of industrial stocks, or to buy up
a like amount. Thus all industrial enterprises will become dependent upon
us. YOU CAN WELL IMAGINE WHAT
POWER THAT WILL GIVE US.
PROTOCOL NO. XXII
In all that I have hitherto reported
to you I have carefully tried to show you
a true picture of the mystery of present
events, as also of those of the past, which
all flow into the stream of great events,
the results of which will be seen in the
near future. I have exposed our secret
plans which govern our relations with
the Goys, as well as our financial policy.
There remains but little to add.
We hold in our hands the greatest
modern power - gold. In the course of
two days we can get it from our treasuries in any desired quantity.
Is there any more need for us to
prove that our rule is decreed by God?
DO WE NOT PROVE BY SUCH WEALTH
THAT ALL THE EVIL WHICH WE WERE
FORCEDTO DO DURING SO MANY CENTURIES HAS SERVED IN THE END TO
TRUE HAPPINESS - TO THE RESTORATION OF ORDER? . . . We will be able to
prove that we are benefactors,
who have
brought true welfare and individual
free-

dom to the tortured world, insuring at
the same time the possibility of enjoying
peace, quiet, and dignity of relationships, UPONTHE SOLE CONDITION, OF
COURSE, THAT OBEDIENCE TO THE
LAWS ESTABLISHED BY US IS PRACTICED.
Our power will be glorious because
it will be mighty; it will rule and guide,
and not helplessly crawl after leaders
and orators, shouting insane words
which they call great principles, and
which in reality are simply Utopian. OUR
POWER WILL LEAD TO ORDER, WHICH,
IN TURN BRINGS H,fiPPINESS TO THE
PEOPLE. The prestige of this power will
excite mystical adoration, and the peoples will bow before it. TRUE POWER
DOES NOT YIELD TO ANY RIGHT, EVEN
BE IT THAT OF GOD. None will dare
approach it in order to deprive it even of
an atom of its might.
PROTOCOL NO XXIII
To teach the people obedience they
must be taught modesty, and to accomplish this THE PRODUCTION OF
LUXURIES MUST BE LIMITED.
We will RESTORE HANDICRAFT,
which will undermine the private capital
of manufacturers . . . .big manufacturers
often influence . . . the thoughts of the
people against the government.
A people, practicing handicraft,
does not know what unemployment
means, and this makes them cling to
existing conditions and consequently to
the power of authority. Unemployment
is most dangerous for a government. IT
WILL HAVE FINISHED ITS WORK FOR
US AS SOON AS AUTHORITY FALLS INTO
OUR HANDS.
DRUNKENNESS WILL ALSO BE
FORBIDDEN BY LAW and will be punishable as a crime against human decency,
for man becomes bestial under the influence of alcohol.
The sovereign who will replace the
‘present existing governments . . . must
destroy such a society, IF NECESSARY
DROWN IT IN ITS OWN BLOOD, in order
to resurrect it as a well-organized army,
which consciously struggles against the
infection of any anarchy affecting the
state organism.
HE, GOD’S ELECT, IS CHOSEN
FROM ABOVE FOR THE PURPOSE OF
CRUSHING THE INSANE FORCES THAT
ARE MOVED BY INSTINCT AND NOT BY
INTELLECT, BY BESTIALITY AND NOT BY
HUMANITARIANISM.
Then we will say to the peoples:
“Pray to God and bow before him who
bears the mark of predestination,
to whom
God Himself showed His Star, so that none
but He Himself should free you from all
sinful forces and from evil.
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PROTOCOL NO. XXIV
A few membersofthe seedof Davidwill
train the sovereigns and their successors,
who will be selected not by right of inheritance,but accordingto their personalability.
ONLY THOSE OF AN UNDOUBTEDLY
ABLE AND FIRM, EVEN CRUEL CHARACTER,WILLRECENETH~REINSOFGOVERNMENT FROM OUR WISE MEN.
Only the sovereignand his three sponsors will know the future.
Nobody will know the aims of the
sovereign when he issues his orders, and
thus nobody will dare oppose him.
Naturally, the mental capacity of the
sovereign must be equal to the plan of rule
herein contained. For this reason he will not
mount the throne before a TESI’ OF HIS
MIND is made by the above mentioned Wise
Men.
The King of Israel must not be influenced by his passions,especiallyby sensuality. No particularelementof his nature must
have the ‘upper hand and rule over his mind.
SENSUALITY,MORETHANANYTHINGELSE,
UPSETSMENTALABILITYANDCLEARNESS
OF VISION BY DEFLECTINGTHOUGHT TO
THE WORST AND MOST BESTIAL SIDE OF
HUMAN NATURE.
The Pillar of the Universein the person
of the World Ruler, sprung from the sacred
seed of David, MUST SACRIFICEALL PERSONAL DESIRES FORTHEBENEFIT OF HIS
PEOPLE.
OUR SOVEREIGN
MUST BE
IRREPROACHABLE.
********
Now you who are in shocking disbelief,
bear with me a bit longer. The entire text is
d that is just
over 63 pages in lengththesummaryofthemain,detaileddocument
which has not been seen outside the “privileged” circles.
Dharma asks, “But what of the Jewish
peoplewho live andwork anddwell in all ways
amongus? So beit, chela. Didyou know all
of this information? Neither do they!! The
“ordina@‘Jewishpersonwillbesacrificedin
the most outrageous manner. The Zionist
Jews have more hatredfor the”Jew” than all
otherbeingsonyourplacement placed inone
lump anywhere or at any time. They are the
tools of the teachings.
Who are Goys? Again I repeat for your
the
Zionists.
Frightening? I should certainly hope so,
beloved chelas. It is a good time to use your
earthly phrase: “If you aren’t in a panic; you
don’t understand the situation!”
Dharma, please close this portion and
print it. Let us then check on the time and
desires of the group and we may or may not
finish with THE SECRET NEW CONSTITUTION summary today. It has been far too
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long a work period so we will look -fully

at

DEFINITION: ZIONISM

timing.

untiZt@first2%mistGmgressin1897did
Theodor Hen1 caZ2for a “ZegaZZy secured Jewish home in PaLestine.”
Zionism uses the mask of rezigion to
hide its blatant nationalism, racism
and atheistic philosophy.
(Doesn’t

Zionism is a secuZarpoZiticaZ movement dedicated to the estabzishment
of a Jewish state. It seeks to transThere is great misunderstandingregarding form religious hopes and the yearnJews, Zionists, U.S. Nationalism and anti- ing for individuaz freedom
into a sound like Father Joseph’s or Mother
Semitism,or, any other anti-anything.
nationalistic poZiticaZ program.
Not Mary’s Jewish children to me!)
lo/ 14/90

HATONN

Advice

Of The Grand

Satraps And Rabbis
4/l/93 #l

CERES ‘ATONN

You will also find that the 13th (shortversion) of the Protocols of Zion, will also
be making more and more sense as you
see that it has been accomplished according to their plans for your citizenry:
“13: We have already established our
own men in all important positions. We
must endeavor to provide the Goyimwith
lawyers and doctors; the lawyers are au
courant with all interests; doctors, once
in the house, become confessors and
directors of consciences. And,
“15. If one of our people should unhappily fall into the hands ofjustice amongst
the Christians, we must rush to help
him; find as many witnesses as he needs
to save him from his judges, until we
become judges ourselves.”

gogues. What should the Jews do? This that they may TAKE AWAY CHRISwas the reply:
TIANS’ LIVES.
“4. As for what you say of their de“Dear beloved brethren in Moses, we stroying your synagogues: make your
have received your letter in which you sons canons and clerics in order that
tell Us of the anxieties and misfortunes they may destroy
th& churches.
which you are enduring. We are pierced
“5. As for the many other vexations
by as great pain to hear it as yourselves. you complain of: arrange that your sons
“The advice of the Grand Satraps and
Rabbis is the following:
a1. As for what you say that the King
of France obliges you to become Christians: do it, since you cannot do otherwise, but let the law of Moses be kept in
your hearts.
“2. As for what you say about the
command to despoil you of your goods”
(the law was that on becoming converted
Jews gave up their possessions); y make

your sons merchants, that little by
Also there is a letter, remember, where a little they may despoil the Christians
Jewish Rabbi of Arles in Provence, wrote of theirs.

become advocates and lawyers, and
see that they always mix themselves
up with the affairs of State, in order
that by putting Christians under your
yoke you may dominate the world and

be

on them.
“6. Do not swerve from this order that
we give you, because you will find by
experience that, humiliated as you are,
you will reach the actuality of power.
avenged

v.S.S.V.F.F., Prince ofthe
2 1st Caslue (November), 1489.”
"Signed

SO this is “just old stuff!“?

Jews,

How inter-

esting to note that the CIA is now preto the Grand Sanhedrin, which had its
“3. As for what YOU say about their dominantly KGB (Soviets) and Mossad
seat in Constantinople, for advice, as the making attempts on your lives: make (Israel Secret Service) and ALL are
people of Arles were threatening the syna- your sons doctors and apothecaries 9 branches of the British-Israel EMPIRE.

LA: No Riots--Why?
4/18/93 #l

CERES

‘ATONN

L.A.: NO RIOTS

Better than riots for the Elite, is what
is happening. Watch TWO things as
1)
Since we are putting together a paper outcome of this policemen’s trial.
sans Chief Editor, let us just cover the bare Sheriff Block said that “probably, ifnothnecessities of the day. Realize, please ing happens, after about 48 hours the
readers, that we are two full days ahead of VISIBLE presence of guard, etc., would
press so when you get this it will be a tad lessen, BUT there will remain full capability of immediate action.”
And
older than is even “usual”.
TODAY!

OOPS!, “After all, we need to remain

fully alert and management
capable
for the ‘Big One’-er,
I mean here, for
a possible ‘Big One’ earthquake as is
expected, and not, in that instance, to
stop rioting.”
Uh Huh! What can he
know that you don’t? ALMOST EVERYTHING!

2). The press was set up to stomp
everything into the ground as riots spread
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throughout everywhere. When nothing
happened the big flap is at the media for
overkill and actually through the bombardment, citing to riot through questions and harassment. Say what?? Here
you have another superb manipulation
of the media to cause disallowance of
even moderate follow-up of such incidents-in other words, more control over

Update
4/18/93 #l

the little journalists who don’t know what
hit them-and, a silencing of more and
more information reaching you-thepeople.
The “trials” are not over and neither
is the trouble that is foundation to THIS
one. Don’t be foolish, watchers, or you
will be blinded by the ‘obvious” planted
for you while the “real stuff” is totally
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missed.
SHUTTLE
Do any of you find it interesting that
your shuttle was held in orbit until AFTER the verdict was KNOWN? YOU must
be putting these incidents together,
chelas.

On Wacko Waco 4%tand-Off99

CERES ‘ATONN

bers, the FBI, tanks, automatic weapons
that can shoot “cluster” missiles AND
There is no “stand-off’ and no “weird”
capable of blowing up New York-nuclear
sect. You have had an invasion of private weapons the size of a pack of chewing
property with intent to murder by your own gum? [Editor’s note: Yes, I’m now back
government. There is no “hurry” to settle from court, late monday night, and we
the “thing” in a manner expeditious, ei- only heard the barbaric news, on the
ther-and you CAN get this truth through radio, driving home late this afternoon,
4/ 19, after court, about the shocking and
the nonsense they “tell” you.
’ They say they willjust wait while Koresh robotically cold-blooded incendiary ‘suitoday...just
as
writes his receivings on the Seven Seals, tiding” thcit transpired
etc. THEN, when the man asks for a ‘word Commander had predicted above.]
I say one thing right here and now: YOU
processor” which would speed the project
ONES
WHO CONTINUE TO SHUT DOWN
by incomprehensible dimension-it
is
“NO”. What do you think about that? TRUTH AND THE WORD OF TRUTH
FAR AND WIDE
Well, it would look to me as if there is FROM SPREADING
THROUGH QUIBBLING OVER WHO GETS
planned to “somehow” be “forced” to go in
ATTENTION FOR THAT WORD-HAD
and murder them all. Since the &thing
the government wants are witnesses-how
BEST STOP IT OR THERE IS NOT A
do YOUthink the government would like to PRAYER OF GETTING ENOUGH PEOPLE
INFORMED
TO DO A CONFOUNDED
end this nothing “stand-off’. “Stand-off”
with an ATF SWAT team of unlimited num- THINGAGAINSTTHESEMISERABLEAD-

VERSARIES OF LIFE ITSELF. WE, FOR
INSTANCE, ARE WILLING TO SHARE OR
GJiVEAWAY, ANYTHING BEYOND ABSOLUTE “COST” OF PRODUCTION (AND
HAVE UP TO NOW GIVEN FAR MORE
AND NEVER HAD ONE “BREAK-EVEN”
IN ANY PRESS).

We now shall have CONTROL over our
work wherein up to now we have had to
continue with a publisher and distributor to consider in fundamental “make it”
mode. We still have to “make it” but we
don’t have to give such fundamental
attention to that need.
Our work is totally DATED JOURNAL
MATERIAL. We do not write “BOOKS”
as do other parties who do not actually
do the same as we. We offer the truth as
it floods over us amid the heaps of the
tidal wave of total bunk, lies and/or good
intentioned but often repetitious or lacking in ability to publish such information.
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amsimplyreportinginan~orttoexplainWHAT
takes place within the cellular structumsof
livingorganisms. If you reallywant to witness
remarkablegrowthin plantsand good stamina
andhealthinpetsandother~~~alittle
of these additivesas you would vitamins or
fertikem. UseinamildlyvitaminCbased
solutionon same. At transplanttimeforgarden
plantsand houseplants-soak their little root
systemsin thisnatumlandmildsolution.Just
addatablesnoonofGaiandnana,afewd.mpsof
liquidvitaminCorCcrystalstoaquartofwater
GAIANDRIANA
supplyof healthymitochondria- like “fresh andlet setfor 48 hours-then it is readyforuse.
batteries”for the body’scells.
ItwiIlnotnegativelyintemctwithanythingother
Gaiandrianais a non-alcoholichealthtonic
The better our cells function,the greateris than perhaps harbored viruses and disease
which provides basic ‘Sods” to help cells, the stamina returnedto our internaldefense spots and organisms.
weakened by the stresses of modern life, to systems, and the better we can counter the
constantonslaughtof biologicalandviralinvadnYumtoastateofhealth.
NOTE
The betterour cells function,the greateris ers. The end resultis a feelingof well-beingby,
the stamina returnedto our internal defense of course,beingwell.
Ifanypmductyoureceivehasanunpleasant
systems, and the better we can counter the
odor-it is fi-omthe finishingcultureprocess.
2/ 11193 #2
HATONN
constantonslaughtofbiologicalandviralinvadLeavethe bottleopen to air and it will quickly
ers.The endresultisafeelingofwell-beingby,of
dissipate.Then,dependingon tasteandpreferGAIANDRIANA AND AOUAGAIA:
course,beingwell!
ence-refrigerateafteropeningand recking.
IMPORTANT: Do not mix the two,
The Gaiandriana(commonlyreferredto as
To help in understandingthe workings of GaiandrjanaaudAQu;agaia,~
“chondriana”in the Biologicallitemture)are
f=
capableof intelligent,organ&d attackagainst theseorganicmc-men” you mustrealizethat ~ei~theApa@h(m#ochondria)kr
The lqgmssband*to~dthecellularinvaderslike viruses. Think of it as a thereisaproteincovering”cap”0nviruses.
“pac-man”operationof sorts.However,beyond proteincap is centemdon a chargedzinc atom fafuel. Thegqoaboutth*appointedtasks
that,theGaiandrianaarecapableofstimulatingandisthepartofthevirusthatrecognizesand oncehlg~butinbottleI#toprthelyare
binds to DNA-in turn allowing the virus to not parthIm@ mmpatible once the avallcellularstructumlrepairsduetodamagecaused
ablefuelsupplyisexhausted.
Juicesare
by, for instance,Ike radicalsand cumulative Iepmduce.
Aquagaia, in conjunction with the excenenttotakeJwiththeAq~hecause
levels of socalled ‘backgroundsradiationin
knockoutthezincatom(a simple themftochomdriamusthawethefuelderived
our modern environment. Healthy DNA and Gaianm
RNA within the nucleiof our cells then lead to “charge” change),which renders the protein &omsam~themoste&ctivejuicebedng
properly formed and concentratedenzymes, ineffective.Thisis a breakdownof“part$ of the &omthebopicalWuava~&ukIbnyjuiceis
uponwhich healthycellularfunctiondepends. Gaiandnanamale/femaleDNAstructurewhich
5e$owenqandismostpleasanttofncaks.
Gaiandrianaliquid is made entirely from release many working variants but fixes the Diahethshouldutilizewha~juilm6are
wholesomenaturalingredients.
GaiandnonettesorYdll&totakeoutthatzinc aln&bleontheirfoodplantokeepwithinthe
atomand passrightintotheaffectedcell. With- eafeguide5&folcalo&saudotherrequb6AOUAGAIA
out the “cap”,the viruscannotreproduceand ments
infkctmore cells-further, the damagedvirus
Themostiml~ousalldeasyintake
Complementaryto the Gaiandrianaprod- feeds the Gaiandnanaunified cells and the avabbleissimplyaf~dropsuxukthe
uct, Aquagaia is also a non-alcoholichealth circulatingmitochondrk
tonga~bothpr0ductstakenatthesame
tonicwhichprovidesbasicSods” to helpcells,
Healthycells are not affectedbecausethey timeoratdi&renttoftheday.Oncethe
weakened by the stresses of modern life, to lack the zinc-centeredpmteincap on the virus. %itial”~isbeguPandmaintenance
returnto a stateof healthyfunction.
These“Gakf compoundshavean effecton isfollowed,fi%WaWythedrop8~the
Aquagaiacontains&ockz&k
Theseare cancercellsbecausetheystopanenzymeonthetongueamtheleastannoyingtoanydaily
the major biochemical energy “pmcessorzY cancer cells fipm producinga “messengef regknerr.
within cellular metabolism. First, enzymes molecule that blocks a second enzyme from
A-C-E ANTI-OXIDANT
FORMULA
begin the breakdownprocessof organicnutri- attacking the cancer cell’s DNA. The coments (like f&s, carbohydratesand proteins)to pounds(Gaia)havebeen seento actuallytakeintemxdiate substancessuch as amino and out leukemia,bmast,brain and colon cancer
There is growing evidencethat essentially
pyruvicacids. Then, in the next “bucketbri- cells. We have no claimto anythingotherthan everyonein our societyis exposedto fke mdigade” step, these various acid moleculesare statingthat people utilizingthese simple and cals,nowmorethanever.Whilefieemdicalsare
processedwithin the mitochondriato release na.tud substancesdo show improved well- tion-nalproductsof our cells and have certain
beingand do reportfeelinggenemllyand, often bendcial roles in the body,inueased levelsof
chemicalenergy~asadenosinetriphosnaarkably, impmved as to state of health, fmemdicalsinourbodytissuescanbedetriphate (ATF’).
About95% of theenergyneededto “runthe thoughtprocessesand stamina
mentalto our health.
The obviousconclusionis that there might hhx radicalsare highly unstable substances
machinery’ that keeps each cell going and
healthyispmducedinthemitochondk. Unfor- well be good reportsof betterhealthand faster producedin the body thmugh, among other
tunate~,themitochondriaareparticularydam-nxovexy following infectionby other viruses xwtes, themetabolismofaxygen.Freemdicals
Allvirusesknown multiplythroughaseriesofchainreactionsand
agedbyfkemdicalsandcumulativelevelsofso- thanthosementionedabove.
called ‘background”radiationin our modern read in generallythe samemanner.
canattackthepolyun~~~fattyacidsofoell
environment These compromisedmitochonItislmownthatmanydkeasesaredueto
membranes. Unless excess free mdicals are
dria, like halfdead batteries,then lead to im- I-HIWVMDNA and theseam the most affected neutmlized,they can causeconsidembledam(livingcrystal age to the structureand functionof ceil mempaixvdcellularfhnctioningand health. Thus is virusesby the Gaia-chondrianas
theimpoitanceofAqua@a,withitsassimilatableforms).We, again,makenomedicalclaims-we bxanes,and thus the cells themselves. The
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productstiom f&e radicalreactionsare impli- usuallyharvestedfrom treesgrownon plantaCHLORELLA
ad l%x-xe.
catedin theprogressiveaccumulationof delete- tionsin South Korea,Jam
rious ceIlular changes over time, which may
ChlomIlaisasingle-celled,
fresh-wateralgae.
Ginkgois reportedto havea naturalaffinity
eventuallyresultin recognizabledisease. Free for the nexvoussystem. It alsoseemsto stimu- Believedto be the first form of life with a true
radicaldamageisimplicatedintheinitiationandlatethevascularandendocrinesystemsthat,in nucleus,chlorelladatesbackappmximately2.5
Through
promotionof many cancers,as well as harden- turn,stronglyaffectthefunctionof the neTvous billionyears,makingitp-ti
ing of the arteries.
system, possibly increasing the capacity for the process of photosynthesischlorella cells
One area of Aging Researchsuggeststhat normalphysicalactivity,andtheflowof bloodto reproducethemselvesby celldivisionat therate
f&e radicalsdamagebody cells and cause the the brain. Someresearchindicatesthe possible of fournew cellsevery 17-24hours. It was not
pathologicalchanges associated with aging. effectivenessof Ginkgo in the treatment of until the 1890s that chlorellawas identified
Besidesbeingbyproductsof the metabolismof Alzheimer’s disease.
underthe micmscope.In namingit, the prefix
oxygen,suchas duringstrenuousexercise,we
logicalpmperties,Ginkgochlor was selectedto signifygreen, while the
Duetoitspharmaco
also generatesignificantlevels of fm radicals is now widely used throughoutEurope for &Iii el?a,indicatessmaIl.Chlomllaisthemost
Imrn the environment,such as from so-called treatingmany forms of vasculardisease. In a reseamhedalgaein the worldand remainsthe
“backgmund”levelsof ionizingradiation.
survey of packaginginformationof European mostpopularwithmillionsofconsumersworldCooperativedefensesystemsthat can pm products,Ginkgohas been nxommended for wide.
Chkmllaisanubitb~balanoedwhole
tect the body from free radicaldamageinclude suchailmentsas headaches,vertigo,inner-ear
certainenzymesandtheantioxidantvitaminsA,disturbances,diminishedintellectualcapacity foo&andcontributestothehealthandgmwthof
C, and E and beta-carotene,which protectcell and alertnessas a resultof insufficientcimula- humancells like no singlevitaminor mineral
membranesfiamoxidativedamage.VitaminE, tion to the brain, anxiety,and depression,to possiblycan.
chlo&is
extmnely high inpmkin (605%)
one of the fat-solublevitamins,is presentin the name a few.
bloodasd-alpha-tocophemlandiswellaccepted GinkgoBilobaExtract(24%)isconcentmtedand containsmore than 20 vitaminsand minas the major antioxidantin lipid body tissues. from the leavesof the GinkgoBilobatree, The emls, 19 of the 22 essentialand nonessential
VitaminE is consideredthe firstline of defense highly specializedextractionprocessyields a amino acids, enzymes and chlomlla growth
against cell-membrane damage due to 5O:l concentratefrom the leaves (50 grams of factor.ItisoneoftherichestsoumesofRNAand
peroxidation.ViWninEscavengesfieeradicals, leaf produce 1 gmm of extract). The extractis DNA known and has twenty times as much
texminatingchain
reactionsandconfiningdam- thenfurtherstandardizedto contain24%of the chlorophyllas alW&, 10timesmomthanother
ediblealgae includingspirulina,and 10 times
ageto limitedareasofthemembmne.Selenium activeGinkgoFlavoglycosides.
morethan barleygrass.
containedintheenzymeglytathionepemxidase
ChlorellaisadYaatityW.
The
MO-GU ELIXIR
is the second line of defense that destroys
vitaminsfoundin chlorellacellsinclude: Vitaperoxidesbefore they can damage cell memThe first recordeduse of Mo-Gu Elixirwas min C, pmvitaminA, B-camtene,chlorophylla,
bees. Betacarotene, a precursorof Vitamin
A, also traps free radicals. Vitamin C is water duringtheChineseTsin-Dynastyin
221 B.C. It chlorophyllb, thiamine (Bl), ribotlavin(B2),
pyridoxine(B6), niacin (B3),pantothenicacid,
solubleand serves to neutralizefnx radicalsin was referredto as u The RemedyforIinmortal@
folicacid,vitaminB-12,biotin,choline,vitamin
or”~DiuineT~.
aqueoussystems.
It has been well documentedthat there am K, PABA,lipoicacid, inositoland para-aminoThe antioxidantsshow promiseas cancerpreventionagents,aloneand in combination. certainpeoplewholiveto bewellpasta hundred benzoicacid. The minemlsinclude: phosphoyears of age. Thesepeoplelivein suchareasas NS, potassium,iodine,magnesium,sulphur,
themountainousC!aucasus,YakutiainSiberia,
iron, calcium, manganese,copper, zinc and
GINKGO BILOBA
the Poltaya Districtof the Ukraine,Tibet and cobalt
(Ginkgo Biloba extract 24%)
Spain.ThereisanamainRussiacalledKargasok The amino acidsinclude: lysine,histidine,
TheGinkgoBiloba,orMaidenhairtree,isonewhere the people are a dairy- and vegetable- aiginine,asparticacid,thmoinine,serine,gluof theoldestlivingspeciesonthisplanet.Ginkgo eating populace. Centenariansare common tamic acid, pmline, glycine, alanine, cystine,
has flourishedalmost unchangedfor 150mil- amongthesepeople.Theyattributetheirlongev-valine,methionine,isoleucine,leucine,tyrsine,
lionyears,and itsancestorscanbetmced back iiytotheYeastEnzymeTea(Mo-GuElixir)whichphenylalanine,
omithine,tryptophan.
Thesuggesteddailyconsumptionis 3 grams
250 millionyears. It is becauseof thisantiquity has beenin theirdietforhundredsof years. It is
that the GinkgoBiloba tree is calleduthe liu@ said that Mo-Gu and yak butter are staples per day.
fd.
Individualtreesare believedcapableof amongthe dwellersof the high Himalayas.
ECHINACEA
GOLD PLUS
Mo-Guhasbeenusedthroughouthistoryin
living2OOOto4ooOyears.
Duringthelasticeage,
with American Ginseng
Ginkgos nearly became extinct. These trees China,Japan,Russia,Korea,andIndia. It has
sulvivedonly in Chinaand otherpartsof Asia, beensaid to promotea feelingofwell-beingand
In recentyears few medicinalplantshave
where they stayed until approximately1,000 ovemllphysicalrestoration.It hasbeenknown
years ago. At that time,Ginkgotreeswere also by many names, some of which ate: Fungus garnered as much attention as Echinacea
planted amund monasteriesin Japan, where Japonicus, Fungojapon Kombucha, Pichia (~~~a.ruf~ruuxxzAngusb~~.
Fermentans,CembuyaOrientalis,Combuchu The genus name is derived from the Greek
they stilllive today.
(hedgehogorseaumhin)refeningtothe
The name Giw may come fr-ornthe Chi- Tschambucco,Volga-Spring,Champignonde ecla’nos,
prickly
scalesof
thedriedseedhead. Echinacea
nese Sunkyooryiti
(YinGuo),meaning“hill LongueVie,Teekwass,
Kwassan,andKargasok.
The Mo-Gu fungusconstructsin a mem- was widely used medicinally among Native
apricot”or “silverfruit”.Theword bilobameans
“two lobes” and describes the young leaves. bmneformand is a symbiosisofyeastcellsand Americans,particularlyin the Plains. It is a
Although modem medical research focuses differentbacteria. Among these bacteriaare: productwhich is now usedwidelythroughout
mainlyontheleavesofGinkgo,theGinkgofruits BacteriumXylinum, BacteriumGluconicum, UnitedStatesand Europe.
and nuts have been used in China since time AcetobacterKetogenum,andPichiaFennentans. Echinaceais a non-specificstimulantto the
The Mo-Gufingus needsto livein a solution immunesystem.ClaimsforEchinaceainclude:
immemorialas a delicacyand tonic food. Ancient Chinese texts record Ginkgo’suse as a composedof common(black)teaand sugar. In stimulationof leukocytes,mild antibioticactivmedicinalagent as far back as five thousand the propertemperatureenvironmenttheymul- ity, anti-inflamatoiyactivity,stimulationof the
tiply constantly. They do not build sporesas adrenalcortex, stimulationof the properdin/
Y=I-s ago.
The Ginkgo Biloba extract is a complex yeast normallydoes,but insteadmultiplyby a complement system, interferon-likeactivity,
stimulationof genemlcellularimmunity,and
compound. The green leaves of the tree are processof branching.
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antivimlactiviity.
Internalpmpamtionsaresaidto
assistinalleviatingcoldandflu
symptoms,respim.tcuy
infections,and arthritis,to name a few.
Goldenseal(HMt2zmhkj
isgenerally placedin the buttercupfamily. The name
Goldensealwas adopted in 1880, previously
havingbeenknownasYellowRoot. Goldenseal
was widely used among the Native American
population,particularlyamong those in the
East.The Cherokeeusedtherootsas awash for
local inflammations, for general debility,
dyspepsiaandto improveappetite.The Iroquois
used it for whooping cough, diarrhea liver
trouble, fever, sour stomach, flatulence,and
pneumonia BenjaminSmith Barton firs referred to the use of Goldensealfor rattlesnake
bitesasearlyas 1793.Clinicalrecognitionofthe
use of Goldensealcame in the early 1850sand
has continuedto thisvery day.
Goldensealisamongthemostpopularherbs
in the Americanhealthfood market. Uses are
numerous,includingbutnotlirnitedto:antiseptic, hemostatic,diuretic, laxative,and tonic/
anti-inflamatoryfor the mucous membranes,
hemorrhoids,nasalcongestion,
mouthandgum
soresand eye afIlictions.
Ginseng can be litemlly translated from
Chinese as uthe essence of rnur?’or * manshupedprecious mot.nFew medicinal plants
in the world possess Ginseng’snear-legendary status. Dating back thousandsof years,
its history of use in the Orient records therapeutic properties so wide ranging that it was
firstdismissedby Westerndoctorsasa”panatea” . When fatigued, Ginseng reportedly
restores both physical and mental functions
to peak efficiency and, with regular use,
improves resistance to disease and stress.
American Ginseng’s genus name is Panax
Quinquefolius.

Over 40,000 species of mushrooms exist,
many of which are used as medicines. Of
particular note are such remediesas penicillin- and ergot-based extracts used in migraine treatment, to name a few. Extensive
research has been done with one mushroom
in particular, namely, Reishi. This mushroom is now considered a tried and true
immune system fortitier.
References to the use of Reishi in the
treatmentof avariety ofcomplaintsdate back
as far as 2700 B.C. in Chinese literature. It
is referred to by a number of names, including the “ten thmsand year mushroom”. The
rarity of this particular mushroom has -increased its value. The Chineseemperor Shih
Huang Ti (250-2 10 B.C.) mounted expeditions of hundreds, even thousandsof men to
fmd the Reishi. Recently techniques have
been developed for the cultivation and harvesting of the Reishi Mycelium. Writings
about Reishi place it in the category of “fi
z!uzr@’herbs and claim it is a medicine that
improves the ability of the body to maintain
balance by strengtheningnatural resistance
and generally improving health.
(Setecolorinsertpageforprodud
orderinginformation.)
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Tapes,

Transcriptions

&

Videos

In addition to audio tapes of meetings with Commander Hatonn and written
transcriptions
of some taped topics,
7?% W072V also offers other tapes and
videos on selected topics.
Donations to cover the costs of tapes are 64.00 for one tape, $6.00 for two
tapes and $2.50 per tape for three or more, except where otherwise noted. The
transcriptions
are $3.00 each. (Mexico or Canada add $0.25 and other foreign
countries add 80.50 per tape or transcription.)
Postage is included in tape and
transcription
prices.
Please
send check or money order to: 7XE WCXZD, P.O. Box 6194,
Tehachapi,
CA 93582 or call 805-822-4176
if you have questions
or you
wish to use your Visa, Discover
or Master Card.
If you desire to automatics//y
receive tapes from future meetings, please send
at least a $50 donation from which tape costs will be deducted. We will try to notify
you as your balance reaches zero.
SpecialOrdertapes
are noted below by *and are not automatically
sent since
this material is usually either already in print or will be soon. Available written
transcriptions
are noted by #.
The following
is a complete list of meeting dates with the number of tapes
in bold in parentheses
and mentioning
if the meeting has a special focus:
2/22/92(4);
3/l 4/92(4);
3/2 l/92(2);
3/28/92( 1); 4/4/92(3);
4/l 2/92(2) a talk at local Community
Church;
4/l 3/92(l) # “What is a Semite?“;
4/l 7/92(l)
# “Who Were the First
Christians?”
4/25/92(2)*
# “The Photon Belt”;
4/26/92(3);
5/l /92( 1) “L.A. Riots and
The Bigger Plan”;
5/2/92(3;
S/8/92(2)
radio talk show;
5/9/92(4);
5/l l/92(3)
* “Silent Weapons For
Quiet Wars“;
5/l 3/92(3) meeting with European
visitors over lunch;
5/l 6/92(3); S/23/92(2);
S/30/92(3)*
“The Divine Plan and
Places In Between” tapes l-3;
6/l /92(3); 6/4/92(2);
6/6/92(4);
6/l 3/92(3); 6/21/92(3);
6/27/92(2);
6/28/92(2)
radio program, KTKK, Salt
Lake City, UT;
6/30/92(3)*
“The Divine Plan and
Places In Between” tapes 4-6;
7/4/92(2)
radio program, KTKK;
7/l 2/92(3);
7/l 8/92(2) radio program, KTKK;

7-?tE W0RD NOW ACCEPTS
VISA, DISCOVER OR
MASTER CARD

7/26/92(3);
B/3/92(2)
radio program, KTKK;
8/8/92(2);
8/3 l/92(2) Anti-Christ
Banksters;
g/5/92(2);
9/l 2/92(2) radio program, KTKK;
1 O/4/92(3);
1 O/l O/92(2);
1 O/l 7/92(2) radio program, KTKK;
1 O/24/92(2);
11 /l/92(2);
1 1/1/92(l)
radio program, New Mexico;
1 1/8/92(2);1
1/14/92(3);1
l/22/92(2);
1 1/25/92(l)
radio program, Gallup, NM;
11/29/92(2);
12/6/92(2);
12/6/92(2)
Cosmos Patriot Group-I;
12/7/92(
1) Cosmos Patriot Group-II;
12/l 2/92(2) Cosmos Patriot Group-III;
12/l 3/92(2); 12/20/92(2);
12/3 l/92(1)* Constitutional
Law Center;
l/2/93(2);
1/i 4/93(2) Seminar speech by Retired
Police Officer Jack McLamb;
1/16/93(2);
l/23/93(3);
l/30/93(2);
2/6/93(l);
2/l 3/93(2); 2/l g/93(2);
2/20/93(2)
radio program on KTKK
featuring Soltec with Hatonn;
4/4/93(3)
including Soltec and Sananda,

4/ 10/93(2) radio program KTKK

SPECIAL VIDEO: 8/l 6/92, Tehachapi Citizens’
Rally featuring Cal. James “Bo” Critz, $12;
SPECIAL MUSIC AUDIO: Steven Vaus - “WE MUST
TAKE AMERICA BACK” available for $5;
SPECIAL MUSIC AUDIO: Brent Mockhead - “LEIX
TAKE OUR NATION BACK” available for $5.

CONTACT:
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PHOENIX

JOURNALS

THESE WORKS ARE A SERIES
CALLED THE PHOENIX
JonNALS AND HAVE BEEN WRITTEN
TO ASSIST
MAN TO BECOME

LIST

44. TANGLED WEBS VOL. 11
45. TANGLED WEBS VOL. 111
46. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IV
47.
INSTRUCTIONS
~,ATPRE-FLIGHT
T

AWARE OF LONGSTANDING DEVUL.
1
CEFT’IONS AND OTHER MATTERS
48. TANGLED WEBS VOL. V
CRITICAL TO HIS SURVIVAL AS A
49. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VI
SPECIES. JOURNALS ARE $7.95
50. THE DIVINE PLAN VOL. I
EACH PLUS SHIPPING. ORDER 4 5 1. TANGLED WEBS VOL.VII
OR MORE AND DEDUCT 10%.
52. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VIII
53. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IX
1. SIPAPU ODYSSEY
54. THE FUNNEL’S NECK
2. AND THEY CALLED HIS
55. MARCHING TO ZION
NAME IMMANUEL, I AM
56. SEX AND THE LOTTERY
SANANDA
57. GOD, TOO, HAS A PLAN
3. SPACE-GATE,
THE VEIL
2000, DIVINE PLAN VOL.11
REMOVED
58. FROM THE FRYING
4. SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC
PAN INTO THE PIT OF FIRE
DISASTER
59. “REALITY” ALSO HAS A
5. FROM HERE TO ARMAGEDDRUM-BEAT!
DON
61. PUPPY-DOG TALES
6. SURVIVAL IS ONLY TEN
62. CHAPARRAL SERENDIPITY
FEET FROM HELL
63. THE BEST OF TIMES
7. THE RAINBOW MASTERS
64. TO ALL MY CHILDREN
9. SATAN’S DRUMMERS
65. THE LAST GREAT PLAGUE
10. PRIVACY IN A FISHBOWL
EX 1. PHOENIX JOURNAL
11. CRY OF THE PHOENIX
12. CRUCIFIXION OF THE
EXPRESS VOLUMES I & II
PHOENIX
(BOOK) $11.95
13. SKELETONS IN THE
EX 2. PHOENIX JOURNAL
CLOSET
EXPRESS VOLUMES III 8c IV
14. RRPP - RAPE, RAVAGE,
(BOOK) $11.95
PILLAGE AND PLUNDER OF
EX 3. PHOENIX JOURNAL
THE PHOENIX
EXPRESS VOLUMES V & VI
15. RAPE OF THE CONSTITU(EOOK) $11.95
TION
EX 4. PHOENIX JOURNAL
16. YOU CAN SLAY THE
EXPRESS VOLUMES XIII & XIV
DRAGON
(BOOK) $15.95
17. THE NAKED PHOENIX
EX 5. PHOENIX JOURNAL
18. BLOOD AND ASHES
EXPRESS VOLUMES XV 8z XVI~
19. FIRESTORM IN BABYLON
20. THE MOSSAD CONNECTION
(BOOK) $19.95
2 1. CREATION, THE SACRED
UNIVERSE
23. BURNT OFFERINGS
24. SHROUDS OF THE SEVENTH SEAL
25. THE BITTER COMMUNION
26. COUNTERFEIT BLESSINGS
THE ANTI-CHRIST BY
ANY NAME: KHAZARS
27. PHOENIX OPERATORPURCHASE MULTIPLE
OWNER MANUAL
COPIES
28. OPERATION SHANSTORM
OF THIS AND OTHER
29. END OF THE MASQUERADE
ISSUES OF
38. THE DARK CHARADE
39. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE
CONTACT:
THE HOLOCAUST
VOL. I
THE PHOENIX
40. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE
PROJECT
THE HOLOCAUST
VOL. II
41. THE DESTRUCTION OF A
AND
PASS
PLANET--ZIONISM IS RACISM
THEM
OUT
42. UNHOLY ALLIANCE
TO YOUR FRIENDS
43. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I

HELP
SPREAD THE
WORD

.

PROJECT

805-822-0202
This is a service for our
readers.
dedicated
Today’s
Watch
telephone hotline carries the
latest
news
and comments from Commander
Ceres ‘Atonn’s
most recent writings.
This is our
way of keeping you informed about fast-breaking news and events.
The message machine will
answer
after 2 rings if
there are any new messages for that day, and
after 4 rings if not. Thus
daily callers can hang up
after 2 rings and save toll
charges
if no new message has been recorded.
The message
update(s),
if any,
occur
by 6 PM
Pacific Time.

FOR INFORMATION ABOUT
JOURNALS,
BOOKS,
ETC.,
MENTIONED IN THIS NEWSPAPER, PLEASE CONTACT:

PHOENIX SOURCE
DISTRIBUTORS, Inc.
Post Office Box 27353
Las Vegas, Nevada 89126
l-800-800-5565

VISA, Discover)

SHIPPING

CHARGES:

USA (except Alaska

PROJECT

THE PHOENIX

PROJECT

Subscription

TELEPHONE
HOTLINE

(Mastercard,

PHOENIX

CONTACT:

CONTACF
THE PHOENIX

THE

CONTACT:

Rates

THE PHOENLX

PROJECT

is published by

CONTACT, Inc.
Post Office Box 27800
Las Vegas, Nevada 89126
Subscription orders may be placed by
mail to the above address or by phone to
l-800-800-5565. Subscriptionratesare:
$20 for 13 issues (US); $22 (Canada/
Mexico); $30 (Foreign); or 26 issues for
$40 (US); $44 (Canada/Mexico); $60
(Foreign); or 52 issues for $75 (US);
$80 (Canada/Mexico); $110 (Foreign).
Subscribers: Expiration date appears on right side of mailing label.
Ouantitv Subscriotions: $97.50 for 25
copies of 13 issues; $135. for 50 copies
of 13 issues (US); $250 for 100 copies,
of 13 issues (US); $500 for 100 copies
of 26 issues (US); or $1,000 for 100
copies of 52 issues (US). UPS postpaid
Continental U.S. For Alaska, HI,
Canada, Mexico and Foreign, call or
write for shipping charges.
Single copies of back issues of CUNTACT, THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR or PHOENIX EXPRESS are
$1.5Oeach. Quantitybackissuepricesare
asfollows: l-lOcopies$1.5Oeach; 11-50
copies $15.00, 51-100 copies $25.00.
Shipping included, postpaid in the Continental U.S.A. Alaska, Hawaii, Canada&
Foreign ordets please call or write for
quotes on additionai shipping charges.

CoDyriaht Statement
COPYRIGHT 1993 by CONTACT, Inc.
Reproduction of this newspaper for private, non-profit use is alv
encour&, as long as thecontent and integrity
remain absolutely unchanged. For commercial purposes, reproduction is strictly
forbidden unless and until permission is
granted in writing by CONTACT, INC.
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